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SECOND SOLUTION

When the Manhattan Project
started, the basic problem was to
manufacture an atomic bomb, a goal
that required the solution of a pred-
ecessor problem-the separation of
a fissionable isotope from non-

fissionable material. Four distinct.

completely workable solutions to the
problem were developed and oper-
ated : the gas-diffusion process, the
electromagnetic process, and ther-
mal diffusion in liquid were used at
Oak Ridge. At Han ford, chemical
separation of synthetic plutonium
from uranium was used. Kach of

these constituted a complete, valid.
and workable solution to the prob-
lem.

The Manhattan Project was a
unique setup, in -that, under war-
time pressure,

,
 it did equivalent

things in parallel, spurred by the
danger that if one only were selected
.and developed, it might prove 

.

un-

workable, and the hour. then, too

late for recovery. Normally, some
one solution to a technical problem
is tried out, a few preliminary de-
signs made, preliminary designs of
other suggested solutions tried, and
then one of the suggestions is de-
veloped and used, the others dis-
carded. That,s by far the cheaper
way of operating.
8BCOND SOLUTION

That it is not necessarily the best
is not so evident. That it leaves

open the way to a lot of interesting
speculation, however, is-and sci- .
ence-fiction hasn,t done as much

speculation in that direction as it
might. Each of our jnajor devices
today constituJes an answer to a
problem-it's not necessarily the
best answer, and it is doubtful that
any answer to any problem is the
onlx answer. Even in arithmetic

and algebra multiple answers of
eoual validity normally exist. In

. . . w

ilie complex fields of technology,
hundreds of untried devices mav be

possible, many perhaps better an-
swers than the ones we have.

One example of that basic factor
has come to light relatively re-
cently. Phillips of Eindhoven, The
Netherlands, manufactures radio
tubes, radio sets, electric lights, et
cetera, and has found its market
limited by lack of power lines.
Seeking a home power plant that
Europe could use, keeping in mind
that gasoline is not freely available
there as it is in America, they
sought a different answer to the
problem of a small engine. They
went back a century or more to a
discarded solution to that problem
-a solution discarded at the time

.



because the internal combustion

heat-engine seemed the better an-
swer. There are a lot of forms of

heat-engines now known; the re-
action types, including rockets,
turbo-jets, reso-iets and ram-jets,
the internal combustion types in-
cluding gasoline and Diesel types,
and

, in current general use, only one
external-combustion type, the steam-

engine group, which includes the
turbines and reciprocating types. At
one time, the hot-air heat-engine
was used, but it dropped out of the
competition.

With modern heat-engine theory,
modern mechanical methods, mod-

ern metallurgy, and modern re-
search techniques, Phillips reopened
the case of the hot-air engine. It
shows up with some dazzling possi-
bilities. First, it,s essentially an
external combustion engine, and can

run on coal, wood, gasoline, kero-
sene. alcohol, or the hot gases ex-
hausted from a furnace-any source
of heat. Second

, with modern
methods, it shows an efficiency of
over thirty per cent, well ahead of
the best gasoline engines, and up
with the best Diesel engines. It is
far simpler, has fewer moving parts,
and represents a much simpler lub-
rication problem than does any in-
ternal combustion engine. And in
addition, there being no violent
chemical reactions involved inside
the engine, it runs like a steam-en-

gine, smoothly and quietly, instead
of noisily. The "exhaust" of the

hot-air engine is simply the gases
escaping from its heat-source, and
as noisy as a burning candle. The
engine can. with modern metallurgy,
be light, compact, highly efficient--
and operate on anything that will
burn.

By picking the internal combus-
tion gasoline engine, men missed
developing the hot-air engine. It's
easier to make a moderately effi-
cient, moderately light gasoline en-
gine, starting from scratch, (Tian to
do the same with a hot-air engine-
so men took that turn. But a high-
efficiency, very-light gasoline engine
runs into severe problems that have
driven us to a development of petro-
leum chemistry we would never
have attained had we selected the

hot-air engine. The ramifications
consequent 011 picking the gasoline
engine for development are almost
incalculable. Distillation theory, hy-
drocarbon chemistry, plastics and
rubber chemistry, all owe an in-
estimable debt to the fact that men

,

on this planet, guessed-and per-
haps guessed very wrong-that the
gasoline internal combustion engine,
rather than the hot-air engine was
the best answer.

Wonder what we,d have developed
instead if we'd taken the hot-air

engine road?
The Editor.

* *
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THE RULL
BY A. E. Van VOGT

It hud been intended as a test-but the test icent wrong.

But it was very hard for the human to appreciate or
guess at the Achilles Heel of the incredible Hull!

Illustrated by Orban

Professor Jamieson saw the other
space boat oat of the corner of one
eye. He was sitting in a hollow
about a dozen yards from the edge
of the precipice, and some score
of feet from the doorway of his
own lifeboat. He had been intent
on his survev book, annotating a

comment beside the voice graph,
to the effect that Laertes III was

so close to the invisible dividing
line between Earth-controlled and

Rull-controlled space that its prior
discovery by man was in itself a
major victory in the Rull-human
war.

THE RDIyl, 7



lie wrote: "The fact that ships
based on this planet could strike at
several of the most densely popu-
lated areas of the galaxy, Rull or
human, gives it an AA priority on
all available military equipment.
Preliminary defense units should be
set up on Mount Monolith, where
1 am now, within three we-"

ft was at that point that he saw
the other boat, above and somewhat
to his left, approaching the table-
land. He glanced up at it-and
froze where he was, torn between
two opj>osing purposes.

His first impulse, to run for the
lifeboat, yielded to the realization
that the movement would be seen

instantly by the electronic reflexes
of the other ship. For a moment,
then, he had the dim hope that, if
he remained quiet enough, neither

he nor his ship would be observed.
Even as he sat there, perspiring

with indecision
, his tensed eyes

noted the Rull markings and the
rakish design of the other vessel.
His vast knowledge of things Rull
enabled him to catalogue it instantly
as a survey craft.

A survey craft. The Rulls had
discovered the Laertes sun.

The terrible potentiality was that,
behind this small craft, might be
fleets of battleships, whereas he was
alone. His ovun lifeboat had been

dropped by the Orion nearly a
parsec away, while the big ship
was proceeding at antigravity
speeds. That was to insure that
Rull energy tracers did not record
its passage through this area of
space.

The Orion was to head for the

nearest base, load up with planetary
defense equipment, and return. She
was due in ten days.

Ten days. Jamie.son groaned in-
wardly. and drew his legs under
him and clenched his survey l»>ok
in the lingers of one hand, lint
still the possibility his ship, par-
tially hidden under a clump 01

"

 trees.

might escape notice if he remained
quiet, held him there in the open.
I lis head tilted up, his eyes glared
at the alien, and his brain willed it
to turn aside.

Once more, flashingly, while he
waited, the implications of the dis-
aster that could be here, struck
deep. In all the universe there had
never been so dangerous an intel-
ligence as the Rull. At once re-
morseless and immune to all

attempts at establishing communi-
cation, Rulls killed human !>eings on
sight. A human-manned warship
that -ventured into Rull-patrolled
space was attacked until it with-
drew or was destroyed. Rull ships
that entered Earth-controlled space
never withdrew once they were at-
tacked. In the beginning, man had
been reluctant to engage in a death
struggle for the galaxy. But the
inexorable enemy had forced him
finally to match in every respect
the tenacious and murderous poli-
cies of the Rull.

The thought ended. The Rull
ship was a hundred yards away,
and showed no signs cf changing
its course. In seconds, it would
cross the clump of trees, which
ha!f-hid the lifeboat.

In a spasm of a movement, Jamie-
8 ASTOBSDIXG SCIKNCIIFJCTION



sor. launched himself from chair.

Like a shot from a gun, with utter
abandon, he dived for the open
doorwav of his machine. As the

*

door clanged behind him, the boat
shook as if it had been struck bv

a giant. Part of the ceiling sagged :
the floor staggered towards him, and
the air grew hot and suffocating.

Gasping, Jamicson slid into the
control chair, and struck at the main
emergency switch. The rapid 

*

 lire

blasters huzzaed into automatic fir-

ing positions, and let go with a hum
and deep-throated ping. The re-
frigerators whined with power; a
cold blast of air blew at his body.
The relief was so quick that a
second passed before Jamieson rea-
lized that the atomic engines had
failed to respond. And that the
lifeboat, which should already have
been sliding into the air, was still
lying inert in an exposed position.

Tense, he stared into the visi-
plates. It took a moment to locate
the Rull ship. It was at the lower
edge of one plate,

ÿ
 tumbling slowly

out of sight beyond
*

 a clump of trees
a quarter of a mile away. As he
watched, it disappeared; and then
the crash of the landing came clear
and unmistakable from the sound
board in front of him.

The relief that came was weighted
with an awful reaction. Jamieson
sank back into the cushions of the
control chair, weak from the nar-
rowness of his escape. The weak-
ness ended abruptly as a thought
struck him. There had been a

sedateness about the way the enemy
ship fell. The srash hadn

,t killed

the Rul/s aboard.

He was alone in a damaged life-
boat on an impassable mountain
with one or more of the most re-

morseless creatures ever spawned.
For ten days, he must fight in the
hope that man would still be able
to seize the most valuable 1planet
discovered in a century.

He saw in his visiplate that it
was growing darker outside.

Jamieson opened the door, and
went out onto the tableland, lie

was still trembling with reaction,
but there was no time to waste.

He walked swiftly to the top of
the nearest hillock a hundred feet

away, taking the last few feet on
his hands and knees. Cautiously,
he peered over the rim.

Most of the mountain top was
visible. It was a rough oval some
eight hundred yards wide at its
narrowest, a wilderness of scraggly
brush and upjutting rock, dominated
here and there by clumps of trees.
There was not a movement to be

seen, and not a sign of the Kill!
ship. Over everything lay an at-
mosphere of desolation, and the
utter silence of an uninhabited
wasteland.

The twilight was deeper, now
that the sun had sunk below the

southwest precipice. And the deadly
part was that, to the Rulls, with
their wider vision and more com-

plete sensory equipment, the dark-
ness would mean nothing. All night
long, he would have to be on the
defensive against beings whose nerv-
ous systems outmatched his in
every function except, possibly,
intelligence. On that level, and

THE RUT,I-



that alone, human beings claimed
equality.

The very comparison made him
realize how desperate his situation
was. He needed an advantage. If
h<* could get to the Rull wreck .and

cause them some kind of damage
before it got pitch dark, before
they recovered from the shock of
the crash, that alone might make
the difference between lite and
death for him.

It was a chance he had to take.

Hurriedly, Jamieson backed
down the hillock

, and, climbing to
his feet

, started to run along a
' shallow wash. The ground was
rough with stones and projecting
edges of rock and the gnarled roots
and tangle of hardy growth. Twice,
he fell, the first time gashing his
right hand, the second time his
right foot.

It slowed him mentally and physi-
cally. . He had never before tried to
make speed over the pathless wil-
derness of the tableland. He saw
that in ten minutes he had covered

a distance of just under seventy-
five yards.

Jamieson stopped. It was one
thing to be bold on the chance of
making a vital gain. It was quite
another to throw away his life on a
reckless gamble. The defeat would
not be his alone, but man's.

As he stood there
, he grew aware

of how icy cold it had become. A
chilling wind from the east had
sprung up, By midnight, the tem-
perature would be zero. For it
was autumn on Laertes IIT. Soon

,

snow would be stinging down on
an ever more barren land, and then

10

winter would settle for eight long
months. The original exploratory
party had extracted from the flora
and the fauna, and the soil and the
rocks the cyclic secrets of the
planet,s existence. And in their

two years stay they had mapped
the gyrations of every wind, cold
and heat source on its uneven sur-

face.

Jamieson began to retreat. There
were several defenses to rig up be-
fore night fell; and he had better
hurry. An hour later, when the
moonless darkness lay heavily over
the mountain of mountains, Jamie-
son sat tensely before his visiplates.

It was going to be a long night
for a man who dared not sleep.

It was shortly after midnight-
Laertes III had a twenty-six hour,
sidereal time

, day-when Jamieson
saw a movement at the remote

perimeter of his all-wave vision
plate. Finger on blaster control, he
waited for the object to come into
sharper focus.

It never did. The cold dawn

found him weary but still alertly
watching for an enemy that was
acting as cautionsly as he himself.

He began to wonder if he had
actually seen anything.

Jamieson took another antislecp
pill and made a more definitive ex-
amination of the atomic motors.

It didn,t take, long to verify his
earlier diagnosis. The basic graviton
pile had been thoroughly frustrated.
Until it could be reactivated on the
Orion, the motors were useless.

The conclusive examination

braced Jamieson. He was com-

ASTOUNDING SCI14NCB-KICTION



mitted irrevocably to the battle of
the tableland, with all its intricate
possibilities. The idea that had
been turning over in his mind dur-
ing the prolonged night took on new
meaning. This was the first time in
his knowledge that a Rull and a
human being had faced each other
on a limited field of action, where
neither was a prisoner. The great
battles in space were ship against
ship and fleet against fleet. Sur-
vivors either escaped or were picked
up by overwhelming forces. Actu-
ally, both humans and Rulls, cap-
tured or facing capture, were
conditioned to kill themselves. Rulls

did it by a mental vntiing that had
never been circumvented. Men had

to use mechanical methods, and in

some cases that had proved im-
possible. The result was that Hulls
had had occasional opportunities to
experiment on living, conscious
men.

Unless he was bested, before he
could get organize*!, here . was a
priceless opportunity to try some
tests on Rulls-and without delay.
Every moment of daylight must be
utilized to the uttermost limit.

Jamieson put on his special "de-
fensive" belts

.

,
 and went outside.

. The dawn was brightening minute
by minute; and the vistas that re-
vealed themselves with each incre-

ment of light power held him. even
as

* he tensed his l>ody for the fight
ahead. Why, he thought, in a
sharp, excited wonder, all this is
happening on the strangest moun-
tain ever knozi'/t.

Mount Monolith, discovered at

the same time as the planet, two

years before, had been named in
the first words spoken about it.
"Look at that monolith down

there!" On a level plain that
column stood, and reared up pre-
cipitously to a height of eight thou-
sand two hundred feet. The most

majestic pillar in the known uni-
verse

, it easily qualified as one of
the hundred natural wonders of

the galaxy.
Standing there, Jamieson felt, not

for the first time, the greatness of
man

"s destiny. Defender and ally
of thousands of life-forms, chief
enemy of the encroaching Rull
menace-In his eighteen years of
military service he had. gazed on
many alien scenes. 

'

 He had walked

the soil of planets two hundred
thousand light-years from Earth.
As head of the floet,s science divi-
sion. he had been absolute com-

mander-under law and regulation
-of ships so powerful that whole
groups of inhabited worlds were
helpless before their irresistible
might-ships that flashed from the
eternal night into the blazing bright-
ness of suns red and suns blue,

suns yellow and white and orange
and violet, suns so wonderful and
different that no previous imagin-
ings could match the reality.

Yet, despite, the greatness of his
rank, here he stood on a mountain
on far Laertes, one man compiled
by circumstance to pit his cunning
against one or more of the su-
premely intelligent Rull enemy.
The information about the dis-
covery of the Laertes planet had
been relayed to him through the
usual routine channels. Instantly

THB HULL 11



he had sect) what the others had

missed, that it would be a key base
against either galactic hemisphere.
Sincc battleships did not normally
carry the type of planetary oryc-
tologist who could make a co-ordi-
nated survey, he had not hesitated
to step into the breach.

Even as it was, the first great
advantage was already lost.

Jamieson shook himself grimly.
Tt was time to launch his attack-

and discover the opposition that
could be mustered against him.

That was Step One, and the im-
portant point about it was to insure
that it wasn,t also Step Last.

By the time the Laertes sun
peered palely over the horizon that
was the northeast cliff,s edge, the
assault was under way. The auto-
matic defensors, which he had set
up the night before, moved slowly
from point to point ahead of the
mobile blaster.

Jamieson cautiously saw to it
that one of the three defensors also

brought up his rear. He augmented
that basic protection by crawling
lrom one projecting x*ock after an-
other. The machines he manipulated
from a tiny hand control, which
was connected to the visiplates that
poked out from his headgear just
above his eyes. With tensed eyes,
he watched the wavering needles
that would indicate movement or

lhat the defensor screens were be-

ing subjected to energy opposition.
Nothing happened.
As he came within sight of the

Rull cra?"t, Jamieson stalled his at-
tack, while lie seriously pondered
12

the problem of no resistance, lie
didn't like it. It was possible that
all the Rulls aboard had been killed,

but" he doubted it mightily. Rulls
were almost boneless. Except for
half a dozen strategically linked
cartilages, they were all muscle.

With bleak eyes,  Jamieson studied
the wreck through the telescopic
eyes of one of the defensors. It
lay in a shallow indentation, its nose
buried in a wall of gravel. Its lower
plates were collapsed versions of
the original. His single energy
blast the evening before, completely
automatic though it had been, had
really dealt a smashing blow to the
Rull ship.

The over-all effect was of utter
lifelessness. If it was a trick

, then
it was a very skillful one. Fortu-
nately, there were tests lie could
make, not absolutely final but evi-
dential and indicative.

He made them.

The echoless height of the most
unique mountain ever discovered
hummed with the fire-sound of the

mobile blaster. The noise grew to
a roar as the unit,s pile warmed to
its task, and developed its maxi-
mum kilo curie activity.

Under that barrage, the hull of
the enemy craft trembled a little
and changed color slightly, but that
was all. After ten minutes, Jamie-
son cut the power, and sat baffled
and indecisive.

The defensive screens of the Rull

ship were full on. Had they gone
on automatically after his first shot
of the evening before? Or had
they been put up deliberately to
nullify just such an attack as this?
ASTOUNDING SCfBSCB-F1CT10N



.

He couldn l be stive. That was

the trouble; he had no positive
knowledge. The Rull could be ly-
ing inside dead. (Odd, how he was
beginning to think in terms of one
rather than several, but he had a
conviction that two live Rulls would

not be cautious in dealing with one
human being-of course, they
couldn't be absolutely sure there
was only one.) It could be wounded
and incapable of doing anything
against him. It could have spent
the night marking up the tableland
with elled nerve control lines- -he>d

have to make sure he never looked

directly at the ground-or it could
simply be waiting for the arrival
of the greater ship that had dropped
it onto the planet.

Jamieson refused to consider the
last possibility. That way was
death, without qualification or hope.

Frowningly, he studied the visible
damage he had done the ship. All
the hard metals had held together,
so far as he could see. But the whole
bottom of the ship was dented to a
depth that varied from one to four
feet. Some radiation must have

got in, and the question was, what
would it have damaged?

He had examined dozens of cap-
tured Rull survey craft, and if this
one ran to the pattern, then in the
front would be the control center,
with a sealed off blaster chamber.

In the rear the engine room, two
storerooms, one for fuel and equip-
ment, the other for food and-

For food. Jamieson jumped, and
then with wide eyes noted how the
food section had suffered greater

THK RUU

damage than any other part of the
ship.

Surely, surely, some radiation
must have got into it, poisoning it,
ruining it, and instantly putting the
Rull. with his swift digestive sys-
tem, into a deadly position.

Jamieson sighed with the inten-
sity of his hope, and prepared to
retreat. As he turned away, quite
incidentally, accidentally, he glanced
at the rock behind which he had

shielded himself from possible direct
fire.

Glanced at it, and saw the elled
lines in it. Intricate lines, based

on a profound and inhuman study
of the human nervous system.
Jamieson recognized them, and
stiffened in horror. He thought in
anguish: Where, where am I sup-
posed to fall? Which cliff?

With a desperate will, with all
his strength, he fought to retain
his senses a moment longer. He
strove to see the lines again. He
saw, briefly, flashingly, five vertical
and above them three lines that

pointed east with their wavering
ends.

The pressure built up, up, up
inside him, but still he fought to
keep his thoughts moving. Fought
to remember if there were any wide
ledges near the top of the east cliff.

There were. He recalled them in

a final agony of hope. There, he
thought. That one, that one, Let
me fall on that one. He strained
to hold the ledge image he wanted,
and to repeat, repeat the command
that might save his life. His last,
dreary thought was that here was

18



the answer to his doubts. The Rull

was alive.
Blackness came like a curtain of

pure essence of night.

From
,
 the far galaxy had he

come, a cold, remorseless leader of
leaders

, the yeli, Meeesh. the Iiin of
Ria, the high Aaish of the Yeell.
And other titles, and other positions,
and power. Oh. the power that he
had, the power of death, the power
of life and the power of the Leard
ships.

He came in his great anger to
discover what was wrong. A thou-

sand years before the command had
been given: Expand into the Second
galaxy. Why were they-who-could-
n  ot-be-more-per feet so slow in
carrying . out these instructions?
What was the nature of the two-

legged creatures whose multitu-
dinous ships, impregnable planetary
bases and numerous allies had

fought those-who-possessed-Na-
ture's-supreme-nervous-system to
an impasse?

"Bring me a live human being!"
The command echoed to the ends of

Riatic soace.

It produced a dull survivor of an

M ASTOCMDINfl SCIENCE-FICTION



Earth cruiser, a sailor of low degree
with an I.Q. of ninety-six, and a
fear index of two hundred and

seven. The creature made vague
efforts to kill himself, and squirmed
on the laboratory table?, and finally
escaped into death when the scien-
tists were still in the beginning of
the experiments which he had
ordered to be performed before his
own eyes.

"Surely, this is not the enemy."
"Sire, we capture so few that

are alive. Just as we have con-
ditioned our own loved-ones. so do

they seem to be conditioned to kill
themselves in case of capture."

"The environment is wrong. We
must create a situation where the

captured does not know himself to
be prisoner. Arc there any possi-
bilities ?"

"The problem will be investi-
gated.

"

Ife had come, as the one who will

conduct the experiment, to the sun
where a man had been observed

seven periods before-
,"in a small

craft that fell from a point in space,
obviously dropped by a warship.
And so we have a new base possi-
bility.

"No landings have yet been made,
as you instructed: no traces of our
presence. It may be assumed that
there was an earlier human landing
on the third planet. A curious
mountain top. Will be an ideal area
for our purposes."

A battle group patrolled the
space around the sun. But he came
down in a small ship; and because
he had contempt for his enemy, he

flew in over the mountain, fired his

TDK RDI/T.

disabling blast at the ship on the
ground-and then was struck by a
surprisingly potent return blast, that
sent his machine spinning to a crash.

Almost, in those seconds
, death

came. But he crawled out of his

control chair, shocked but still alive.
With thoughtful eye?, he assessed
the extent of the disaster that had
befallen him.

He had issued commands that he

would call when he needed help.
But he could not call. The radio

was shattered beyond repair. He
had a strange, empty sensation when
he discovered that his food was

poisoned.
Swiftly, he stiffened to the neces-

sities of the situation.

The experiment would go on.
with one proviso. When the need
for food became imperative, he
would kill the man, and so survive
until the commanders of the ships
grew alarmed, and came down to
sec what had happened.

Part *of the sunless period, he
spent exploring the cliff,s edge.
Then he hovered on the perimeter
of the man's defensor energies,
studying the lifeboat, and pondering
the possible actions the other might
take against him.

Finally, with a tireless patience he
examined the approaches to his own
ship. At key points, he drew the
lines that-could-seize-thc-minds-of-
men. There was satisfaction,

shortly after the sun came up. in
seeing the enemy "caught" and
"compelled"

.
 The satisfaction had

but one drawback.

He could not take the advantage
of the situation that he wanted.
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The difficulty was that the man,s
blaster hud been left focused on his

main air lock. It was not emitting
energy, but the Rull did not doubt
that it would fire automatically if
the door opened.

What made the situation serious
was that, when he tried the emer-
gency exit, it was jammed.

It hadn,t been. With the fore-

thought of his kind, he had tested
it immediately alter the crash.

Then it opened.
Now, it didn,t. The ship, he

decided, must have settled while he
was out during the sunless period.
Actually, the reason for what had
happened didn't matter. What
counted was that he was locked in
just when he wanted to be outside.

It wasn"t as if he had definitely
decided to destroy the man imme-
diately. If capturing him meant
gaining control of his food supply,
then it would be unnecessary to
give him death.* It was important
to be able to make the decision, how-

ever, while the man was helpless;
and the further possibility that the
clled fall might kill him made the
yeli grim. He didn't like accidents

to disturb his plans.

From the beginning the affair
had taken a sinister turn. He had

been caught up by forces beyond
his control

, by elements of space
and time which he had always taken
into account as being theoretically
possible, but he had never consid-
ered them as having personal appli-
cation.

That was for the deeps of space
where the Leard ships fought to ex-
it

tend the frontiers of the -x-r:«rct
*

ones. Out there Jived alien crea-

tures that had been spawned by
Nature before the ultimate nervous

system was achieved. All those
aliens must die because they were
now unnecessary, and because, ex-
isting, they might accidentia dis-
cover means of upsetting the Ixilance
of Ycellian life. In civilized Ria

accidents were forbidden.
The Rull drew his mind clear of

such weakening thoughts.
He decided against trying to open

the emergency door. Instead, he
turned his blaster against a crack-
in the hard floor. The frustrators

blew their gases across the area
where he had worked, and the suc-
tion pumps caught the swirling
radioactive stuff and drew it into a
special chamber. But the lack of an
open door as a safety valve made
the work dangerous. Many times
he 

.paused while the air was
cleansed, and the counter needles
shook themselves toward zero

, so

that he could come out again from
the frustrating chamber to which
he retreated whenever the heat made

his nerves tingle-a more reliable
guide than any instrument that had
to be watched.

The sun was past the meridian
when the metal plate finally lifted
clear, and gave him an opening into
the gravel and rock underneath.
The problem of tunneling out into
the open was easy except that it took
time and physical effort. Dusty
and angry and hungry, the Rull
emerged from the hole near the
center of the clump of trees beside
which his craft had fallen. .
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His plan to conduct an experi-
ment bad lost its attraction. lie

iiad obstinate qualities in liis nature,
but he reasoned that this situation

could be reproduced for him on a
more civilized level. No need to
take risks or to be uncomfortable.
Kill the man and use him as food

until the ships came down to rescue
him.

With hungry gaze, he searched
the ragged, uneven cast cliff, peer-
ing down at the ledges, crawling
swiftly along until he had virtually
circumvented the tableland. lie
found nothing he could be sure
about. In one or two places the
ground looked lacerated as by the
passage of a body, but the most
intensive examination failed to es-

tablish that anyone had actually
been there.

Somberly, the lvull glided towards
the man's lifeboat. From a safe

distance, he examined it. The de-
fense screens were up, but he
couldn't be sure they had been put
up before the attack of the morning,
or had been raised since then, or
had come oti automatically at his
approach.

He couldn,t be sure. That was
the trouble. Everywhere, on the
tableland around him, was a barren-
ness. a desolation unlike anything
else he had ever known. The man

could be dead, his smashed body
lying at the remote bottom of the
mountain. He could be inside the

ship badly injured: he had, un-
fortunately, had time to get back
to the safety of his craft. Or he
could be waiting inside, alert, ag-
gressive, and conscious of his

enemy
's uncertainty, determined to

take full advantage of that uncer-
tainty.

The lvull set up a watching de-
vice

, that would apprise him when
the door opened. Then he returned
to the tunnel that led into hts ship,
laboriously crawled through it, and
settled himself to wait out the

.

emergency.
The hunger in him was an ex-

panding force, hourly taking on a
greater urgency. It was time to
stop moving around. He would
need all his energy for the crisis.

The days passed.

Jamicson stirred in an effluvium

of pain. At *first it seemed all-
enveloping, a mist of anguish that
bathed him in sweat from head to

toe. Gradually, then, it localized
in the region of his lower left leg.

The pulse of the pain made a
rhvthm in his nerves. The minutes

lengthened into an hour, and then
he finally thought: Why, I've got
a sprained ankle! He had more
than that, of course. The pressure
that had driven him here clung like
a gravitonic plate. How long he
lay there, partly conscious, was not
clear, but when he finally opened
his eyes, the sun was still shining
on him, though it was almost di-
rectly overhead.

lie watched it with the mind-

lessness of a dreamer as it withdrew

slowly past the edge of the over-
hanging precipice. It was not until
the shadow of the cliff suddenly
plopped across his face that he
started to full consciousness with a

sudden memory of deadly danger.
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It took a while to shake the rem-
nants of the ellcd "take" from his

brain. And, even as it was fading,
he sized up, to some extent, the
difficulties of his position. He saw
that he had tumbled over the edge
of a cliff to a steep slope. The
angle of descent of the slope was a
sharp fifty-five degrees, and what
had saved him was that his body
had been caught in the tangled
growth near the edge of the greater
precipice beyond.

His foot must have twisted in

those roots, and sprained.
As he finally realized the nature

of his injuries, Jamieson braced up.
He was safe. In spite of having
suffered an accidental defeat of

major proportions, his intense con-
centration on this slope, his desper-
ate will to make this the place where
he must fall, had worked out.

He began to climb. It was easy
enough on the slope, steep as it
was; the ground was rough, rocky
and scraggly with brush. It was
when he came to the ten-foot over-

hanging cliff that his ankle proved
what an obstacle it could be.

Four times he slid back, reluc-
tantly: and then, on the fifth try,
his fingers, groping desperately
over the top of the cliff, caught an
unbreakable root. Triumphantly,
he dragged himself to the safety
of the tableland.

Now that the sound of his scrap-
ing and struggling was gone, only
his heavy breathing broke the si-
lence of the emptiness. His anxious
eyes studied the uneven terrain.
The tableland spread before him

18

with not a sign of a moving figure
anywhere.

To one side, he could see his
Wfeboat. jamieson began to crawl
toward it, taking care to stay on
rock as much as possible. What
had happened to the Rull he did
not know. And since, for several
days, his ankle would keep him in-
side his ship, he might as well keep
his enemy guessing during that
time.

Professor Jamieson lay in his
bunk, thinking. He could hear the
beating of his heart. There were
the occasional sounds when he

dragged himself out of bed. But
that was almost all. The radio,

when he turned it on, was dead.
No static, not even the fading in
and out of a wave. At this colossal

distance, even subspace radio was
impossible.

He listened on all the more active

Rull wave lengths. But the silence
was there, too. Not that they
would be broadcasting if they were
in the vicinity.

He was cut off here in this tiny
ship on an uninhabited planet, with
useless motors.

He tried not to think of it like
that. "Here

,

" he told himself, "is
the opportunity of a lifetime for
an experiment."

He warmed to the idea as a moth
to flame. Live Rulls were hard to
get hold of. About one a year was
captured in the unconscious state,

and these were regarded as price-
less treasures. Rut here was an
even more ideal situation.

We're prisoners, both of us. That
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was the way he tried to picture it.
Prisoners of an environment, and,
therefore, in a curious fashion,
prisoners of each other. Only each
was free of the conditioned need

to kill himself.

There were things a man might
discover. The great mysteries-as
far as men were concerned-that

motivated Rull actions. Why did
they want to destroy other races
totally? Why did they needlessly
sacrifice valuable ships in attacking
Earth machines that ventured into

their sectors of space-when they
knew that the intruders would

leave in a few weeks anyway ? And
why did prisoners who could kill
themselves at will commit suicide

without waiting to find out what
fate was intended for them ? Some

times they were merely wanted as
messengers.

Was it possible the Rulls were -
trying to conceal a terrible weak-
ness in their make-up of which man
had not yet found an inkling?

The potentialities ' of this fight
of man against Rull on a lonely
mountain exhilarated Jamieson as
he lay on his bunk, scheming, turn-
ing the problem over in his mind.

There were times during those*
dog days when he crawled over to
the control chair, and peered for
an hour at a stretch into the visi-

plates. He saw the tableland and
the vista of distance beyond 3t. He
saw the sky of I-aertes III, bluish
pink sky, silent and lifeless.

He saw the prison. Caught here,
he thought bleakly. Professor
Jamieson, whose appearance on an
inhabited planet would bring out
THE RULL

unwieldy crowds, whose quiet voice
in the council chambers of Earth1s

galactic empire spoke with final
authority-that Jamieson was here,
alone, lying in a bunk, wailing for
a leg to heal, so that he might con-
duct an experiment with a Rull.

It seemed incredible. But he

grew to believe it as the days
passed.

On the third day, he was able to
move around sufficiently to handle
a few heavy objects. He began
work immediately on the mental
screen. On the fifth day it was
finished. Then the story had to be
recorded. That was easy. Each
sequence had been so carefully
worked out in bed that it flowed

from his mind onto the visiwire.

He set it up about two hundred
yards from the lifeboat, behind a
screening of trees. He tossed a
can of food a dozen feet to one
side of the screen.

The rest of the day dragged. It
was the sixth day since the arrival
of the Rull, the fifth since he had
sprained his ankle.

Came the night.

A gliding shadow, undulating
under the starlight of Laertes III,
the Rull approached the screen the
man had set up. How bright it was,
shining in the darkness of the table-
land, a blob of light in a black
universe of uneven ground and
dwarf shrubbery.

When he was a hundred feet

from the light, he sensed the food
-and realized that here was a trap.

For the Rull. six days without
food had meant a stupendous loss



of energy, visual blackouts on a
dozen color levels, a dimness of
lifc-force that fitted with the
shadows, not the sun. That inner
world of disjointed nervous system
was .ike a run-down battery. with
a score of organic "instruments"

disconnecting one by one as the
energy level fell. The yc/i recog-
nized dimly, but with a savage
anxiety, that only a part of that
nervous system would ever be
restored to complete usage. And.
even for that, speed was essential.
A few more steps downward, and
then the old, old conditioning of
mandatorv self-inflicted death would

*

apply even to the high Aaish of
the. Yeell.

The worm body grew quiet. The
visual center behind each eye ac-
cepted light on a narrow band from
the screen. From beginning to
end. he watched the story as it un-
folded, and then watched it again.
craving repetition with all the ardor
of a primitive.

The picture began in deep space
with the man,s Hfcl>oat being
dropped from,a launching lock of
a battleship. It showed the battle-
ship going on to a military base,

and there taking on supplies and
acquiring a vast fleet of reinforce-
ments, and then starting on the
return journey. The scene switched
to the lifeboat dropping down on
Laertes III, showed everything
that had subsequently happened,
suggested the situation was danger-
ous to them both-and pointed out
the onlv safe solution.

The.final sequence of each show-
ing of the story was of the Ruil

x

approaching the can, to liie lett o<
the screen

, and opening it. Tile
method was shown in detail

, as was

the visualization of the Rull busily
eating the food inside.

Kach time that sequence drew
near, a tenseness came over the
Rull, a will to make the story real.
But. it was not until the seventh
showing had run its course that he
glided forward, closing the last
gap between himself and the can.
It was a trap, he knew, perhaps
even death-it didn,t matter. To

live, he had to take the chance.
Only by this means, by.risking what
was in the can

, could he hope to
remain alive for the necessary time.

How long it would take for the
commanders cruising up there in
the black of space in their myriad
ships-how long it would be before
they would decide to supersede his
command, he didn,t know. But

they would come. Even if they
waited until the enemy ships arrived
before they dared to act against his
strict orders, they would come.

At that point they could come
down without fear of suffering
from his ire.

Until then he would need all
the food he could get.

Gingerly, he extended a sucker.
and activated the automatic opener
of the can.

It was shortly after four in the
morning when Professor Jamiesou
awakened to the sound of an alarm

ringing softly. It was still pitch
dark outside-the Laertes dav was

twenty-six sidereal hours long; he
had set his clocks the first dav to

*
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co-ordinate-and at this season

dawn was still three hours away.
Janiieson did not get up at once.

The alarm had been activated by
the opening of the can of food. It
continued to ring lor a full fifteen
minutes, which was just about per-
fect. The alarm was tuned to the

electronic pattern emitted by the
can, once it was opened, and so
long as any food remained in it.
The lapse of time involved fitted
with the capacity of one of the
Rull,s suckers in absorbing three
pounds of pork.

For fifteen minutes
, accordingly,

a member of the Rull race, man
>
s

mortal enemy, had been subjected
to a pattern of mental vibrations
corresponding to its own thoughts.
It was a pattern to which the ner-
vous systems of other Rulls had
responded in laboratory experi-
ments. Unfortunately, those others
had killed themselves on awakening,
and so no definite results had been

proved. But it had been established
by the ecphoriometer that the '"un-
conscious" and not the "conscious"

mind was allectcd.

Jamieson lay in bed, smiling
quietly to himself. Tie turned over
finally to go back to sleep, and then
he realized how excited he was.
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The greatest moment in the his-
tory of Rull-human warfare. Surely,
he wasn,t going to let it pass un-
remarked. He climbed out of bed,

and poured himself a drink.
The attempt of the Rull to at-

tack him through his unconscious
mind had emphasized his own pos-
sible actions in that direction. Each

race had discovered some of the
weaknesses of the other.

Rtills used their knowledge to
exterminate. Man tried for com-

munication, and hoped for associa-
tion. . Both were ruthless, mur-
derous, pitiless, in their methods.
Outsiders sometimes had difficulty
distinguishing one from the other.

But the difference in purpose was
as great as the difference between
black and white, the absence as

compared to the presence of light.
There was onlv one trouble with

.

the immediate situation. Now, that
the Rull had food, he might develop
a few plans of his own.

Jamieson returned to bed, and
lay staring into the darkness. He
did not underrate the resources of
the Rull, but since he had decided
to conduct an experiment, no chance
must be considered too great.

He turned over finally, and slept
the sleep of a man determined that
things were working in his favor.

Morning.. Jamieson put on his
cold-proof clothes, and went out into
the chilly dawn. Again, he savored
the silence and the atmosphere of
isolated grandeur. A strong wind
was blowing from the east, and
there was an ieiness in it that stung
his face. Snow? He wondered.

.»*

He forgot that. He had things to
do on this morning of mornings.
He would do them with his usual

caution;

Paced by defensors and the mo-
bile blaster, he headed for the
mental screen. It stood in open
high ground, where it would be
visible from a dozen different hiding
places, and so far as he could see
it was undamaged. He tested the
automatic mechanism, and for good
measure ran the picture through
one showing.

He had already tossed another
can of food in the grass near the
screen, and he was turning away
when he thought; That

~

s odd. The

metal framezvork looks as if it
,

s

been polished.
He studied the phenomena in a

de-energizing mirror, and saw thai
the metal had been varnished with

a clear, varnishlikc substance. He
felt sick as he recognized it.

He decided in agony, If the cue
is not to fire at all, I zron't do it.
I,ll fire even if the blaster turns on
me.

.
 He scrapcd some of the "varnish"

into a receptacle, and began his
retreat to the lifeboat. He was

thinking violently:
Where does he (jet all this stuff"

That isn't part of the equipment of
a surrey craft.

The first deadly suspicion was
on him, that what was happening
was not just an accident. He waS
pondering the vast implication?, oi
that, narrow-eyed, when, off to one
side, he saw the Rull.

For the first time, in his many
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days on the tableland, he saw the
Rull.

IVhat's the cue!

' Memory of purpose came to the
Rull shortly after he had eaten.
It was dim at first, but it grew
stronger.

It was not the only sensation of
his returning energy.

His visual centers interpreted
more light. The starlit tableland
grew brighter, not as bright as it
could be for him. by a very large
percentage but the direction was
up instead of down. It would never
again be normal. Vision was in the
mind, and that part of his mind no
longer had the power of interpreta-
tion.

He felt unutterably fortunate
that it was no worse.

He had been gliding along the
edge of the precipice. Now, he
paused to peer down. Even with
his partial night vision, the view
was breathtaking. There was dis-
tance below and distance afar. From

a spaceship, the height was almost
minimum. But gazing down that
wall of gravel into those depths
was a different experience. It em-
pha sized how completely he had
1>een caught by an accident. And
it reminded him of what he had

been doing before the hunger.
He turned instantly away from

the cliff, and hurried to where the
wreckage of his ship had gathered
dust for days. Bent and twisted
wreckage, half-buried in the hard
ground of Laertes III. Me glided
over ihr dented plates inside to one
in which he had the day before
T II  K RUI.L

sensed a quiver of antigravity os-
cillation. Tiny, potent, tremendous
minutiae of oscillation

, capable of
being influenced.

The Rull worked with intensity
and purpose fulness. The plate was
still firmly attached to the frame of
the ship. And the first job, the
heartbreakingly difficult job was to
tear it completely free. The hours
passed.

R-r-i-i-i-pp! The hard plate
yielded to the slight rearrangement
of its nucleonic structure. The
shift was infinitesimal

, partly be-
cause the directing nervous energy
of his body was not at norm, and
partly because it had better be in-

finitesimal. There was such a thing
as releasing energy enough to blow
up a mountain.

Not
, he discovered finally, that

there was danger in this plate. He
found that out the moment he

crawled onto it. The sensation of

power that aura-ed out of it was
so dim that, briefly, he doubted if
it would lift from the ground.

But it did. The test run" lasted

seven feet, and gave him his meas-
urement of the limited force he had

available. Enough for an attack
only.

He had no doubts in his mind.

The experiment was over. His only
purpose must be to kill the man,
and the question was, hoiv cotild he
insure that the man did not kill

him while he was doing it? The
varnish!

He applied it painstakingly, dried
it with a drier, and then

, picking up
the plate again, he carried it oil his
back to the hiding place he wanted.
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When he had buried it and himself

under the dead leaves of a clump
of brush, lie grew calmer. He
recognized that the veneer of his
civilization was olT. It shocked

him, but he did not regret it.
In giving him the food, the two-

legged being was obviously doing
something to him. Something
dangerous. The only answer to the
entire problem of the experiment
of the tableland was to deal death
without delav.

He lay tense, ferocious," beyond
the power of any vagrant thoughts,
wailing for the man to come.

It looked .as desperate a venture
as Jamieson had seen in Service.
Normally, he would have handled
it effortlessly. But he was watching
intently-intently-for the paraly-
sis to strike him

, the negation that
was of the varnish.

And so
, it was the unexpected

normal quality that nearly ruined
him. The Rull flew out of a clump
of trees mounted on an antigravity
plate. The surprise of that was so
great that it almost succeeded. The
plates had been drained of all such
energies, according to his tests the
first morning. Yet here was one
alive again and light again with the
special antigravity lightness which
Rull scientists had brought to the
peak of perfection.

The action of movement through
space toward him was, of course,
based on the motion of the planet
as it turned on its axis. The speed
of the attack, starting as it did
from zero, did not come near the

eight hundred mile an hour vcloc-
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ity of the spinning planet, but it
was swift enough.

The apparition of metal and six-
foot worm charged at him through
the air. And even as he drew his

weapon and fired at it, he had a
choice to make, a restraint to exer-
ciser Do not kill!

That was hard, oh, hard. The
necessity exercised his capacity for
integration and imposed so stern a
limitation that during the second
it took him to adjust the Rull came
to within ten feet of him.

What saved him was the pres-
sure of the air on the metal plate.
The air tilted it like a wing of a
plane becoming airborne. At the
bottom of that metal he fired his

irresistible weapon, seared it, burned
it

, deflected it to a crash landing
in a clump of bushes twenty feet
to his right.

Jamieson was deliberately slow
in following up his success. When
he reached the bushes

, the Rull was
lifty feet beyond it gliding on its
multiple suckers over the top of a
hillock. It disappeared into a
clump of trees.

He did not pursue it or lire a
second time. Instead, he gingerly
pulled the Rull antigravity plate
out of the brush and examined it.

The question was, how had the Rull
de-gravitized it without the elab-
orate machinery necessary? And
if it was capable of creating such
a '"parachute

"

 for itself why hadn't
it floated down to the forest land
far below where food would be
available and where it would be safe
from its human enemvr

One question was answered the
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moment he lilted the plate. It was
.'normal" weight, its energy ap-
parently exhausted after traveling
less than a hundred feet. It had

obviously never been capable of
making the mile and a half trip to
the forest and plain below.

Jamieson took no chances, l ie
dropped the plate over the nearest
precipice, and watched it fall into
distance. lie was back in the life-
l»oat, when he remembered the
"varnish"

.

Why, there had been no cue, not
yet.

He tested the scraping he had
brought with him. Chemically, it
turned out to be a simple resin,
used to make varnishes. Atomic-

ally, it was stabilized. Electronic-
ally, it transformed light into energy
on the vibration level of human

thought.
It was alive all right. But what

was the recording?
Jamieson made a graph of every

material and energy level, for com-
parison purposes. As soon as he
had established that it had l>cen
altered on the electronic level-
which had been obvious, but which.
still, had to be proved-he recorded
the images on a visiwire. The re-
sult was a hodgepodge of dream-
like fantasies.

Symbols. He took down his
book. "Symbol Interpretations of
the Unconscious," and found the
cross reference: "Inhibitions. Men-
tal."

On the referred page and line, he
read : "Do not kill!"

"Well, I'll be-" Jamieson said
aloud into the silence of the life-

boat interior. "That,s what hap-
pened."

He was relieved
, and then not ;so

relieved. It had been his personal
intention not to kill at this stage.
But the Rull hadn"t known that.

By working such a subtle inhibition,
it had dominated the attack even in

defeat.

That was the trouble. So far he

had got out of situations, but had
created no successful ones in re-

taliation. He had,a hope but that
wasn

't enough.
He must take no more risks.

Even his final experiment must wait
until the day the Orion was due to
arrive.

Human beings were just a little
too weak in certain directions.

Their very life cells had impulses
which could be stirred by the cun-
ning and the remorseless.

He did.  not doubt that, in the final
issue

, the Rull would try to stir.

On the ninth night, the day before
the Orion was due, Jamieson re-
frained from putting out a can of
food. The following morning he
spent half an hour at the radio.
trying to contact the battleship.
He made a point of broadcasting a
detailed account of what had hap-
]>ened so far, and he described what
his plans were, including his in-
tention of testing the Rull to see
if it had suffered any injury from
its period of hunger.

Subspace was as silent as death.
Xot a single pulse of vibration an-
swered his call.

He finally abandoned the attempt
to establish contact, and went out-
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side. Swiftly, he'set up the instru-
ments lie would need for his ex-

periment. The tableland had the
air of a deserted wilderness. He

tested his equipment, then looked
at his watch. It showed eleven

minutes of noon. Suddenly jittery,
he decided not to wait the extra

minutes.

He walked over, hesitated, and
then pressed a button. From a
source near the screen, a rhythm on
a very high energy level was being
broadcast. It was a variation of

the rhythm pattern to which the
Rull had been subjected for four
nights.

Slowly, Jamieson retreated to-
ward the lifeboat. He wanted to

try again to contact the. Orion.
Looking back, he saw the Rull glide
into the clearing, and head straight
for the source of the vibration.

As Jamieson paused involuntarily,
fascinated, the main alarm system
of the lifeboat went off with a
roar. The sound echoed with an
alien oeriness on the wings of the
icy wind that was blowing, and it
acted like a cue. His wrist radio

snapped . on, synchronizing auto-
matically with the powerful radio
in the lifeboat. A voice said urg-
entlv:

"Professor Jamieson, this is the
battleship Orion. We heard your
earlier calls but refrained from an-

swering. An entire Rull fleet is
cruising in the vicinity of the
Laertes sun.

"In approximately five minutes,
an attempt will be made to pick
you up. Meanwhile-drop every-
thing."
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Jamieson dropped. It was a
physical movement, not a mental
one. Out of the corner of one eye,
even as he heard his own radio,

he saw a movement in the sky.
Two dark blobs, that resolved into
vast shapes. There was a roar as
the Rull super-battleships flashed bv
overhead. A cyclone followed their
passage, that nearly tore him from
the ground, where he clung des-
perately to the roots of intertwin-
ing brush.

At top speed, obviously traveling
under gravitonic power, the enemy
warships turned a sharp somersault,
and came back toward the table-

land. Expecting death, and begin-
ning to realize some of the truth
of the situation on the tableland,

Jamieson quailed. But the fire
flashed past him, not at him. 1The
thunder of the shot rolled toward

Jamieson, a colossal sound, that yet
did not blot out his sense aware-

ness of what had happened. His
lifeboat. They had fired at his
lifeboat.

He groaned as he pictured it
destroyed in one burst of intoler-
able flame. And then, for a moment,
there was no time for thought or
anguish.

A third warship came into view,
but, as Jamieson strained to make
out its contours, it turned and fled.
His wrist radio clicked on:

"Cannot help you now. Save
yourself. Our four accompanying
battleships and attendant squadrons
will engage the Rull fleet, and try
to draw them toward our great
battle group cruising near the star,
Bianca, and then re-"
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A Hash of vivid fire in the distant

sky ended the message. It was a
full minute be tore the cold air of
l
.

aertes III echoed to the remote

thunder of the broadside. The

sound- died slowly, reluctantly, as
it endless little overtones of it were

clinging to each molecule of air.
The silence that settled finally

was, strangely, not peaceful. But
like the calm before a storm, a fate-
ful, quiescent stillness, alive with
immeasurable threat.

Shakily, jamie*son climbed to his
feet. It was time to assess the

immediate datoger that had befallen
him. The greater danger he dared
not even think about.

Jamieson headed first for his

lifeboat. He didn"t have to go all
the way. The entire section of the
cliff had been sheared away. Of
the ship there was no sign.

It pulled him up short. .He had
expected it, but the shock of the
reality was terrific.

He crouched like an animal, and

stared up into the sky, into the
menacing limits of the sky. It was
empty of machines. Not a move-
ment was there, not a sound came
out of it, except the sound of the
cast wind. He was alone in a uni-
verse between heaven and earth, a
mind poised at the edge of an abyss.

Into his mind, tensely waiting,
pierced a sharp understanding.
The Rull ships had flown once over
the mountain to size up the situation
on the tableland, and then had tried
to destroy him.

Who was the Rull here with him,

that super-battleships should roar
THE R U1/1/

down to insure that no danger re-
mained for it on the tableland?

Well, they hadn"t quite succeeded.
Jamieson showed his teeth into the
wind. Not quite. But he,d have

to hurry. At any moment, they
might risk one of their destroyers
in a rescue landing.

As he ran
, he felt himself one

with the wind. He knew that feel-

ing. that sense of returning primi-
tiveness during moments of excite-
ment. It was like that in battles

,

and the important thing was to
yield one

,

s whole body and soul to
it. There was no such thing as
fighting efficiently with half your
mind or half your body. All, all,
was demanded.

He expected falls, and he had
them. Each time he got up. almost
unconscious of the pain, and ran

on again. He arrived bleeding-
but he arrived.

The sky was silent.
From the shelter of a line of

brush, he peered at the Rull.
The captive Rull, his Rull to do

with as he pleased. To watch, to

force, to educate-the fastest edu-
cation in the hist  or  v of the world.

w

There wasn't any time for a lei-
surely exchange of information.

From where he lay, he manipu-
lated the controls of the screen.

The Rull had been moving back
and forth in front of the screen.

Now, it speeded up. then slowed,
then speeded up again, according
to his will.

Some thousands of years before,
in the Twentieth Century, the clas-

n



sic and timeless investigation had
been made of which this was one
end result. A man called Pavlov

fed a laboratory dog at regular
intervals, to the accompaniment of
the ringing of a bell. Soon, the
dog's digestive system responded as
readily to the ringing of the bell
without the food as to the food and

the bell together.
Pavlov himself never did realize

the most important reality behind
his conditioning process. But what
began on that remote day ended
with a science that could control
animals and aliens-and men-al-

most at will. Only the Rulls baffled

the master experimenters in the
later centuries when it was an exaci

science. Defeated by the will to
death of all Rull captives, the scien-
tists foresaw the doom of Earth"s

galactic empire unless some be-
ginning could be made in pene-
trating the minds of Rulls.

It was his desperate bad luck
that he had no time for real pene-
trations.

There was death here for those

who lingered.
Hut even what he had to do. the

bare minimum of what he had to

do, would take precious time. Back
and forth, back and forth; the
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rhythm of obediencc had to be es-
tablished.

The image of the Rull on the
screen was as lifelike as the original.
It was three dimensional, and its
.movements were like an automaton.

The challenger was actually irre-
sistible. Basic nerve centers were
affected. The Rull could no more

help falling into step than it could
resist the call of the food impulse.

A iter it had followed that mind-

less pattern for fifteen minutes,
changing pace at his direction,
Jamieson started the Rull and its

image climbing trees. Up, then

down again, half a dozen times.
At that point, Jamieson introduced
an image of himself.

Tensely, with one eye on. the sky
and one on the scene before him,

he watched the reactions of the
Rull-watched them with narrowed

eyes and a sharp understanding of
Rull responses to the presence of
human beings. Rulls were diges-
rivcly stimulated by the odor of
man. It showed in the way their
suckers opened and closed. When
a few minutes later, lie substituted
himself for his image, he was satis-
lied th.it this Rull had temporarily
lost its normal automatic hunger
when it saw a human being:

\nd now that he had reached

«he stage of final control, he hesi-
tated. Tt was time to make his

jests. Could he afford the time?

He realized that he had to. This

opportunity might not occur again
in a hundred vears.

.

When he finished the tests

twenty-five minutes later, he was

tit  12 i:n.r,

pale with excitement. He thought:
This is it. We,ve got it.

He spent ten precious minutes
broadcasting his discovery by means
of his wrist radio-hoping that the
transmitter on his lifeboat had sur-

vived its fall down the mountain
,

and was picking up the thready
message of the smaller instrument,

.  and sending it out through sub-
space.

During the entire ten minutes,

there was not a single answer to
his call. 

. -

Aware that he had done what he

could, Jamieson headed for the
cliff,s edge he had selected as

' a

starting jjoint. He looked down,
and shuddered, then remembered
what the Orion had said: "An en-

tire Rull fleet cruising-"
Hurry!
He lowered the Rull to the first

ledge. A moment later he fastened
the harness around his own body,

and stepped into space. Sedately,

with easy strength, the Rull gripped
the other end of the rope, and
lowered him down to the ledge be-
side it.

They continued on down and
down. It was hard work although
they used a very simple system.

A long plastic "rope" spanned the
spaces for them. A metal "climb-

ing" rod, used to scale the smooth

vastness of a spaceship,s»side, held*
position after position while the
rope did its work.

On each ledge, Jamieson burned
the rod at a downward slant into

solid rock. The rope slid through
an arrangement of pulleys in the



metal as the Rull and lie, in turn,
lowered each other to ledges farther
down.

The moment thev were both
.

safely in the clear of one ledge,
Jamieson would explode the rod
out of the rock, and it would drop
down ready for use again.

The day sank towards darkness
like a restless man into sleep, slowly,
wearily. Jamieson grew hot and
tired, and filled with the melancholy
of the fatigue that dragged at his
muscles.

He could see that the Rull was

growing more aware of him. It still
co-opcrated, but it watched him with
intent eyes each time it swung him
down.

The conditioned state was ending.
The Rull was emerging from its
trance. The process should com-
plete before night.

There was a time, then, when
Jamieson despaired of ever getting
down before the shadows fell. He

had chosen the western, sunny side
for that fantastic descent down a
black-brown cliff the like of which
did not exist elsewhere in the known

worlds of space. He found him-
self watching the Rull with quick,
nervous glances. When it swung
him down onto a ledge beside it, he
watched its blue eyes, its staring
blue eyes, come closer and closer to
him, and then as his legs swung be-
low the level of those strange eyes,
thev twisted to follow him.

The intent eyes of the other re-
minded Jamieson of liis discovery.
He felt a fury at himself that he had
never reasoned it out before. For

centuries man had known that his

30

own effort to see clearly required a
good twenty-five per cent of the
energy of his whole body. Human
scientists should have guessed that
the vast wave compass of Rull eyes
was the product of a balancing of
glandular activity on a fantastically
high energy level. A balancing
which, if disturbed

.
, would surely

alTect the mind itself cither tem-

porarily or permanently.
He had discovered that the im-

pairment was permanent.
What would a prolonged period

of starvation diet do to such a nerv-

ous system?
The possibilities altered the na-

ture of the war. It explained why
Rull ships had never attacked hu-
man food sources or supply lines:
they didn

ÿ

t want to risk retaliation.

It explained why Rull ships fought
so remorselessly against Earth ships
that intruded into their sectors of

the galaxy. It explained their ruth-
less destruction of other races.

They lived in terror that their ter-
rible weakness would be found out.

Jamieson smiled with a savage an-
ticipation. If his message had got
through, or if lie escaped. Rulls
would soon feel the pinch of hunger.
Earth ships would concentrate on
that one basic form of attack in the

future. The food supplies of entire
planetary groups would be j>oisoned,
convoys would be raided without re-
gard for casualties. Even.where at
once the attack would be pressed
without let-up and without mercy.

It shouldn't be long before the
Rull began his retreat to his own
galaxy. That was the only solu-
tion that would be acceptable. The
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invader must Ik? driven back and
back, forced to give up his conquests
of a thousand years.

.I  :<X) p.m. Jamieson had to pause
again for a rest. He walked to the
>ide of the ledge away from the

Rull, and sank down on the rock.
The sky was a brassy blue, silent
and windless now, a curtain drawn
across the black space above, con-
cealing what must already be the
greatest Rull-human battle in ten
years.

Tt was a tribute to the five Earth
battleships and their escort that 110
Rull ship had yet attempted to res-
cue the Rull on the tableland.

Possibly, of course, they didn
,
t

want to give away the presence of
one of their own kind.

Jamieson gave up the futile spec-
ulation. Wearily, he compared the
height of the cliff above with the
depth that remained below. He
estimated they had come two-thirds
of the distance. He saw that the

Rull was staring out over the val-
ley. Jamieson turned and gazed
with it.

The scene which thev took in with
*

their different eyes and different
brains was fairly drab and very
familiar

, yet withal strange and
wonderful. The forest began a
quarter of a mile from the bottom
of the cliff

, and it almost literally
had no end. It rolled up over the
hills and down into the shallow val-

leys. It faltered at the edge of a
broad river, then billowed out again,
and climbed the slopes of mountains
that sprawled mistily in distance.
THE RULL

Ilis watch showed 4:15. Time

to get going again.
At twenty-five minutes after six,

they reached a ledge a hundred and
fifty feet above the uneven plain.
The distance strained the capacity
of the rope, but the initial operation
of lowering the Rull to freedom and
safety was achieved without inci-
dent. Jamieson gazed down curi-
ously at the worm. What would it
do now that it was in the dear?

It looked up at him and waited.
That made him grim. Because

this was a chance he was not taking.
Jamieson waved imperatively at the
Rull, and took out his blaster. The
Rull backed away, but only into the
safety of a gigantic rock. Blood-
red, the sun was sinking behind the
mountains. Darkness moved over

the land. Jamieson ate his dinner.
It was as he was finishing it that
he saw a movement below.

He watched, as the Rull glided
along close to the edge of the preci-
pice.

It disappeared beyond an out  jut
of the cliff.

Jamieson waited briefly, then
swung out on the rope. The de-
scent drained his strength, but there
was solid ground at the bottom.
Three quarters of the way down,
he cut his finger on a section of the
rope that was unexpectedly rough.

When he reached the ground, he
noticed that his finger was turning
an odd gray. In the dimness, it
looked strange and unhealthy.

As Jamieson stared at it, the
color drained ÿ from bis face. He

thought in a bitter anger: The Rull
*1



must hare smeared it on the rope
on Iits way down.

A pang went through his body.
It was knife sharp, and it was fol-
lowed instantly by a stiffness. With
a gasp, he grabbed at his blaster, to
kill himself. His hand froze in

midair. He fell to the ground.
The stiffness held him there, froze
him there, moveless.

The will to death is in all life.

Every organic cell ecphorizes the in-
herited cngrams of its inorganic
origin. The pulse of life is a squa-
mous film superimposed on an un-
derlying matter so intricate in its
delicate balancing of different ener-
gies that life itself is but a brief,
vain straining against that balance.

For an instant of eternity, a pat-
tern is attempted. It takes many
forms, but these are apparent. The
real shape is always a time and not
a space shape. And that shape is a
curve. Up and then down. Up
from the darkness into the light,
then down again into the blackness.

The male salmon sprays his mist
of milt onto the eggs of the female.
And instantly he is seized with a
mortal melancholy. The male bee
collapses from the embrace of the
queen he has won, back into that
inorganic mold from which he
climbed for one single moment of
ecstasy. In man, the fateful pat-
tern is repressed into quadrillions
of individual cells.

But.  the pattern is there. Wait-
ing.

Long before, the sharp-minded
Rull scientists, probing for chemical
substances that would shock man'

s

system into its primitive forms,

found the special see ret ol" mail>s
will to death.

The ycli, Meeesh, gliding back
towards Janiicson did not think of
the process. He had l>cen waiting
for the opportunity. It had oc-
curred. He was intent on his own

purposes. .
Briskly, he removed the man's

blaster
, then lie searched for the key

to the lifeboat. And then he car-

ried Jamicson a quarter of a mile
around the base of the cliff to where

the man's ship had been catapulted
by the blast from the Rull warship.

Five minutes later, the powerful
radio inside was broadcasting on
Rull wave lengths, an imperative
command to the Rull fleet.

Dimness. Inside and outside his
skin. He felt himself at the bottom
of a well

, peering out of night into
twilight. As he lay, a pressure of
something swelled around liim.
lifted him higher and higher, and
nearer to the mouth of the well.

lie struggled the last few feet, a
distinct mental effort, and looked
over the edge. Consciousness.

He was lying on a raised table
inside a room which had several

large mouselike openings at the floor
level, openings that led to other
chambers. Doors, he identified,

odd-shaped, alien, unhuman. Jamie-
son cringed with the stunning shock
of recognition.

He was inside a Rull warship.
There was a slithering of move-

ment behind him. He turned his

head, and rolled his eyes in their
sockets.

In the shadows
, three Rulls were
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gliding across the floor towards a
bank of instruments that reared up
behind and to one side of him.

Tliev pirouetted up an inclined plane
and poised above him. Their pale
eyes, shiny in the dusk of that un-
natural chamber, peered down at
him.

jamieson tried to move. His body
writhed in the confines of the bonds

ihal held him. That brought a sharp
remembrance of the death-will
chemical that the Rtill had used.

Relief came surging. lie was not
dead. Not dead. NOT DEAD.
The Rull must have helped him,
forced him to move, and so had
broken ihe downward curve of his

descent to dust.
He was alive-for what?

The thought slowed his joy. His
hope snuffed out like a flame. His
brain froze into a tensed, terrible
mask of anticipation.

As he watched with staring eyes,
expecting pain, one of the Rulls
pressed a button. Part of the table
on which Jamieson was lying, lifted.
He was raised to a sitting position.

What now?
He couldn,t see the Rulls! He

tried to turn, but two head shields
clamped into the side of his head,
and held him firmly.

He saw that there was a square
of silvery sheen on the wall which
he faced. A light sprang onto it,
and then a picture. It was a curi-

ously familiar picture, but at first
because there was a reversal of

position Jamieson couldn,

t place the
familiarity.

Abruptly, he realized.
It was a twisted version of the

picture that he had shown the Rull,
first when he was feeding it, and
then with more weighty arguments
after he discovered the vulnerability
of man,

s mortal enemy.
He had shown how the Rull race

would be destroyed unless it agreed
to peace.

In the picture he was being shown
it was the Rull that urged co-opera-
tion between the two races. They
seemed unaware that he had not yet
definitely transmitted his knowledge
to other human beings. Or perhaps
that fact was blurred bv the con-

ditioning he had given to the Rull
when he fed it and controlled it.

As he glared at the screen, the
picture ended-and then started
again. By the vime it had finished
a second time, there was no doubt.
Jamieson collapsed back against the
table. They would not show him
such a picture unless he was to be
used as a messenger.
lie would be returned home to

carry the message that man had
wanted to hear tor a thousand years.
He would also carry ihe informa-
tion that would give meaning to the
offer.

The Rull-human war was over.

rin: end.
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THE STRANGE CASE

OF JOHN KINGMAN

BY MURRAY LEINSTER

The odd patient had been around the
asylum a long time. That time zcas, in-
fact, one of the oddest things abotit him-

Illustrated by Cartlar

It started when Dr. Braden took

the trouble to look up John King-
man

*

s case-history card. -Meadeville
Mental Hospital had a beautifully
elaborate system of card-indexes,
because psychiatric research is
stressed there. It is the oldest mental

institution in the country, having
been known as "New Bedlam" when

it was founded some years before
the Republic of the United States
of America. The card-index sys-
tem was unbelievably perfect. But
young Dr. Braden found John
Kingman's card remarkably lacking
in the usual data.

"Kingman, John," said the eard.
"  While, male, 5'8brown-black
ASTOUNDING SCIEXCR PTCTION



hair. Xote: physu'c.i ..nomaly.
Patient has six ringers dh each hand.
extra digits containing apparently
normal , bones and being zcho/ly
functional. .-Ige . . This was
blank. "Race . . /' This, too, was
blank. "Birthplace . . Consider-
ing the other blanks. it was natural
lor this to be vacant, also. "Diag-
nosis: advanced atypical paranoia
with pronounced delusions of gran-
dear apparently unassociated zcith
usual conviction of persecution.

<'

There was a comment here, too.
"Patient apparently understands
Jinglish very slightly if at all. Does
ÿnot speak.

" Then three more

spaces. "Nearest relative . . ." It
was blank. "Case hisiorv . - ÿ" it

.  ÿ

was blank. Then. "Date of admis-
sion . . and it was blank.

The card was notably defective.
for the index-card of a salient at

.

Meadeville Mental. A patient1s age
and race could be unknown if he

"d

simply been picked up in the street
somewhere and never adequatcly
identified. In such an event :t was
reasonable that his nearest relative

and birthplace should be unknown,

too. But there should have been

some sort of case history-at least
of the events leading to his commit-
tal to the institution. And certainly,
positively, absolutely, 

%
 the date of

his admission should be on the card !

Young Dr. Braden was annoyed.
This was at the- time when the

Jantzen euphoric-shock treatment
was first introduced, and young Dr.
Braden believed in it. It made

sense. He was anxious to attempt
it at Meadeville-of course on a

patient with no other possible hope

of improvement, lie handed the
card to the clerk in the records de-

partment and asked for further data
on the case.

Two hours later he smoked

comfortably on a very foul pijx.\
stretched out on grassy sward by
the Administration Building. There
was a beautifully blue sky overhead,
and the shadows of the live oaks

reached out in an odd long pattern
on the lawn. Young Dr. Braden
read meditatively in the American
Journal of Psychiatry. The article
was "Reaction of Ten Paranoid

Cases to Euphoric Shock." John
Kingman sat in regal dignity on the
steps nearby. lie wore the non-
descript garments of an indigent
patient-not supplied with clothing
by relatives. lie gazed into the
distance

, to all appearances thinking
consciously godlike thoughts and
being infinitely superior to mere
ordinary humans. He was of an

*

indeterminate age which might be
forty or might be sixty or might be
anvwhere m between. His six-

*

lingered hands lay in studied grace-
fulness in his lap. He deliberately
ignored all of mankind and man-
kind,s doings.

Dr. Braden finished the article.

He sucked thoughtfully on the
burned-out pipe. Without seeming
to do so, he regarded John Kingman
again. Mental cases have unpre-
dictable reactions, but as with chil-
dren and wild animals, much can
be done if care is taken not to

startle them. Presently young Dr.
Braden said meditatively:

"John, I think something can be
done for you."
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The regal figure turned its eyes.
They looked at the younger man.
They were aloofly amused at the
impertinence of a mere human be-
ing addressing John Kingman, who
was so much greater than a mere
human l>eing that he was not even
annoyed at human impertinence.
Then John Kingman looked away
again.

"I imagine,

" said Braden, as
meditatively as before, 

"that you,re
pretty bored. I'm going to see if
something can

"

t be done about it.

In fact-"

Someone came across the grass
toward him. It was the clerk of

the records department. He looked
very unhappy. He had the card
Dr. Braden had turned in with a

request for more complete informa-
tion. Braden waited.

"Er . . . doctor," said the clerk

miserably, "there,s something
wrong! Something terribly wrong!
About the records, I nujan."

The aloofness of John Kingman
had multiplied with -the coming of
a second, low, human being into his
ken. He gazed into the distance in
divine indifference to such creatures.

"Well?" said Braden.
"There's no record of his ad-

mission!" said the clerk. "Every
year there,

s a complete roster of the
patients, you know. I thought I,d

just glance back, find out what year
his name first appeared, and look
in the committal papers for that
year. But I went back twenty years.
and John Kingman is mentioned
every year I"

N

"I.ook back thirty, then," said
Braden.

"I ... I did!" said the clerk pain-
fully. "He was a patient here
thirty years ago!

"

"Forty?" asked Braden.
The clerk gulped.
"Dr. Braden." he said desperately,

"I even went to the dead files, where
records going back to 1850 are
kept. And . . . doctor, he was ;.
patient then!"

Braden got up from the grass and
brushed himself off automatically.

"Nonsense!" he said. "Thai"s

ninety-eight years ago!
"

The clerk looked crushed.
"I know, doctor. There's some-

thing terribly wrong! I've never

had my records questioned before.
I've been here twenty years-"

"I*ll come with you and look for
myself," said Dr. Braden. "Send

an attendant to come here and take
him back to his ward."

"Y-yes, doctor," saitf the clerk,
gulping again. 

"At ... at once."

He went away at a fast pace be-
tween a shuffle and a run. Dr.

Braden scowled impatiently.
Then he saw John Kingman look-

ing at him again, and John Kingman
was amused. Tolerantly, loftily
amused. Amused with a patroniz-
ing condescension that would have
been infuriating to anyone but a
physician trained to regard behavior
as symptomatic rather than personal.

"It's absurd," grunted Braden,
matter-of-factly treating the patient
-as a good psychiatrist does-like

a perfectly normal human being.
"You haven't been here for ninety-
eight years!"
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One of the six-lingered hands
stirred. While John Kingman re-
garded Braden with infinitely
superior scorn, six fingers made a
gesture as of writing. Then the
hand reached out.

. Braden put a pencil in it. The
other hand reached. Braden fumbled

in his pockets and found a scrap
of paper, lie offered that.

John Kingman looked aloofly into
the far distance, not even glancing
at what his hands did. But the

lingers sketched swiftly, with prac-
ticed- ease, ft took only seconds.
Then, negligently, he reached out
and returned pencil and. paper to
Braden. He returned to his god-
like indifference to mere mortals.

But there was now the faintest pos-
sible smile on his face. It was an

expression of contemptuous tri-
umph.

Braden glanced at the sketch.
There was design there. There was
an unbelievable intricacy of rela-
tionship between this curved line
and that, and between them and the
formalized irregular pattern in the
center. It was not the drawing of a
lunatic. It was cryptic, but it was
uttcrlv rational. There is some-

thing essentially childish in the back-
ground of most forms of insanity.
There was nothing childish about
this. And it was obscurely, annoy-
ingly familiar. Braden had seen
something like it, somewhere, be-
fore. It was not in tlie line of

psychiatry, but in some of the
ph

"

 ysical sciences diagrams like this
were used in explanations.

An attendant came to return John
Kingman to his ward. Braden

folded the paper and put it in his
pocket.

"It1s not in my line, John," he
told John Kingman. "I,ll have a
check-up made. I think I'm going
to be able to do something for you."

John Kingman suffered himself
to be led away. Rather, he grandly
preceded the attendant, negligently
preventing the man from touching
him, as if such a touch would be a
sacrilege the man was too ignorant
to realize.

Braden went to the record office.

With the agitated clerk beside him,
he traced John Kingman"s name to
the earliest of the file of dead

records. Handwriting succeeded
typewriting as he went back through
the years. 1,aper yellowed. Hand-
writing grew Spencerian. It ap-
proached the copperplate. Bite, in
ink turned brown, in yellowed rag
paper in the ruled record-books of
the 1  eastern Pennsylvania Asylum-
which was Meadcville Mental in
1850-there were the records of a

patient named John Kingman for
every year. Twice Braden came
upon notes alongside the name. One
was in 1S80. Some staff doctor-

there were no psychiatrists in those
days-had written, '>High fever."
There was nothing else. In 1S53 a
neat memo stood beside the name.
"This man has six functioning
fingers on each hand." The memo

had been made ninctv-five vears
. .

before.

Dr. Braden looked at the agitated
clerk. The record of John King-
man was patently impossible. The
clerk read it as a sign of inefficiency
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in his ofHce and possibly on his
part. He would be upset and appre-
hensible until the source of the error

had safely been traced to a prede-
cessor.

"Someone,
" said Braden dryly-

but he did not believe it even then-
"forgot to make a note of the ex-
planation. An unknown must have
been admitted at some time as John
Kingman. In time, he died. But
somehow the name John Kingman
had become a sort of stock name

like John Doe, to signify an un-
identified patient. Look in the death
records for John Kingman. Evi-
dently a John Kingman died, and
that same year another unidentified
patient was assigned the same name.
That's it!"

The clerk almost gasped with re-
lief. He went happily to check.
But Braden did not believe it. In

1853 someone had noted that John
Kingman had six functioning fin-
gers on each hand. The odds against
two patients in one institution hav-
ing six functioning fingers, even in
the same century, would be enor-
mous.

Braden went doggedly to the
museum. There the devices used in

psychiatric treatments in the days of
New Bedlam were preserved, but
not displayed. Meadeville Mental
had been established in 1776 as New

Bedlam. It was the oldest mental

institution in the United States, but
it was not pleasant to think of the
treatmen given to patients-then
termed "madmen"-in the early-
days.

The records remained. Calf-

leather bindings. Thin rag paper.

*3

Beautifully shaded writing, done
with quill pens. Year after year,
Dr. Braden searched. He found

John Kingman listed in 1820. In
1801. In 1795. In 1785 the name
"John Kingman" was absent from
the annual list of patients. Braden
found the record of his admission in

1786. On the 21st of May, 1786-
.ten years after New Bedlam was
founded, one hundred and sixty-
two years before the time of his
search-there was a neat entry:

A poore madman admitted this
day has been assigned ye name of
John Kingman because of his ab-
surdly royal manner and affected
dignity. He is five feet e&jht inches
tall

, appears to speak no Englishe
or any other tongue known to any
of the learned men hereabout, and
has six fingers on each hand, ye ex-
tra fingers being perfectly formed
and functioning. Dr. Sanforde ob«
served that hee seems to have a high
fever. On his left shoulder, when
stripped, there appears a curious
design which is not tattooing ac-
cording to any known fashion. His
madness appears to be so strong a
conviction of his greatness that he
will not condescend to notice others

as being so much his inferiors, so
that if not committed hee would
starve. But on three occasions

,

when being examined by physicians,

he put out his hand imperiously for
writing instruments, and dreiv very
intrikit designs which all agree have
no significance. He zvas committed
as a madman by a commission con-
sisting of Drs. Sanforde, Smyth,
Hale, and Bode.

Young Dr. Braden read the entry
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a second time. Then a :Vr.rd. He

ran his hands through his hair.
When the clerk came back to an-
nounce distrcssedlv that not in all

the long history of the institution
had a patient named John Kingman
died, Braden was not surprised.

"Quite right," said Braden to the
almost hysterical clerk. "

*

He didn,t

die. But I want John Kingman
taken over to the hospital ward.
We,re going to look him over. He,s
been rather neglected. Apparently
he,s had actual medical attention

only once in a hundred and sixty-
two years. Get out liis committal
papers for me, will you? He was
admitted here May 21st, 1786.

Then Braden left, leaving behind
him a clerk practically prostrated
with shock. The clerk wildly sus-
pected that Dr. Braden had gone
insane. But when he found the

committal papers, he decided hys-
terically that it was he who would
shortly he in one of t}ie wards.

John Kingman manifested amuse-
ment when he was taken into the

hospital laboratory. For a good
ten seconds-Braden watched him

narrowly-he glanced from one
piece of apparatus to another. It
was impossible to doubt that after
one glance he understood -he func-
tion and operation of every appli-
ance in the ultramodern, super-
scientifically-equipped laboratory of
the hospital ward. But he was
amused. In particular, he looked
at the big X-ray machine and smiled
with such contempt that the X-ray
technician bristled.

"<No paranoid suspicion." said

Braden. "Most paranoid patients
suspect that they

,re going to be
tortured or killed when they

,

re

brought to a place where there's
stuff they don

,

t understand."

John Kingman turned his eyes to
Braden. He put out his six-fingered
hand and made the motion of writ-

ing. Braden handed him a pencil
and a memo tablet. Negligently,
contemptuously, he sketched. He
sketched again. He handed the
sketches to Braden and retreated
into his enormous amused con-

tempt for humanity.
Braden glanced at the scraps of

paper. He jerked his head, and
the X-ray technician came to his
side.

"This," said Braden dryly, "looks
like a diagram of an X-ray tube.
Is it?"

The technician blinked.
"He don't use the regular sym-

bols
,

" he objected, "but . . . well . . .
yes. That

"s what he puts for the
target and tliis,s for the cathode-
Hm-m-m. Yes-" Then he said

suddenly: "Say! This*s not right."
He studied the diagram. Then

he said in abrupt excitement:
"Look! He,s put in a field like in

a electron microscope! That"
s an

idea! Do that, and you'd get
straight-line electron flow and a
narrower X-ray beam-"

Braden said:
"I wonder! What,s this second

sketch? Another type of X ray?
"

The X-ray technician studied the
second sketch absorbedly. After a
time he said dubiously:

"He don*t use regular symbols.
I don,t know. Here,s the same
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sign for the target and that for the
cathode. This looks like something
to . . . hm-m-m . . . accelerate the

electrons. Like in a Coolidge tube.
Only it,s-" He scratched his head.
"I see what he's trying to put down.
If something like this would work,
you could work any tube at any
voltage you wanted. Yeah! And
all the high EMF would be inside
the tube. No danger. Hey! You
could work this off dry batteries!
A doctor could carry a X-ray outfit
in his handbag! And he could get
million-volt stuff!"

The technician stared in mounting
excitement. Presently he said ur-
gency :

"This is crazy! But . . . look,
Doc! Let me have this thing to
study over! This is great stuff!
This is . . . Gosh! Give me a

chance to get this made up and try
it out! I don,t get it all yet, but-"

Braden took back the sketch and

put it in his pocket.
"John Kingman,

" he observed,
"has been a patient here for a hun-
dred and sixty-two years. I think
we

're going to get some more sur-
prises. Let,s get at the job 011
hand!" .

John Kingman was definitely
amused. He was amenable, now.

His air of pitying condescension, as
of a god to imbeciles, under other
circumstances would have been in-

furiating. He permitted himself to
be X-rayed as one might allow chil-
dren to use one as a part of their
play. He glanced at the thermom-
eter and smiled contemptuously.
lie permitted his body temperature

to be taker, from an armpit. The
electrocardiograph aroused just such
momentary interest as a child'

s un-

familiar plaything might cause.
With an air of mirth he allowed the
tattooed design on his shoulder-it
was there-to be photographed.
Throughout, he showed such con-
descending contempt as would ex-
plain bis failure to be annoyed.

But Braden grew pale as the tests
went on. John Kingman's body
temperature was 105° F. A "high
fever" had been observed in 1850-

ninety-eight years before-and in
1786-well over a century and a
half previously. But he still ap-
peared to be somewhere between
forty and sixty years old. John
Kingman,s pulse rate was one hun-
dred fifty-seven beats per minute,
and the electrocardiograph regis-
tered an absolutely preposterous
pattern which had no meaning until
Braden said curtly: "If he had

. two hearts, it would look like that!"
When the X-ray plates came out

of the fixing-bath, he looked at
them with the grim air of someone
expecting to see the impossible. And
the impossible was there. When
John Kingman was admitted to New
Bedlam, there were no such things
as X-ravs on earth. It was natural

that he had never been X-rayed
before. He had two hearts. He

had three extra ribs 011 each side.
He had four more vertebrae than

a normal human being. There were
distinct oddities in his elbow joints.
And his cranial capacity appeared
to be something like twelve per cent
above that of any but exceptional
specimens of humanity. His teeth
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displayed distinct, consistent devi-
ation:; from the norm in shape.

He regarded Braden with corn
temptuous triumph when the tests
were over. He did not speak. He
drew dignity about himself like a
garment. He allowed an attendant
jo dress him again while he looked
into the distance, seemingly think-
ing godlike thoughts. When his
toilet was complete he looked again
at Braden-with vast condescension

-and his six-fingered hands again

made a gesture of writing. Braden
grew-if possible-slightly paler as
he handed over a pencil and pad.

John Kingman actually deigned
to glance, once, at the sheet on
which he wrote. When he handed
it back -to Braden and withdrew

into magnificently amused aloof-
ness, there were a dozen or more
tiny sketches on the sheet. The
first was an exact duplicate of the
one he had handed Braden before

the Administration Building. Be-
side it was another which was simi-
lar but not alike. The third was a

sj>ccific variation of the two to-
gether. The rest carried on that
variation in precise, exact steps un-
til the last pair of sketches divided
again into two, of which one-by a
perfectly logical extension of the
change-pattern-had returned to
the original design, while the other
was a

'bewilderingly complex pattern
with its formalized central part in
two slosely-linked sections.

Braden caught his breath. Just
as the X-ray man had been puzzled
at first by the use of unfamiliar
symbols for familiar ideas, so Bra-
den had been puzzled by untrace-

able familiarity in the first sketch of
all. But the last diagram made
everything clear. It resembled al-
most exactly the standard diagrams
illustrating fissionable elements as
atoms. Once it was granted that
John Kingman was no ordinary
lunatic, it became clear that here
was a diagram of some physical
process which began with normal
and stable atoms and arrived at an
unstable atom-with one of the

original atoms returned to its origi-
nal state. It was, in short, a process
of physical catalysis which would
produce atomic energy.

Braden raised his eyes to the
contemptuous, amused eyes of John
Kingman.

"I think you win," he said shak-
cnly. "I still think you,re crazy,
but maybe we,re crazier still."

The commitment papers on John
Kingman were a hundred and sixty-
Jwo years old. They were yellow
and brittle and closely written. John
Kingman-said the oddly spelled
and sometimes curiously phrased
document-was first seen on the

morning of April 10, 1786, by a
man named Thomas Hawkes, as he
drove into Aurora, Pennsylvania,
with a load of corn. John Kingman
was then clad in very queer gar-
ments, not like those of ordinary
men. The material looked like silk.
save that it seemed also to be metal-
lic. The man Hawkes was as-

tounded, but thought perhaps some
strolling player had got drunk and
wandered off while wearing his
costume for a play or pageant. lie
obligingly stopped his horse and
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allowed the stranger to climb in for
a ride lo town. The stranger was
imperious, and scornfully silent.
Hawkes asked who he was, and was
contemptuously ignored. He asked
-seemingly, all the world was talk-

ing of such matters then, at least
the world about Aurora, Pennsyl-
vania-if the stranger had seen the
giant shooting stars of the night
before. The stranger ignored him.
Arrived in town, the stranger stood
in the street with regal dignity,
looking contemptuously at the
people. A crowd gathered aÿput
him but he seemed to feel too su-

perior to notice it. Presently a
grave and elderly man-a Mr.
Wychcrly-appeared and the stran-
ger fixed him with a gesture. He
st00|>ed and wrote strange designs
in the dust at his feet. When the

unintelligible design was meaning-
less to Mr. Wycherly, the stranger
seemed to fly into a very passion of
contempt. He spat at the crowd,
and the crowd became unruly and

*

constables took him into custody.
Braden waited patiently until both

the Director of Meadevillc Mental

and the man from Washington had
finished reading the yellowed papers.
Then Braden explained calmly:

"He's insane, of course. It,s
paranoia. He is as convinced of
his superiority to us as-say-
Napoleon or Edison would have
been convinced of their superiority
if they,d suddenly been dumped
down among a tribe of Australian
bush  men. As a matter of fact,

John Kingman may have just as
good reason as they would have
had to feel his superiority. But if

he were sane he would prove it.
He would establish it. Instead, he
has withdrawn into a remote con-

templation of his own greatness.
So he is a paranoiac. One may
surmise that he was insane when he

first appeared. But he doesn't have
a delusion of persecution because
on the face of it no such theory is
needed to account for his present
situation."

The Director said in a tolerantly
shocked tone:

"Dr. Braden! You speak as if
he were not a human being!"

"He isn't/, said Braden. "His
body temperature is a hundred and
five. Human tissues simply would
not survive that temperature. He
has extra vertebrae and extra ribs.

His joints are not quite like ours.
He has two hearts. We were able

to check his circulatory system just
under the skin with infrared lamps,
and it is not like ours. And I sub-

mit that he has been a patient in
this asylum for one hundred and
sixty-two years. II he is human,
he is at least remarkable!"

The man from Washington said
interestedly:

"Where do you think he conies
from

. Dr. Braden?"
Braden spread out his hands. He

said doggedly:
"I make no guesses. But I sent

photostats of the sketches he made
to the Bureau of Standards. I said

that they were made by a patient
and appeared to be diagrams of
atomic structure. T asked if they
indicated a knowledge of physics.
You"-He looked at the man from

Washington-"turned up thirty-six
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hours later. 1 deduce chat he has

such knowledge."
"He has!" said the man from

Washington, mildly. "<The X-ray
sketches were interesting enough,
but the others--apjxirently he has
told us how to get controlled atomic
energy out of silicon, which is one
of earth's commonest elements.

Where did he come from
. Dr.

Braden ?"

Bradcn clamped his jaw.
"You noticed that the commit-

ment papers referred to shooting
stars then causing much local com-
ment ? I looked up the newspapers
for about that date. They reported
a large shooting star which was ob-
served to descend to the earth.

Then, various credible observers

claimed that it shot back up to the
sky again. Then, some hours af-
terward, various large shooting
stars crossed the sky from horizon
10 horizon, without ever falling."

The Director of Meadeville Men-

ial said humorously:
"It,s a wonder that New Bedlam

-us we were then-was not

crowded after such statements!"

The man from Washington did
not smile.

"

I think," he said meditatively,

*"that Dr. Braden suggests a space-
ship landing to permit John King-
man to get out, and then going
away again. And possible pursuit
afterward."

The Director laughed apprecia-
tively at the assumed jest.

"If," said the man from Wash-

ington, "John Kingman is not hu-
man

, and if he comes from some-
"where where as much was known

alx>ur atomic energy almost two
centuries ago as he has showed us,
and, if he were insane there, he
might have seized some sort of
vehicle and fled in it because of

delusions of persecution. Which in
a sense, if he were insane, might
be justified. He would have been
pursued. With pursuers close be-
hind him he might have landed-
here."

"But the vehicle!" said the Di-

rector, humorously. "Our ancestors

would have recorded finding a space-
ship or an airplane."

"Suppose," said the man from
Washington, "that his pursuers had
something like . . . say . . . radar.
Even we have that! A cunning
lunatic would have sent oil his ve-

hicle under automatic control to

lead his pursuers as long and merry
a chase as possible. Perhaps he
sent it to dive into the sun. The

rising shooting star and the other
cruising shooting stars would be
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accounted for. What do you say,
Dr. Braden'>"

Braden shrugged.
,"There is no evidence. Now he

is insane. If we were to cure
hini-"

"Just how," said the man from
Washington, "would you cure him?
I thought paranoia was practically
hopeless."

"Not quite,

" Braden told him.
"They"ve used shock treatment for
dementia praecox and schizophrenia.
with good results. Until last year
there was nothing of comparable
value for paranoia. Then Jantzen 

,

suggested euphoric shock. Basic-
ally, the idea is to dispel illusions
by creating hallucinations."

The Director fidgeted disapprov-
ingly. The man from Washington
waited.

"In euphoric shock,

" said Braden

carefully, "the tensions and anxie-
ties of insane patients are relieved
by drugs which produce a sensation
of euphoria, or well-being. Jantzen
combined hallucination-producing
drugs with those. The combination
seems to place the patient tempor-
arily in a cosmos in which all de-
lusions are satisfied and all tensions.
.relieved. He has" a rest from his

struggle against reality. Also he
has a sort of super-catharsis, in the
convincing realization of all his
desires. Quite often he comes out
of the first euphoric shock tem-
porarily sane. The percentage of

final cures is satisfyingly high."
The man from Washington said:
"Body chemistry?"
Braden regarded him with new

respect. said:
*

44

"I don*t know. He*s lived on

human food for almost two cen-

turies, and in any case it,s been
proved that the proteins will be
identical c»n all planets under all-
sun?.. Bu; 1 couldn't be sure about

it. There might even be allergies.
You say his drawings were very
important. It might be wisest to
find out everything possible from
him before even euphoric shock was
tried."

VAh
, yes!

" said the Director,

tolerant!v. "If he has waited a

hundred and sixty-two years, a few
weeks or months will make no differ-
ence. And I would like to watch

the experiment, but I am about to
start on my vacation-"

"Hardly," said the man from
Washington.

"I said, I am about to start on
mv vacation.

"

*

"John Kingman," said the man
from Washington mildly, "has been
trying for a hundred and sixty-two
3
"ears to tell us how to have con-

trolled atomic energy, and pocket
X-ray machines, and God knows
what all else. There may be, some-
where about this institution

, draw-
ings of antigravity apparatus, really
efficient atomic bombs, spaceship
drives

,
 or weapons which could de-

populate the earth. I,m afraid no-

body here is going to communicate
with the outside world in any way
until the place and all its personnel
are gone over . . . ah . . . rather
carefully."

"This," said the Director indig-
nantly. "is preposterous !**

"Quite so. A thousand years of
human advance locked in the skull
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ol a lunatic. Nearly two hundred
years more of progress and develop-
ment wasted because he was locked
up here. But it would be most
prei>oslcrous of all to let his infor-
mation loose to the other lunatics
who aren,t locked up because they,re
running governments! Sit down I"

The Director sat down. The man

from Washington said:
"Xow, Dr. Braden-"

John Kingman spent days on cud
in scornful, triumphant glee. Braden
watched him soml>crly. Meadeville
Mental Hospital was an armed camp
with sentries everywhere, and es-
pecially about the building in which
John Kingman gloated. There were
hordes

,
 of suitably certified scien-

tists and psychiatrists about lnm,
now, and he was filled with blazing
satisfaction.

He sat in regal, triumphant aloof-
ness. He was the greatest, the most
important, the most consequential
figure on this planet. The stupid
creatures who inhabited it-they
were only superficially like himself
-had at last come to perceive his
godliness. Now they clustered
about him. In their stupid language
which it was beneath his dignity to
learn

, they addressed him. But
they did not grovel. Even grovel-
ing would not l>c sufficiently re-
spectful for such inferior beings
when addressing John Kingman.
He very probably devised in his
own mind the exact etiquette these
stupid creatures must practice be-
fore he would condescend to notice
them.

They made elaborate tests. He

ignored their actions. They tried
with transparent cunning to trick
him into further revelations of the

powers he held. Once, in malicious
amusement, he drew a sketch of a
certain reaction which such inferior

minds could not possibly under-
stand. They were vastly excited,
and he was enormously amused.
When they tried that reaction and
square miles turned to incandescent
vapor, the survivors would realize
that they could not trick or force
him into giving them the riches of
his godlike mind. They must devise
the proper etiquette to appease him.
They must abjectly and humbly
plead with him and placate him and
sacrifice to him. They must deny
all other gods but John Kingman.
They would realize that he was all
wisdom

, all power, all greatness
when the reaction he had sketched

destroyed them by millions.
Braden prevented thit from hap-

pening. When John Kingman gave
a sketch of a new atomic reaction

in response to an elaborate trick
one of the newcomers had devised,

]?mdcn protested grimly.
"The patient,

"

 he said doggedly,

"is a paranoiac. Suspicion and
trickiness is inherent in his mental

processes. At any moment, to
demonstrate his greatness, he may
try to produce unholy destruction.
Von absolutely cannot trust him!
lie careful!"

He hammered the fact home, ar-
guing the sheer flat fact that a
paranoiac will do absolutely any-
thing to prove his grandeur.

The new reaction was 
.

tried with

microscopic quantities of material,
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and it only destroyed everything
within a fifty-yard radius. Which
brought the final decision on John
Kingman. He was insane. Fie
knew more about one overwhelm-

ingly important subject than all the
generations of men. But it was
not ]>ossihle to obtain trustworthy
data from him on that subjcct or
any other while he was insane. It
was worth while to take the cal-

culated risk of attempting to cure
him.

Braden protested again:
"I urged the attempt to cure him,"

he said firmly, "before I knew he

had given the United States several
centuries head-start in knowledge
of atomic energy. I was thinking
of him as a patient. For his own
sake, any risk was proper. Since
he is not human, I withdraw my
urging. I do not know what will
happen. Anything could happen."

His refusal held up treatment
for a week. Then a Presidential

executive order resolved the matter.

The attempt was to lie made as a
calculated risk. Dr. Braden woujd

make the attempt.

He did. He tested John King-
man for tolerance of euphoric drugs.
No unfavorable reaction. He tested

him for tolerance of drugs produc-
ing hallucination. No unfavorable
reaction. Then-

ITe injected into one of John
Kingman's veins a certain quantity
of the combination of drugs which
on human beings was most effective
for euphoric shock, and whose
separate constituents had been
tested on John Kingman and found
41

harmless. Ic was not a sufficient

dose to produce the full required
effect. Braden expected to have to
make at least one and probably two
additional injections before the
requisite euphoria was produced.
He was taking no single avoidable
chance. He administered first a

dosage which should have produced
no more than a feeling of mild but
definite exhilaration.

And John Kingman went into
convulsions. Horrible ones.

There is such a thing as allergy
and such a thing as synergy, and no-
body understands either. Some
patients collapse when given aspirin.
Some break out in rashes from peni-
cillin. Some drugs, taken alone,

have one effect
, and taken together

quite another and drastic one. A
drug producing euphoria was harm-
less to John Kingman. A drug
producing hallucinations was harm-
less. But-synergy or allergy or
whatever-the two taken together
were deadly poison.

He was literal!v unconscious for
w

three weeks, and in continuous con-
vulsion for two days. He was kept
alive by artificial nourishment, glu-
cose, nasal feeding-everything.
But his coma was extreme. Four

separate times he was believed dead.
Rut after three weeks lie opened

his eyes vaguely. In another week
he was able to talk. From the first

,

his expression was bewildered. He
was no longer proud. He began to
learn English. He showed no para-
noiac symptoms. He was wholly
sane. In fact, his I.Q.-tested later
-was .ninety, which is well within
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the range of normal intelligence.
lie was not over-bright, "out ade-
quate. And he did not remember
who he was. He did not remember

anything at all about his life before
rousing from coma in the Meade-
ville Mental Hospital. Not any-
thing at all. It was, apparently,
either the price or the cause of his
recovery.

Braden considered that it was the

means, lie urged his views 011 the
frustrated scientists who wanted

now to try hypnotism and "truth

serum
" and other devices for pick-

ing the lock of John Kingman,s
brain.

"As a diagnosis," said Braden,

moved past the tendency to be tech-
nical, "the poor devil smashed up
on something we can,

t even guess
at. His normal personality couldn

*

t

take it
, whatever it was, so he fled

into delusions-into insanity. He
lived in that retreat over a centurv

*

and a half, and then we found him
out. And we wouldn

"

t let him keep
his beautiful delusions that he was

great and godlike and all-powerful.
We were merciless. We forced

ourselves upon him. We questioned
him. We tricked him. In the end

,

we nearly poisoned him! And his
delusions couldn't stand up. He
couldn't admit that lie was wrong,

and he couldn't reconcile such ex-

periences with his delusions. There
was only one thing he could do-
forget the whole thing in the most
literal possible manner. What he,s
done is to go Hnto what they used
to call dementia praecox. Actually,
it's infantilism. He,s fled back to

his childhood. That's why his I. Q.
is only ninety, instead of the unholy
figure it must have been when he
was a normal adult of his race.

He,s mentally a child. He sleeps,

right now, in the foetal position.
Which is a warning! One more
attempt to tamper with his brain,
and he'll go into the only place that,s
left for him-into the absolute
blankness that is the mind of the
unborn child!"

He presented evidence. The evi-
dence was overwhelming. In the
end, reluctantly, John Kingman was
left alone.

He gets along all right, though.
He works in the records department
of Meadcville Mental now, because
there his six-fingered hands won,t
cause remark. He is remarkably
accurate and perfectly happy.

But he is carefully watched. The
one question he can answer now is
-how long he

,

s going to live. A
hundred and sixty-two years is only
part of his lifetime. But if you
didn,t know, you,d swear he wasn't
more than fiftv.

*
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THE OBSOLETE WEAPON
BY L. RON HUBBARD

An obsolete weapon is. like velocity, time-rat*', or
any other factor, a purely relative thing. Particu-
larly zchen some one is careless zcith a time machine . . .

Illustrated by Cartler

Rats squeaked, vermin scuttled,
drunks stank and the noisome dark

oppressed. The American Military
Prison in Rome was exceedingly un-
kind to the senses.

Now that the Tedici had fled

northward, American arms sought
to integrate a conquest and a people.

In the dankest, foulest cell that
G-2 could provide, a brace of al-
legedly choice criminals kept diffi-
dent company.

Auyiiis in hcrba!" howled one
from the caldron of his troubled
slumber. This, and the other Latin

gibberish he had screamed did not
soothe his companion who now
finally protested.

Danny West was some minutes
pulling himself from the muddy
maelstrom of his nightmares, but at
last he scrubbed his eyes with horn),
knuckles and blinked nervouslv at

.

his companion.
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on were dreaming,

" said his
cell mate.

"If that was a dream," said

Danny West, ,"then this cell is Al-
lah*s number one Paradise!"

""You
're an American, aren,

t

you?
"

 queried his cell mate with
polite interest.

"

Sure, from Teague County,
Texas!"

"Then why the Latin?"

Danny West scuttled backward
two feet and watched there, gaping
suspiciously.

"What Latin?" he said."You just called somebody *a
snake in the grass'

.

"

Danny hedged. "Well he was .. .
well . . . er- Forget it!"

"Don
,

t get me wrong," said his
cell mate. "You,ve got me curious,
that,s all. What are you, an Ameri-
can soldier

, doing with a mouth full
of Latin?"

"I was associate professor of an-
cient languages before they snatched
me into this cockeyed mess," said

Danny West. He was plainly hop-
ing to change the subject. "Lay it
to aquavitae."

"Oh
, I wouldn,t say so. From

what I could pick up-"

Danny West looked dangerous.
"Shut up!" he said. "Shut up!

Leave me alone!"

There was quiet then, the cell
mate having retired offendedly to
the farthest corner, where he sat
brooding for more than half an
hour.

The feeling that he had given
offense wore upon Danny. The
screaming urge within him to com-
municate drove him further. At
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last he crossed the cell and sai down

oti the blanket alongside his cell
mate.

"Have a cigarette," he said by
way of apology.

The cell mate took one, looked
at it for some time as though doubt-
ful what one must do with such

an article. At last he permitted it
to be lighted, and drew on it care-
fully.
"1 guess I,d better tell you," said

Danny West, the flash boards tear-
ing away from the top of his con-
versational dam. "I've got to tell
somebody! Or I,ll begin to think
I,m crazy myself.

"

His cell mate put a lazy guard
on his interest. "By all means," he
said. "Fire away."

Well-said Danny West-about
twenty-four hours ago I was light-
ing for my life harder than any-
body at any training camp ever
dreamed of. And the kind of light-
ing I was doing wasn,t included in~
any training manuals either.

I haven't fought the Germans yet,
but when it comes to that, after
what I've been through I

,ll take

inv chances.
*

You know how it was yesterday
afternoon, just about like it is now,
the air hot and thick and a storm

coming on. Our outfit had been
coming forward for two days with-
out any rest and all yesterday we
walked in dust behind tanks for

what seemed like fifteen million

years.

I was tired. Kverj"body was
tired. But when we got into the
city it seemed everybody from the
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commanding general down bad some
lousy fatigue duty for us to do.
There wasn,t any outfit in the army
except Company B of the Nine-
teenth.

Me, after I put about eighteen bil-
lets in shape for other guys to sleep
in, I finally got routed out by that
stinking captain of ours and told
that I had been detailed to re-en-

force the local M.P. company. He
said there were going to be a lot of
riots and that two squads were to
go and stand duty for any emer-
gency that came up. We were fly-
ing squads.

It had been getting hotter and
hotter. Some big clouds slid in over
Rome, and finally opened up with
eno

_ugh artillery to end the war.
Our captain marched us down to

the Colosseum and then left us

standing there in the rain, while he
went off to some soft bunk some

place.
The sergeant watched him go and

the rest of us tried to find a dry
spot under the stones. Then the
sergeant said: "I got to make a rou-
tine patrol," and he disappeared.

Then one of the corporals said:
"I got to make a routine patrol, too,"
and he disappeared. And the first
thing I know there wasn,t anybody
left there but me.

Pretty soon this stinking captain
of ours came back and in the course

of that time T was sound asleep,
rain, mud, and all. He gave me a
swift kick in the side and says: "On

your feet! Attention! What do
you mean by sleeping on duty?
Where are the others?"

so

So I says: "They*re out making
routine patrols, captain."

"I'll routine patrol them," he says
and stamps off. probably to find
some place a lot drier than it was
outside the Colosseum.

I walked up and down for a few
minutes but there wasn't anything
doing. The population of Rome
just wasn,t thinking about rioting.
It was either kissing the boots of
the conquering army, or shacking
up, or drowning its sorrows in vino.

They had given us riot guns, a
couple of bandoleers of ammunition
apiece, and three tear gas grenades
per man. Then they took away our
own weapons, the only ones we
knew how to use, as being too heavy
for street fighting.

The gun 1 was carrying must
have been made for the Franco-
Prussian war. I sat down and
looked at it a little while and tried

to figure out how the thing worked.
I had nothing better to do and you
never know in the middle' of a war

when you
'

re going, to need your
weapons.

I had to make up my own manual
about the thing as I went along but
later on I was sure glad tliat I,d
taken the trouble. The old baby
was an automatic shotgun weigh-
ing about fifteen pounds, with an
eight gauge barrel that would have
fitted better on a Howitzer. It
was full automatic and its ammuni-

tion would have broken the springs
on a lorry.

I got tired when I was sure the
captain wasn,t coming back and be-
gan to look for a dry hole under
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the stones. The lightning kept
cracking down like the end of the
world. The rain had stopped fall-
ing in drops and had joined hands to
make close formation. Yon had to

have gills to breathe in that weather.
So I found this hole, and I

crawled in. About two seconds

later a lightning bolt hit the top of
the Colosseum and showered enough
mortar down to rebuild a village.
That's all I know.

Immediately afterwards I was
awakened by the roaring of wild
beasts. It was as though a circus
tent had caught on fire and the
menagerie was fighting its way out.
It was a symphony of racket that
made the ground shake under me.
From the bass roars of the Hons to

the yelps of the dogs the voice of
every animal could be picked out
of that din. Cutting through it,
weaving circles around it, slicing it
up and tramping it down were the
trumpetings of at least a hundred
wild elephants. '

I was lying in straw and the sun
was bright through bars. The straw
stank, the animals stank, and I was
scared. Plainly, somebody had done
me dirt.

The walls about me were of wood,

except on one side where a grating
barred my way. There was no exit
that I could find, and my specula-
tions ran the limit from military
prison to a new war machine of the
Tedici.

It was morning but I had not
slept. I was still soaked with the
rain which a moment before I knew

had been falling.
I didn,t really begin to shake

TUB OBSOLETE WEAPON .

though until a hideous crescendo
of human screams began to shake
the building. There was enough
agony in those screams to load a
freight train.

My explorations grew swift and
I discovered* presently that I was
not in a cell but in a sort of hallway
one end of which was blocked by
the iron grate, the other end hy a
large wooden door. On the other
side of the latter I could hear a

swelling murmuring sound like a
crowd at a football game.

I still had my riot gun, three gas
grenades, and, I hoped, my wits.
I was about to shoot the lock off

the wooden door when a small black

dwarf came wriggling up to the
iron bars and peered through. He
looked, gaped, and quickly ran away.

I yelled for him to come back, and
so he did, with a man whose dress
had unmistakably not been seen on
earth for the last two thousand

years.

He was a big man. With one
hand he carried a bucket full of live
coals and in the other hand he had

a long glowing poker. His face was
brutal, like a gorilla,s.
"

 "Listen fellows," I said, "how
about letting me out of here?"

They stared at each other and be-
gan a long argument- which was
punctuated by jabs toward the little
man by the big man

,

s hot poker.
For two or three minutes I could

make nothing of the conversation
until it came to mc that they were
talking Latin.

I had taught eight straight semes-
ters of Latin at Texas A. and M.,
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so it did not take me long to enter
into the spirit of the thing.

"Get me out of here," I de-

manded.
"He,s no Christian

,

" said the big
man.

"Well, then he
,s a northman,"

said the dwarf.
"

*

Northman or no northman he*s
no gladiator. What are we sup-
posed to do?"

"Get a gladiator and put him in,"

said the dwarf.
"All right, you run and get Glau-

cus, and ask him to come here."

The big man turned toward me.
"Who put you in here?"

"I,m Danny West from Teague
County, Texas, and if 1 don

'

t get out
of here pretty quick and report to
duty, my captain will make mince-
meat out of me. Lcmme out of
here."

"What kind of a gladiator are
<ou?" he demanded.

"I,m no gladiator, I
'm a soldier.

And if you don"t listen to reason
the United States Army is going to
be mighty peeved at me."

"You,re a gladiator all right,
you

're just scared. A taste of this
iron will cure that. But what are

you supposed to fight?
"

"Fight? I,m not mad at any-
l>ody."

"What d*ya fight? What d,ya
light with? Net and spear?
Lions? What?" The big man
waved his poker suggestively, and
seeing that it had cooled during the
argument, thrust it back into the
glowing coals.

"I light Germans," I said.
"Yes, yes, what Roman won"t
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light barbarians, but I mean in the
arena. What d,ya light in tliÿ*
arena ?"

"The . . . the arena-?"

A swelling roar hammered at the
wooden door. And a (lock of his-

tory lit in my lap like a stack of
iron plates.

"Well, what d'ya fight?" he per-
sisted.

"Mice," I said. We were get-
ting nowhere.

"What kind of a weapon is that?
You can,t do anything against lions
with a club. Xo, nor-" he scratched
a leprous scalp at the problem.

A small nervous individual
, drip-

ping sweat, came streaming up to
the bars. *

"Who is this? What is this?

Oh, I"m ruined. I can never set up
a good program unless some fool
gums it up. Oh, why was I ever
born ? What made me ever get into
this business? Arrangements . . .
arrangements . . . arrangements-
One minute it,s "Send the Christians
in first., The next minute it,s
*Make it Nubians and lions.' J>y the
guts of Jupiter, I,ll retire. That,s

what I,ll do, I,ll retire."
"We didn,t know he was in here,"

said the big man. "I left Jocko
here."

"Bunglers! Fools! Idiots!" howled
the dripping master of ceremonies.
"The crowd is getting ugly. That
last batch of Christians sat down in
the middle of the arena and let the

wild dogs run all over them, with-
out lifting a hand. Oh, what poor
fodder they send me these days!
I  Tow can I put on a show-? Take
him out of there. Take him out of
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there quick. The next act is about
to go on. Get Glaucus. Oh, oh, oh,
do something! Do something!"

But before they could do any-
thing there was a creak, and a groan,
and then silcncc. The big wooden
door had slid up and the white sand
of the arena blinded me.

Behind me the master of cere-

monies groaned piteously:
"It,s too late now-it,s too late.

Throw some lions at him and let,s

get it over with."

"Get out there you/' said the

man with the poker, which he used
to good effect. I jumped!

"Now see here," I said. But I

had jumped so far that I stood out-
side the door and it dropped with
n bang behind me.

T swear there must have been ten

thousand people in the seats around
the arena. The sun was beating
down and the air was full of dust

and veils, Boos and catcalls split
through the lower steadier roar of
the crowd.

One section was stamping its
feet and shouting in time.

"Bring on the Nubians! We
want the Nubians! Bring on the
Nubians!" I felt a little bit insulted

that they would prefer Nubians to
me. But thev didn

,

t know me after

all.

There were pools of blood in-
differently spread with white sand
all around me. The once white

palisades which lifted fourteen feet
from the ground to the first boxes
were splattered with dried gore.
The stench of the place was horrible.
Death-rotten meat-and unwashed

humanity. I had stage fright.
You couldn>t have heard an ar-

tillery barrage in the din that rocked
the old place. I was trying feebly
to collect my wits and find a way out
of all this. I had got

'

well into the
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realization that something terrible
indeed bad happened to me when
the wooden gateÿ at the tar end
from me opened-jut bounded the
biggest Hon i ever ".aid :ny eyes on
this side of the -ÿalvesion Zoo.

This lion had something 011 his
mind. His eyes v/ere so red they
practically dripped blood. He was
so thin that you could see light
straight through the middle of him.
His tail was ten feet long, or longer,
and it was !ashing from side to side
until you could almost hear it swish.
Apparently he was looking for
something.

Shortly he found it. Mc! I
felt like saying, "Now wait a min-
ute feilows, let's sit down right
where we are and think this whole

thing over. I'm sure we can talk
the matter into a reasonable solu-
tion."

But the crowd was in a hurry!
And the liori"was in a hurry! And
the riot gun was strapped across my
back. I had to do something and
do it quick-so I did it!

I dropped Dn one knee, pried loose
the gun, threw a shell under the
hammer, and took aim.

Now. shooting jions is not my
favorite pastime. I had had a little
experience with quail, and one small
experience with a deer that got
away, but not lions. And the front
sight of that gun was weaving
around like it was trying to write
my obituary.

The Hon got within ten feet,
crouched down till his belly touched
the sand, and then jumped!

There was a blast against my
shoulder thai knocked me about two
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feet! When I picked myself up
the lion was lying there, all four
feet reaching for clouds and claw-
ing.

Though I had been told that
hunters were usually pretty proud
of their first kill, I never had time
to examine this one. They let
twelve more lions in through the
second door.

The newcomers wasted #no time.

They saw the dying lion-saw mc-
and began to whet their appetites at
ninety miles an hour. They crossed
that arena, the whole twelve of them,
like they,d just heard chow'call.

I looked to the blunderbuss. They
had not even given us instructions
as to how to fire the thing, for it was
an English gun and they probably
didn,t know themselves. Like a

shotgun it
"

 fired paper shells and I
was afraid these had swollen in the

rain. It fired a mass <Jt pellets
something bigger than buckshot and
with a very wide spread. Though a
few of them would discourage riot-
ers, what did these lions know about
the Riot Act?

I watched them sweep down on
mc. Did you ever see a lion run?
Well, mister, they don't run at all,
they bound sideways off the ground
like rubber balls. A jeep on a
Roman road would make a letter

target.
I put that old museum piece of

a shotgun on single and set myself
down to knock off the leaders before
the main crowd arrived.

Their stink got there before they
did. A lion smells like a combina-

tion of a slaughter house, a choice
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privy, and a dead horse in August.
The odor of it. added to my stage
fright, was enough to make me lose
my hoots.

The old gun belted me in the
shoulder. The leader plowed sand
for fifteen feet. The top of his head
was gone! Clean as if he,d patron-
ized an Army barber shop,

The face of the next one just
plain disappeared.

The third did five forward somer-

saults and ended up with his tail
pointing at me accusatively. Then
came the main herd.

I slipped the gun to full auto-
matic, and let them have it! There
were only eleven shells to go Jÿut
they sure were plenty. There was
lion meat stacked around there un-

til it looked as though I had decided
to build a castle of the stuff. I re-

membered how they,d used to feed

poor old horses to the lions at the
Galveston Zoo. I felt pretty satis-
fied let me tell you.

1 had a breather then. I wiped
the smoke out of my eyes and looked
around me. I sure thought I,d
shown the locals a thing or two. A
whiff of the crowd hit me and it
stunk almost as bad as the lions.
The masses of streamers and faces

went up from me on all sides like
ranges of mountains. The crowd
was quiet and I fully expected them
to l>c something more than curious.
However it evidently took a great
deal to shake a Roman mob.

I looked at one side where the
President of the Games

, the Em-
peror for all 1 know, and two royal
ladies gazed on with indifferent con-
tempt. .
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They were wearing gold laurel
leaves inset with jewels. The box
looked like Christmas. Oil their

right sat what I took to be the Vestal
Virgins, white-hooded and grim.
Most of them, startlingly enough
were quite old. Above me out of
the quiet drifted the voice of a
young buck talking to his girl.

"Like Nero isn*t it
, to produce

magic in the arena. No taste I
,

ve

always said, no taste whatever.
This fellow is simply one of those
wizards from Assyria that we,

ve

heard about lately. Mass hypno-
tism you know. There were no
lions at all. We merely suppose
that they arc dead. The thing is
really quite simple."

"Gee Marius," said the girl, "you
know everything, don,t you?"

The one section. of the stands

which had been chanting before had
now recovered from its .  surprise
and began to demand blood. "We

want Numidians. We want Nu-
midians. We want Numidians."

They chanted, stamping their feet
in time.

"Now take earlier this morning,"

<
 said young Marius, in a bored tone,

"

 "those elephants squashing the
Christians, now there,s what I call
a spectacle. And that one elephant
that picked up the woman atid
knocked her head off against the
wall. Now that was interesting.
But this sort of thing, mere wiz-
ardry, chicanery . . ."

The crowd went back to buying
nuts and fruit off the vendors.

Some other parts of the crowd be-
gan to take up the Numidian chant.
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} was trying hard to recall how
these games were conducted. 1

finally remembered that after one
had killed his meat or his man he

was supposed lo go before the
President,s box and ask for the

thumbs up or thumbs down sign.
So, I began walking toward the
President"s box.

I was getting my breath hack by
now for it seemed to me that the

worst was over. The crowd was

becoming quite impatient with the
delay, and as the master of cere-
monies had said, was obviously in an
ugly mood. Boos, hisses, catcalls,
and an occasional lunik of rotten

fruit began to descend into the
arena.

"We want action
,

" bawled a

tubby man above the palisades.
"We came here to sec a -spectacle.
We want action. We want blood!"

Others in the crowd began to take
up his chant. Soon the ground un-
der my feet was shivering with it.
I never did get close to the Presi-
dent,s box. For

, about halfway en
route the tone of the crowd changed
so quickly and to such a pitch of en-
thusiasm that 1 knew I was in tor
more.

The master of ceremonies was
evidently on his toes. 1 turned
around quickly. A gate was open-
ing and two net-and-trident men
sped out into the arena, holding up
their weapons for acclaim. They
were evidently quite popular for
they were greeted with cheering.

They wasted little time for a fast
victory was what was wanted.
They closed in. " One circled wide
until he had gained a distance on

my-left. The other held his ground
on my right. Then they rushed me'

I didn,t like to do what 1 did.

But T dropped to one knee and lev-
eled on the first one.

BOWIE!

fie flew apart in mid-rush.
i swiveled around and found the

other one within ten feet of me.
-Startled by the fate of his friend he
drew and then pitched his trident at
me. Its middle prong hit my helmet
with a clang, and the weapon went
zooming off in a new direction.

He spread and cast the net before
1 could catch him in my sights. The
thing settled over me like a thousand
spider webs.
lie rushed to retrieve Ins trident

and had picked it up when-
BOWTK!

He went to join his companion
on the banks of the Styx.

"Boo
.

"

 yelled the crowd. "Boo,
magic, fake!"

Nevertheless I approached the
President1s box again. I stood be-
neath it. If this was Nero

, then
I had not looked to find the hand-

some young fellow that he was. A
dissolute mouth was all that marred
his face. I took the woman on his

right to be his mother and sweet-
heart, Agrippina.

"Boo! Fake!" screamed the
crowd.

Nero looked over the edge of his
box at me. Ceremoniously he raised

.

his right hand. And then with a
savage gesture struck his thumb
down.

This appeared very silly to me
since there was no other combatant
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in the arena, and I certainly was
not flat on mv back awaiting a coup.

The crowd echoed the sentiment

and the master of cercmonics must

have been looking for within the
space of a minute three doors
oj>eiied and at least seventy-five
Xumidians dashed with a war cry
into the arena.

Each one of them looked about

fifteen feet tall, shiny black, wearing
ostrich plumes and carrying assa-
gais. They danced, and bounded,

"

and waved their weapons and leath-
er shields. They drew up into a
formation approaching a phalanx
and after pausing long enough to
be acclaimed started for me.

I turned sideways and yelled at
Nero: "Hey you, this isn,t fair!"
Nero grinned ghoulishly at me. I
turned back and looked at the Xu-
midians.

I was scared. My blood cloggcd
my veins. Maybe it was the war
cry. maybe it was the shiny black
bodies

, maybe it was the savage
teeth. But the one place where I
wanted to be at that minute was

back in league County, Texas, eat-
ing some of my mother,s corn bread.

I had reloaded the riot gun in
front of the President,s box but I

knew better than to try to spray
that mob.

Something was banging against
my hip. 1 recalled the tear gas
grenades. I unhooked one and
pulled its pin. I counted to three
and chucked it. It burst imme-

diately before the phalanx and
sprayed dots of white smoke in all
Till: OPSOI.KTE WEAPON

directions. The Xumidians van-
ished in a cloud of it.

All of a sudden I felt like laugh-
ing. Maybe it was hysteria, but

those black boys had looked so gay
and so brave dancing in that the
contrast was very funny. They
came out of that cioud in the forma-

tion of scattered rabbits. They
were doubling up, and wailing, and
clawing at their eyes. They were
calling out the names of their vari-
ous gods and rolling on the ground.

Their shields and spears were
thrown in all directions. However

,

the crowd was not amused.
"Boo!" "Fake!", they jeered.
But the Xumidians didn*t jeer.

They went over to the edge and
found places to sit down, or they
bumped into each other, or they
tried to climb up the palisades. It
came to me that they were more
scared than hurt.

"Charge me, will you?" I yelled
at ,em. Then I went out to pick me
up a cluster of ostrich plumes, hop-
ing that this act would mollify the
crowd.

During this operation it seemed
to me suddenly that I was acting
very foolishly. Here I had all the
weapons that they didn't have, ob-
solete as I considered them, and all
I needed to do was to blast the lock-

on one of those doors and walk out

of the place.

, There was little enjoyment in the
arena for me. . Sooner or later some-

body was going to get hurt.

I threw down the ostrich plumes
and rushed toward one of the doors.
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But there the Roman guards threw
the dice r

"

or rue and got "crap."

That door came open with a bang!
And there I was looking down the
trunk of the biggest Indian elephant
that was ever born. If P. T. l»ar-

num had seen that elephant, he
would have gone crazy and hilled
liim all over the world. That ele-

phant was so huge he could have
used the Empire State Building for
a toothpick. What made him look
all the more horrible, they had
thrust burning sticks and barbs un-
der his skin until he looked like a

porcupine.
Somebody-probably my old

friend-was jabbing him with a red
hot poker from behind. And the
elephant came out of there!
-He saw me!

He was delighted!
He reared up until there was an

eclipse of the sun. He aimed two
feet twice as big as kettledrums
right at my head.

His tusks gleamed. His teeth
gleamed. His eyes gleamed. And
froth sprayed out of his mouth like
a flame-thrower.

Hurrahs and hurrays bounded
around that arena from a delighted
crowd.

I had brought up so short at the
sight of this world-ender that 1 sat
down, directly under him. The butt
of the riot gun hit alongside of me.
My linger threw it on lull auto-
matic and I let him have the entire
chamber as fast as I could shoot.

Pieces of elephant meat flew all
over the area, the palisades, and me.
When he hit earth again his trunk
slammed me sideways about thirty

u8

feet. I picked myself up. Lint there
was no more fight left in that ele-
phant.

These people were getting too
rough to suit my fancy and once
more I slarlcd to get out of there.
A scream of surprise and delight
from the crowd made me turn again.

A second elephant twice as big as
the first one had been let out o£ the

arena! He was bearing down on
me like a combination of the Graf

Zeppelin and a General Sherman
tank. My error was that I was the
only one in motion in that arena.
He ran over about five Xumidians

getting to me.
The Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals will probably
never hear about this but my riot
gun was empty. There was nothing
else I could do.

I unhooked a second gas grenade
from my belt and pulled the pin.
When he was within thirty feet of
me I heaved it into his open mouth.

BOWIE!

That elephant,s head like to have
torn off. He couldn't stop because
he was going too fast. His front
legs folded up and his hind end
came on over them. I jumped side-
ways just in time to miss him. He
did two complete somersaults and
wound up with a crash against the
boards right underneath Nero*s box.

I was surprised, to say the least.
I hadn't expected a tear gas bomb to
kill him. But from the look of the

way he was heaving and shudder-
ing that elephant was halfway to his
happy hunting ground already.

The little torches jammed into his
ASTOrXDING SCI BX OB-FICTION



side began lo flicker out. Th6
smoke from them drifted around

him like a shroud.

The Numidians had drawn off to

the farthest point of the arena. The
crowd now took to jeering at them.
Two of them advanced as though to
prove their metal. The riot gun
took care of that.

"Let me out of here," I yelled at
Nero. "I,m Danny West of Teague
County, Texas. And you,d better
ho careful next time where you get
your gladiators. Let me out of
here 1"

But Nero Germanicus and his

party were not thinking about gladi-
ators. The tear gas had fumed out
through the twitching trunk of the
elephant. It had wheezed from his
scalded lungs to work its way up-
ward and drift into the President,

s

box. His mother and the ladies of

the court had scrambled awkwardly
backwards to the walkway above.
Nero now stood crying the first and
last tears-of his merciless life.

I glanced around the arena. The
crowd was plainly scared. And
that, my friend

.

, is an accomplish-
ment, for the impressing of a Ro-
man crowd was a thing for which
men sold their lives. It began to
come over me what I had done.

I looked around me. That arena

looked like a dance hall after The

Longshoreman"s Ball. Dead lions
and elephants were stacked up like
the Chicago stock yards. Numid-
ians

, dead, wounded or terrified
were black or red spots on the
white sand. Above them the crowd

THE OBSOLETE WEAPON

was beginning to surge away from
the palisades.

I could see young Marius and his
girl. Krom the expression on his
face he had ceased to be convinced

of the authenticity of necromancy.
I swelled out my chest and strut-

ted a little bit. Such was my confi-
dence that I missed a second vital

fact-when a Roman crowd gets
scared it kills.

And when a Caesar is offended-

Up until this time I had not paid
particular attention to the glittering
helmets and shining spears of the
household troops which surrounded
the box of Nero Germanicus Cae-

sar. They were fine big Germans.
And though they might have been
the ancestors of the Tedici we were

supposed to fight in Italy they were
very far from bones. Six feet six,
most of them, picked for their size
and courage. They served Caesar
with a fanatacism born of the fact

that without Caesar alive they them-
selves were dead before the Roman

mob. So little was Nero Germani-
cus loved at this time that he was

accustomed to placing large troops
about the city.

So it happened on this luckless
day that the Tenth Legion with all
its panoply and fine training from
across the Rhine was home and at

hand.

I saw the courier go and though
I didn't know his message I decided
not to stay. The stiffening legs of
the elephant and his massive body
made a sort of a ladder up to the
box. Of this I took advantage.

I know more about mounting
horses than elephants but this one
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was bottom side up. I scrambled
to his belly and then up his leg to
grab at the lop of the palisade. I
was very engrossed in my effort
since mv equipment was not light
and I was carrying that riot gun
handy, reloaded. It was only a
cheer from the crowd which made

me look up.

I was staring at the points of
twenty leveled spears, backed by
the blond beards of the household

guard.
Behind them and above them Cae-

sar was smiling. It was his trick. 1
heaved myself down off that leg
and under the protection of the ele-
phant while all twenty of those
spears bit meat close behind me.
But it was elephant meat, not
Texan.

I stuck my head up again through
the small forest and I leveled the

viot gun. Three of-the bodyguard
had already begun 10 come down the

elephant
*

s leg. They came down all
right.

BOWIE! BOWIE! BOWIE!
Tedici! Well

, I'd come to Italy
to"fight Germans but I didn

*

t know

that 1 would find them in the ac-

coutrements of Roman Legion-
naires. The riot gun let out a long
roar. And the palisade above me
was clearedl I reloaded and again
stormed the ramparts.

[ don>t know where they came
from but they sure came in a hurry.
Humes, spears, and helmets jammed
the runway which led outward from
the President's box. The Tenth

Legion was on its way.
The Roman mob was cheering it-

self into.laryngitis. All or a sud-
den I got mad.

They'd come to see blood. Well,
they were

.

going to get blood. That
riot gun blew down the first ranks
of the Tenth Legion like a lawn-
mower. Their armor corselets

might as well have been made of
papier-mache. The Xumidians had
been whipped up till now but they
knew that they would die anyway
unless they did something. So I re-
ceived a rear attack..

Other companies of the Tenth
Legion were Hooding down into the
arena from the boxes on cither side
of the President,s box. It was get-
ting hot. 1 realized that it was cer-
tainly no place tor Danny West.

I pulled the pin on the last tear
gas bomb and pitched it up into the
runway behind the President,s box

where it jetted white.
I dodged about twenty spears

and got up on the elephant again.
From there I gave "em a lull burst
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from tiic riot gun. I reached the
palisade and climbed over into the
chair that Nero had so recently oc-
cupied.

If the simple act of grabbing a
throne would have made me Caesar,
then I was Caesar. But I was sure

sorry for it. You
*ve seen it rain in

a hurricane down in Galveston?

Well, those big long slanting drops
weren

,t anything compared to the
number of javelins that were in the
air around me then.

One clanged off my helmet and
almost knocked me silly. Some
archer got to work and began to
stud the woodwork with arrows.

Ahead of me I could see the open
runway, cleared now.

I shut my eyes to dash through
the tear gas. Then came the main
bulk of the Tenth Legion. They
blocked that exit like pickets make
a fence. I backed up. I turned to
see that the crowd itself with cush-

ions and baskets for weapons had
begun to back up the remaining
Legionnaires, household troops, and
Numidians. All it required now
was a pack of wild dogs and another
flock of lions to make this a real Ro-

man holiday.
I let the riot gun go back into

that press and then grabbed for the
bandoleer to reload. There was just
one chamberful left. People were
behind me and above me. Legion-
naires were in front of me and in
short it was no place for a self-
resj>ecting Texan boy to be found.

Right about then I figured I was
iust so much lion meat. But I

started up the ramp intending to
THE OBSOLETE WEAPON

find another way out. Then the im-
possible happened.

I fell flat on my face, slipping in
the blood which spattered the run-
way. And before I could regain
my feet a bolt of lightning hit the
Colosseum.

It missed Nero who had probably
fled to the Palatine Hill by then.
But it sure made hash out of the
rest of the crowd.

I hid my face in my arms but it
didn,t come near me. ÿ It was a

funnj" kind of lightning. It rolled
around the arena in big yellow
flashes. The whole crowd either

dived under seats or died where they
stood.

The Tenth Legion, versed in all
the lore of ancient superstition

.
, saw

that lightning and left their spears
behind them.

I scrambled to my feet but I got
up a split second too soon. There
was somebody above me. And he-
was yelling. I couldn*t make out

anything in the roar of tfiat arena.
This guy came over the side of the
runway and lit beside me. But
Danny West wasn't waiting to be
detained. .

I let him have a clip alongside
of the neck and grabbed at his hands
which I figured held a knife. Some-
thing came away and then 1 fell.
About ten million volts-of lightning

" went around the place once again.
That,s all I know until I woke up

being kicked in the side. It was
raining. It was morning. It was
Rome. And from the empty sar-
dine can alongside of me I knew
that the army of occupation was at
hand.



"Get out of that, you deserter!"
said this stinking captain of ours.

I looked up and I swear I could
almost have kissed the guy, as much
as I hated him.

"Where have vou been?" he de-

manded. "What have you been do-
ing ? What do you mean by dis-
honoring me and disgracing your
company ?" And then without wait-

ing for nie to answer any oT these
questions he launched into a tirade
that \tould have done credit to a

West Pointer.

He told me that I was guilty, as
near as I could gather, of at least
twenty-nine of the first thirty arti-
cles of war. Xot the least of which

was pusillanimous conduct in the
face of the enemv.

It seems there had been a riot

the night before and ) hadn
,

t been

there. Though 1 tried to convince
that stinking captain ihat I had been
in a riot that made his look mighty
pale there wasn

,t any talking past
that high grade How of official rc-
dundancv.

w

He had two M.P.s onto me like

setter pups after a quail. He took
the riot gun away from me and
booted me all the way down to the
military prison. So here I am and
all I got to show for it is this here
fountain pen I took out of that
bird,s hand just before the lights
went out.

He held up a small gray object to
his cell mate and relapsed, looking
glum.

Ilis cell mate looked at him pen-
sively.

"Well?" demanded Danny West
«2

pugnaciously, "Uo ahead and cull me
a liar."

His cell mate*s eves shifted from
w

Danny,s face to the souvenir he
held in his hand. He regarded it
critically.

"And where did you keep :t?" he
said.

Danny West gestured at his boot:
"In here. Those M.P.s would take

your gold teeth off-of you.
"

The cell mate seemed a bit nerv-
ous.

"Let me see it."
'"O

.
K

., but you've got to hand it
right back.

"

Danny West extended it to hini
nearly dropping it. His cell mate
turned white and grabbed it just be-
fore it touched pavement. Caress-
ingly he looked it over, wrapped it
in his handkerchief and thrust it in

his pocket. He stood up.
"See here

,

" protested Danny
West, "where are you going with
that?"

"It happens, regrettably, that it
belongs to me,",

 said the ceil mate.
"You? Now look here

, I look-
that off a guy-" A dawning ex-
pression came over Danny West.
He jumped to his feet and pointed.
"Then you-"

"Yes," said the cell mate bowing
slightly.

"But how-?"

Ilis cell mate deepened the bow
and took from his pocket a small
metal card not much bigger than a
dog tag but made of some glitter-
ing substance of which Danny West
had no acquaintance. The Texan
read it with growing awe.

"We didn,t intend to land here
,

"
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said the cell mate, "but we were

caught without water and unfortu-
nately the navigator and the captain
chose the middle of the Italian des-

ert in which to find it. We have not

been much acquainted with these
things for some time so you will
excuse our ignorance.

"I used a certain device of ours

to go back to a period when water
had been there. But unfortunately
I got somewhat scrambled in my
dates. Your little show in the arena

which, by the way, I wouldn,t have

missed for worlds, sidetracked me
farther into this place."

He was moving toward the door,
as though his mere gesture would
open it.

"But here," he said turning to-
wards me, "I won,t be too hard on

you. I
,m sure if you tell the captain

that your part in the riots was well
played, proving it by your empty
bandoleers, he will be very happy to
let you off-particularly since you
can make him a present of one of
the jewels in these."

Saying which, he drew out of his
knapsack the gold laurel leaves
which had been worn by Nero Gcr-
manicus and his consorts. He

handed them to Danny West. And
even in the prison gloom the round-
cut gems gleamed. The gold was so
soft you could bend it with a finger.

"You won them fairly," said the

cell mate. "Anybody but Nero
would have considered the show

quite good enough without turning
loose the Tenth Legion on you."

THE

Danny West was agape. "But
look here, how-?"

"It,s simply that I got to Rome
when I should have gone to Italy,"

said his cell mate. "Now, if you"U
give me my identification.

"

Danny West read it again- The
rest of his life those words would

be engraved upon his memory.

MORTAN, DAGGER B. 116335
MECHANIC 1st. CLASS

ROCKET TURBINES .

INTER-SYSTEM SPACE-

WAYS

INOCULATED 10-JULY-2595
BLOOD TYPE 0

I)ani\y West gave it up, numb
with awe. His cell mate was apply-
ing a small gadget to the lock which
dripped in large globules of iron
upon the pavement.
"But wait a minute," said Danny

West, "that lightning- That must
have been-"

"Yes,'-' said his cell mate, "this
little gadget which you so carelessly
supposed to be a fountain pen was
the author of that. It

,

s not very

much. The pile cell in it is almost
worn out. It,s a sort of obsolete

weapon you see.
"

His cell mate walked through the
swinging door and then seemingly
through the solid rock wall.

A long time after he had gone
Danny West stood, arms hanging
limply, still holding the laurel leaves.
His mouth was forming the parting
words.

"An Obsolete weapon!"

END.
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THE MECHANICAL ANSWER
A suggestion on the problem of a true thinking-not simply calculat-
ing-machine. And a suggestion, too, that not even the ultimate

thinking machine can answer the most fundamental of human question*!
Illustrated by Tlmmlns
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Jane Kayden, the traces of dried
tears or. her pretty face, said, in a
hopeless tone for the hundredth
time, "But why docs it have to he
you. Joe?

,"

Joseph Kayden, Director of Auto-
matic 81, paced back and forth
through the room of their apart-
ment that they called the Main
Lounge. After they were married,
when permission was given for Jane
to live on the premises at Automatic
81, she had designed the apartment.
Automatic 81 was in the Mcsilla

Valley, eighteen miles from Albu-
querque.

The two opposite walls* of the
Main Lounge were of clear glass.
One wall looked out across the val-

ley. The other looked out across the
vast production floor of Automatic
81, where the humming machine
tools fabricated the portable tele sets.
Automatic 81 was a nearly average
government facility, with all un-
loading and sorting of incoming
raw materials

, all intraplant trans-
portation of semi fabricated and
completed parts, all assembly and all
inspection, all packing and labeling
accomplished by the prehensile steel

fingers of automatic equipment.
Joe Kayden, lean and moody, was
the director and only employee.

On the end wall was the warning
panel. With any breakdown, a
buzzer and flashing lights indicated
the department and the specific
piece of equipment. That portion
of operations dependent on the
breakdown stopped automatically
until the production break was re-
paired.. Kayden was responsible for
the complete operation and main-

tenance. Lach month, his produc-
tion quota figures were radioed from
Washington and he adjusted his
production to fit the quota.

He stopped by her chair and
looked down at her

, his bleak look
softening. "Honey, I can"t say no.
The government spent eight years
and a lot of money filling my thick
head with electronics, quantum
mechanics and what all. I"m their

boy and when they say jump, Joe
jumps."

"I know all that, Joe. I know
that you can*t quit. But why do
they have to pick you r They,ve
got what they call their high-level
people, the theorists and all. People
all wound up in the philosophy of
mathematics. You're one of the

workers. Why docs it have to be
you ?"

He held his hands out in a help-
less gesture. "I don,t know. But
I can make a guess. They*ve been
appropriated two hundred million a
year for the past four years on the
project and they aren,

t getting any-
where. So I guess that some con-
gressman has told them to bring in
one of the practical boys from the
Department of Civilian Production.
They picked me."

"Out of over two hundred men

they picked your
"

Why, Joe? Why?"
"Because I*ve never missed a

quota. Because I
*

ve cj»t the warn-
ing board down to less lights than
any other outfit. Because I rigged
up a new standby system and be-

.

cause 1 shifted more maintenance

over to automatic equipment than
anybody else. They just stuck the
two hundred and something cards in
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the sorter and juried ior the guy
with the most practical imagination
and the best ratio of accomplish-
ment. My card dropped out. So
they called me up and said, "Come
on down here to Poughkeepsie,
Joseph, and take over the Thinking
Machine.'"

Out of the midst of her distress,
she looked at him proudly and said,
"You have done a good job. Joe."

He kicked a small stool closer to
her chair

, sat 011 it and took her
hand. "Here is the big trouble,

Jane. Tliey don"t know it and I
don't think you do either. But by
myself I couldn"t have done these

things. You
*

re the guy who has . . .
what do they say? . . . given nic
pause to think. You don,

t know a

thing about production or about
electronics, honey, but you'

ve got a
terrific quotient of horse sense.
You,ve made me see things about
this place I,d never have seen by
myself. The board is small now
because you did so much griping
about how much of mv time answer-

ing the board took. Remember all
the times you

'

ve started a sentence

with, 1Why don
*

t you-?, "

"Yes, but-"

"You"ve brought the simple out-
look of a child to this problem and
all I,

ve ever done is take your direct
ideas and put them into shape. They
don't want me, they want us."

She brightened visibly. "Then
why can,

t-
"

"No. They won"t do it. They,ve
surrounded the whole project with
a batch of $hony secrecy. Back in
the days when it was called a Project
to Develop a Selective Mechanical,

Numerical, Semantic and Psychic
Integrator and Calculator, we could
have both gone on the job. But
then, after the press got hold of it
and labeled it the Thinking Machine
and stated that in the field of war-

fare it would give better, quicker
answers than any General Staff, the
War Department made it Top
Secret and that,s the wav it stands.

For you it would be no soap."
The quick tears came again. "Joe.

I,ll be so lonesome!"
"So will I," he said quietly.
"And I'll be afraid

, Joe, darling.
Remember when you met Toby
Wanderer in El Paso? Remember
what he said?"

Kayden nodded. He remembered.
Toby had just been fired from the
Thinking Machine Project. Not
fired, really, but retired with a pen-
sion for life. Poor Toby. Toby
had got a bit tight and talked more
than he should have. He talked
about the tremendous strain of the
Project, of the strange mental
breakdown of the men who worked

on it. Something about a machine
to duplicate the processes of the
human mind. When Toby had
cracked the first time, they had
given him shock treaments and p»»t
him back to work. Finally the
interval between the necessary shock
treatments grew too small and Toby-
was given his pension. Toby had
cursed the Project with cold fury
and said that it was impossible-
that the most they,d ever accomplish
was a machine which could duplicate
the mental processes of a four-year-
old child, emotionally unstable, with
a limited I.Q. for its years.
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Unfortunately Joseph Kayden
had told Jane the entire story, never
believing for a moment that he
would be sclectcd to join the Project,
that political expediency would re-
sult in his being placed in charge.
It was obvious to him that his ap-
pointment had been made out of
despe ration.

"Will you be able to write me?"
Jane asked.

"Probably. With censorship.
And out of the goodness of their
heart they give me two days chap-
eroned leave e\»ery two months."

It was time to leave. The shuttle

aircraft was due. Joe packcd
moodily while Jane wept some more.
The shuttle would bring the new
man for Automatic 81. He,

d live

outside until Jane could find a place
to move their possessions to.

At last he was packed and they
stood, his arms tight around her.
her fair hair brushing his check.
He whispered, "I'll probably make
a blob of it, honey, and they

,ll boot

me out quickly. To keep yourself
busy, why don't you brush up on
your neurology and psychiatry?

"

When he kissed her, her lips
tasted of salt. His last look at her
was from fifteen hundred feet. She
was a forlorn figure, standing out
on the patio, waving listlessly.

He was a pale man, almost lumi-
nous in his pallor, and he announced
himself as Roger Wald, Kay  den's
Executive Assistant. Wald flapped
his pale hands and Kayden thought
that he looked as though his face
was o: moonstone dust, held to-
gether with luminous putty.

"Mow long haÿ-e vou been on the
job here, Wald?"

"Oh, over two years. I*ve been
the assistant to some very great men
and-"

Kayden grinned. "Yeah. And
now you

ÿ

re the assistant to a guy
with grease under his fingernails.
Buck up, Roger. I brush my teeth
and everything."

Wald flapped his.gray hands some
more. "

Oh. I didn"t mean to imply
that-"

"Skip it, Roger. You just keep
telling me the score and we,ll get
along fine. Is this my room ?" Wald

had led him into a small plaster
cubicle containing one single bed,
a chair, a bureau and a glass ash
tray.

"Yes, it is. I admit it,s a bit
bleak, Mr. Kayden-"

"Call me Toe. please."
"

 "Yes sir.
"

 The room is bleak.
They all arc. Dr. Mundreath who
was in charge three years ago felt
that there should be no distractions,

you know."
"No, I don't know. Let me check

this. I'm in charger"
"

Oh, yes sir."
"

Then your first job, Roger, is
to get me a suite of rooms. I want
luxury on a Sybarite scale. I want
rooms with music, tele sets, wine
lists and everything but beautiful
hostesses. Got it ?"

"Yes, sir."
"Now show me the production

setup, the labs and ali."

The Project was housed in a
scries of long, one-story buildings
surrounded by a high, electrified
wall. Interception rocket stations
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were set up hi profusion in the sur-
rounding countryside, the scunners
revolving perpetually.

One building housed the best ap-
proach to a Thinking Machine that
had been devised. The guard let
them through the door and Kaydcn
stopped dead. The main room was
five hundred ieet long and about
eighty feet wide. All along the walls
stood independent units of the ma-
chine. Each unit was plastered with
switchboard panels, plug sockets
and lamp indicators. Between the
interstices of the panels showed an
array of electronic tubes, circuit
elements, relays. _ .

Kayden looked at a small vehicle
rolling smoothly across the floor.
A uniformed girl sat in it and
guided it. He recognized it as a
massive variation of a master pro-
gramming unit. The girl wheeled
it up to one of the independent units
against the wall, consulted a chart
and plugged in the programming
unit. The indicator lamps glowed
and the girl took the tape that was
ejected from the wall unit. She
glanced at it, unplugged and wheeled
away toward a far part of the room.
He could see at least a dozen other

master programming units.
"What are they after?" he asked

Wald.
"Test problem. With each im-

provement in the basic equipment,
we run ilie same test problems
through."

"What,s the problem they're
working on now?"

Roger Wald beckoned to one of
the girls on the vehicles. She stopped
beside them, smiled prettily.

"Mr. Kayden, Miss l*inch. Miss
Finch, what is the test problem?"

"Chemical exchange separation
method, Mr. Wald."

The girl drove away on the silent
wheels. Wald said: "We just feed
the machine all the factors of a

problem-i.e., to devise a simple
way of preparing carbon-13 com-
pounds. We know the answer, of
course. Other test questions con-
cern other fields-rules of har-

monics, heat radiation and so forth.
"

They walked into the room and.
as Kayden looked more closely at
the independent unfcs, he began to
see the point of approach to the
problem. He said, "Give me a

short statement of the reasons for
failure."

Roger Wald bit his lip. "Mv
training ... I'd better get Dr.
Zander for you. He"s in charge of
testing and analysis of results. We

,ll

go to his office."

Zander was a man constructed

of overlapping pink spheres. His
face was covered with a constant

dew of perspiration. He had the
build, the complexion and the blue
eyes to go with what should have
been an amiable disposition, But
his small mouth was an upside down
U of sourness, his eyes were
smothered bits of blue glass and his
voice was a nasal whine. He looked

at Kayden with what could have
been contempt. Kayden sat and
Wald stood on the opposite side ot
Zander,s paper-littered desk.

"So! You,re the new director."
Zander said.

"Right. Glad to know you. Dr.
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Zander. I,ve heard about you.
Suppose you give me a brief on the
present difficulties."

"You want it in layman"s lan-
guage?"

Kay den smiled with his lips alone.
"1 think 1 can struggle through the
big words with you, Doc.

"

Zander frowned and put his fat
fingertips together, stared at Kayden
through the puffy arch. "History
first. By 1953 the Electronic Me-
chanical and Numerical Integrator
and Calculator was carried to a

point of development where it could
solve any problem given to it in the
mathematical field, provided the
automatic sequencing was fed to it
on a paper tape or punch cards.
Iconoscopes were set up to act as
accumulators to expand the memory
factor, and calculations were put on
the binary obviating the use of
digits two through nine.

*

"With the first appropriation to
develop a Thinking Machine, as it
is called by the layman, our problem
was to switch from mathematics to
semantics. In other words, instead
of absolute figures, we had to change
over to the fuzzy values of words
and phrases. Instead of asking for
the cube root to ten thousand places
of minus two, we had to ask it what
happens when a cat is shot through
the head and have it answer that
die cat dies. As simple as that.

"To make the changeover, we had
iu select a language for it. We
selected English and took out all
variations which add little or noth-
ing to connotation. We gave each
sound a numerical value, and com-
bined the numerical values into

words. Then, into the expanded
memory factor, we fed thousands of
truisms. Naturally, with number-
sound valuation, each truism be-
came a formula ... an equation.
Assume that we had fed into the

memory factor the phrase, *Roses

are red"

.
 The machine tucks it

away as a numerical formula. Then
we ask the machine

, *What color
arc roses r

, It translates the ques-
tion into an open-ended . formula,
digs into the memory chamber and
says back to us, "Roses are red.,

"Now we can ask a question based
on any truism or proven statement
that we have fed the machine, and
we gel the answer. We get it either
written or spoken, though I per-
sonally consider the vocal attach-
ments to l>e more toys than anything
practical. The voice makes an im-
pression on distinguished visitors,
particularly when we permit the
visitor to ask his own question. It
is embarrassing when the question
concerns a statement not previously
fed to the memory factor. One
congressman asked when his mother
would die. The machine gave him
a detailed definition of the word

mother and a physiological explana-
tion of the meaning of death-what
happens when death occurs.

"The next step was to teach the
machine basic difYerentiations. We

selected a quality-such as calorie
content. Then we stored in the

memory factor a complete list of
caloric ratings of food. Now, if
you ask it the calorie rating of a
given food, it will answer, or if you
ask it which of two foods has the

highest rating.

,
 it will select the
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proper answer. We have fed the
machine eighty thousand differen-
tiation lists covering eighty thousand
different methods of grading myriad
items.

"In addition/' he continued, "we
have read to it philosophical con-
cepts, records of phenomena, all
types of data and information. At
tljp present time we have a super-
abundance of response. Should you
feed it just one word, such as *steel,

or "indigestion
' the machine will

give you several volumes of data."

Kayden nodded. "All you,ve
done, in other words, is build your-
self an automatic library."

Zander*s eyes widened and nar-
rowed quickly. "You are perccptivc,
Mr. Kayden. In effect, that is what
we have. As yet we

-

 have no indi-

cation of the least creative impulse
in the equipment, or how to initiate
it. We have had hopes. At one
time, in answering an astronomy
question the machine faltered and
then wrote, "The moon is ardium.,
We were excited and we speculated
about new elements, until we dis-
covered that it was merely a partial
short in the wiring that had es-
caped the specialized equipment wc
have built for the sole purpose of
diagnostics and repair."
ÿ "And what is the current pro-
gram ?"

"We are feeding the machine
more data each day. Each day we
expand the memory factor. Our
present theory is that eventually,
under the pure mass of data given
it, the machine itself will break
down. Psychoneurosis on a me-
chanical plane if you will. The

place and manner of the breakdown
may in itself stimulate us to provide
it with some form of intellectual

selectivity." He smiled woodenly.
"

Wc would all be very happy if the
last words of the machine were

,

'The hell with it!'" .
"

But you keep giving it these
problems."

"Quite right. The problems are
our control. So long as the machine
merely repeats back to man what
man has fed into it, it will be a
failure. So far

, that is all that it
does. The problems are our con-
tinual check to see if by any chance
the machine has struck on any crea-
tive method."

"If the creative method isn,t

built into it, how do you expect it
to acquire it?"

Zander*s smile was broader
.

"That, my young friend, was the
problem which stopped your prede-
cessor. And now it is your problem.
If you want to come with me, I'll
show you the mechanics of the
machine."

Kayden rubbed his forehead with
the back of his hand. "No thanks.
I,ll look at the woods from a dis-
tance and climb the individual trees
later. I want some time to think

about it."

Zander stood up, smirked. "What
are your orders, sir?"

Joseph Kayden looked at him in
irritation. "Follow existing orders
until they,re countermanded."

Zander sighed, smiled in a su-
perior fashion and picking up some
papers from his desk began to work.

Outside Roger Wald said, "He
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. . . he*s a bit peculiar, Mr. ... I
mean . . . Joe."

"O
. K. I'm going to wander

around. You get me fixed up with
something to live in besides that
shocbox with running water." Wald
hurried off.

Kayden wandered around. He
talked to watchmen, electricians, lab
assistants, cooks, janitors. At six
he was back in his room with his

mind full of figures. Nearly nine
hundred people lived and worked
within the Project Area. Since its
inception, the Project had used up
over nine hundred millions. There

was little chance of a complete can-
cellation of the Project, as no poli-
tician would be willing to take the
chance of saying to the people that
all that had gone before was a dead
loss.

He sat on his bed and stared out

the window at the low, pale build-
ings. Someone had told him that
he had an office, but he was too
discouraged to even find.

 it. Prob-
ablv a sccrctarv or two went with

m *

the office. "What are your orders,
Mr. Kayden? What are you going
to do next, Mr. Kayden?"

Roger Wald came at six, eager
and breathless. "Your place is
ready, Mr. Kayden. I ordered a
complete pre-fab, entirely equipped.
The crew has offloaded it at the
north end of the area." Wald had

one of the little cars used within

the Project area waiting and he
helped Joseph Kayden with his lug-
gage.

The pre-fab was small, but lux-
urious. Kayden felt better as soon

THE MFC1TANTCAL ANSWER

as he walked in. lie said, "AH I

need now is Jane.
"

"

Jane?" Wald asked politely.
"My wife."
"Oh, of course. Too bad she isn,t

permitted."
"I

,d like to lake a run down to

New York and get stinking," Kay-
den said wistfullv.

.

Wald flapped his pale hands.
"That isn,t allowed either."

Wald had dinner brought to the
pre-fab and they ate together. After
dinner he sat in front of the syn-
thetic lire

, after shooing Wald away,
and began smoking jittery cigarettes.

"Jail," he muttered.
,

 "Prison!

What am I accused of, judge?
Joe Kayden, head of the Automatic
Mechanical Librarv of Nonessential

Information. I'd like lo kick

Zander,s fat head. What do thev

expect me to do? Hide inside the
machine and give the right an-
swers ?"

He walked nervously back and
forth through the rooms, kicking
petulantly at the furniture, scowl-
ing at the rugs. Jane might have a
plan. Any plan. The whole thing
seems wrong. The wrong slant.
The wrong angle. A machine that
thinks. What is thinking? Got to
get basic about it. Very basic.
They,re too loaded up with tubes
and connections. Need Jane around.

Slowly he felt the pressure of
responsibility settling over him.
Kayden, the fall guy. The stooge.
When would he sec Jane? Two
months. And then it wouldn't be

like being with her. Chaperoned!
lie left the pre-fab and started to

walk. The area was brilliantly
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floodlighted. Alter sixty steps a
guard stopped him and sent him
home. He told the guard that he
was in charge oi the place, but the

guard rested a hand lightly on the
deadly air gun and said that no ex-
ceptions were made and that the
guard detail answered to the War
Department, not to the Head of
Project.

Two weeks later and twelve

pounds lighter, Joe Kayden sat at
his big desk in the executive offices
and wrote his fifth letter to Jane.
It was the third time he had written
the same letter. The first two ver-

sions had been returned because of
matters touched on which concerned

the Project. Jane,s letters to him
carried so little real news that he

suspected that she was having the
same trouble, but, of course

, would
not be permitted to say so in a letter.

She was living in El Paso, where
she had found an apartment, and
she missed him and she was looking
forward to

. seeing him in New York
when he got his first leave.

He puzzled over his letter, trying
tu find some acceptable way of tell-
ing her that he was getting no placc
on the Project. He watched the
shaking of his own hands as. he lit
another cigarette. He wondered how
long he would last-whether it
would be better to fake a mental

tipset as soon as possible. But the
thought of the shock treatments
scared him. There might be a sub-
sequent personality change which
would alienate Jane.

At last he wrote
, "I'm very, very

happy here, and things are going

very, very well. l*n as happy as I
told you I,d be when we parted."

The next morning he had her
answer. "Darling, I,m so glad that
you

,

re happy," she wrote. And then

she ignored the entire matter. She
babbled away about how she felt
that her letters were probably
"engramatical", about how she had
played tennis and that the girl she
met kept .  putting "lobes" over her

head, about how she was enjoying
the "frontal" apartment, about a
new thrce-di movie she had seen
about a "Woman of Syn", about
how she had been looking over some
of her old school "thesis"

.

He felt a quick wave 01 pity.

Jane was trying so hard to be gay
in her letters, but he could see that
she was going to pieces. Her spell-
ing was usually perfect. He shoved
her letter into the top drawer of the
desk, and sat, brooding, cursing the
fate that had stuck him into the

Project.
After lunch he re-read her letter.

Its absurdity struck him again.
Surely Jane knew how to spell "sin".
Jane had a fine- neurological edu-
cation and had had two years of
advanced psychiatric nursing.

As lie read the letter he took a

pencil and circled the obvious errors
in spelling. Wald came in and
said, "What are you doing?"

"Oh, the wife wrote me and I.
think she,s going to pieces. Look
at

.

 the mistakes."

Wald picked the letter up and
glanced at the circled words. He
frowned. "Joe, docs she know any

- neurology?"
"Why, yes! Why ?"
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"

Look at this. Engram.
 Know

what this is? A lasting tracc left in
an organism by psychic experience.
And look at this! Frontal. And

over here is lobe. Add syn to thesis
and you have synthesis. Hey. this
is a code, Mr. Kayden!"

VII K MKCHASICAI. ANSWER

Joe snatched the letter. "What
"I,

ll have to report this to secur-
ity, Joe.?

Kayden glanced up at him. There
was no trace of expression on Roger
Waid,s gray face. "You will?"

"Certainly. I,m going to write
7*



a detailed report. I certainly hope
I wonÿt forget to send it over to
them. Would you like me to get you
a good text on neurology ?"

Kayden saw the flicker in the
gray eyes. He grinned. "You"re

O
.
K

., Roger. Yes. Get me a text."
/

At three in the morning, Kayden
finished the book and tossed it

aside, turned out his light. But he
couldn,

t sleep. Jane had l>een the
first one to make sense. She had

guided him to t)ie heart of the prob-
lem. A mechanical approach to
thinking. When he did fall asleep,
it was to dream of her.

Dr. Zander stood up behind his
desk and said firmly: "It is un-
thinkable, Mr. Kayden! An ab-
surdity !"

"You just work here. Doc. I
know what I want."

'"You want to run a kindergarten,
yes ?"

"Possibly. 1 said to turn off the
juice to all your gimmicks. Now
listen to what 1 have to say. What
are the two processes in the human
mind that we,re trving to duplicate?
We're trying to build engrams,
habitual pathways through the mind.
Also, we,re trying to create a process
of synthesis. Do you agree:"

Zander sat down and said
, sul-

lenly: "If you say so, Mr. Kayden."
Kayden suddenly leaned across

the desk and fluttered a paper out
of the line of Zander,s vision.

Zander turned his head quickly.
"

You see what you did? When
you saw motion out of the corner of
yojir eye, your nerves told the
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muscles of your neck to turn your
head. You didn*t think .  about it.

That,s an engram, an habitual pat-
tern a mile wide. It would take

conscious and hard thought to keep
you from turning your head. Does
an infant? No. The engram is
developed. Listen to me-and stop
acting so sullen and superior.

"Take synthesis. In cases of
anxiety neurosis, the patient can
make no decisions. . He thinks of

all possible eventualities and they
frighten him. Some psychopaths
think of no related fact except the
one they liave in their mind at the
moment. In the first place, there is
too much synthesis. In the second
place there is too little.

"Combine those two factors! Sup-
pose you had a machine into which
you built, through varying strengths
of electrical current across a field,

varying factors of resistance, the
faculty of being able to find a path
of least resistance depending on the
circuit where the electrical impulse
started. If your chemists could de-
vise some sort of molecular memory
factor, you would have a continually
decreasing resistance across this
hypothetical field for certain stand-
ard questions. In other words, en-
grams! Don

"

t you see? Habitual
thought patterns! Any new item
would have to find its own way
across, but the old ones would have
an established channel."

Zander looked faintly interested.
He said: "I think I see what you
mean, but-

"

"Now add the quality of syn-
thesis. I can think of one way to
do it. Use a shifting ratio. Each
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fact stored in the machine*s memory
is given a ratio number. Through a
sliding value scale, you can alter
the ratio numbers in the same way
that they affect the problem at
hand. For example, the machine
may know something about rabbits.
If the question you ask the machine,
the task you set for it, concerns
the orbit of Uranus, then rabbits
would get a ratio number of zero.
If you're talking about waltzing
mice

.
, rabbits might have a distant

bearing and get a very small ratio
number. If you're talking about
lettuce, rabbits might have a high
ratio number. You people should be
able to figure out some method of
making the ratio numbers plus and
minus. Then, in effect, the machine
could add up the pro side, the con
side, and arrive at a decision. The
decision arrived at would set up the
beginning of an habitual pattern
across this field I was talking al>out,
thus eliminating some of the proces-
ses when a related question is asked.
Tell me this, Zander: Do you know
what I,m talking about?"

Zander examined his pink, dim-
pled knuckles. 

"In a way, I do.
It is . - . is vfery new, yes? Hard
to adjust oneself."

"Naturlich, my friend. But if
your technicians can work it out,
it would be beautiful. Just imagine.
With any "question asked of it, the
machine would be able to call on all
the vast stored knowledge of the
ages, go through the weighing mo-
tions. and come up with an un-
emotional answer. That would be
creative thought, because the new is
always born from the old. We even
THE MECHANIC  AT, ANSWER

had the wrong slam on creativeness.
There isn*t any such thing. Itÿs all
a question o£ engrams and syn-
thesis."

Zander said
, "Sc- for this . . . for

this dream of yours, you want every-
thing we are doing scrapped? You
want us to start from scratch with

nothing but our developments in
memory storage facility?"

"I want you to do just that."
"You have my verbal resignation.

I,ll confirm it."

Kayden leaned back in his chair
and smiled at the ceiling. He said
softly, "Citizens o: North America.

Today Dr. Artur Zander resigned
from the Thinking Machine Project.
Joseph Kayden, in charge of the
Project, has announced that, with
success in sight. Dr. Zander re-.
signed because of petty jealousy,
because he didnÿt wish to take orders

from a man with fewer degrees
than he has. Dr. Zander attempted
to refute this statement, but in view
of the record o* failure of the

Project during the time that Dr.
Zander-"

"Wait, Mr. Kayden. I have been
thinking, and possibly there is more
in what you suggest than I at first
realized and I would-"

Kayden grinned at him. "Doc, I
don"t want to force you. I want
you to work for me because you
want to work for me. How about

it? I,ll let you resign and I won,t
say one little word. Of course, it'll
be tough for me trying to bumble
along with men who don

'

t have

your background.
"

For the firs: titr.e. Zander gave "
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him an almost human smile. "1

stay.
"

Eleven weeks later Wald stood

in Kayden,s ofiice saying, 
*"Joe, why

don,t you go down on the floor.
They should be running the first
test. They were hooking up when
I went by."

.
 "Why should IKay  den snarled.
"If it works, a grateful government
raises my pay and keeps me on the
stinking job of managing the mon-
ster. If it doesn't work, I,m stuck

here until it docs. Heads you win ;
tails I Jose. Why. donÿt you go
down ?"

Kayden sat alone as dusk gradu-
ally misted the office, hazing the
sharp edges of the furniture, ob-

scuring the picture of Jane on his
desk.

The door opened and Dr. Zander
walked in. He didn,

t say a word.
He stood in front of the desk.
Kayden switched 011 the light and
saw to his surprise that tears were
running down Zander,

s cheeks.
"

So it didn*t work," he said dully.
In a monotone. Zander said: "The

first question asked was: <What hath
God wrought?, The answer was
vocal. After a few seconds it said:
*There is 110 adequate definition of
God except that He must exist in
the spirits of men, in their hearts
and minds. Man

, this day, has
completed a machine, a device,
which, in its mechanical wisdom

,

will help Man to clarify and explain
his environment. But the machine

will never supplant the mind of
.Man

. The machine exists because
of Man. It :s an extension of the
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inquisitive spirit of Alan. T*.nis, in
one sense, it can be said that <  «od,
as the spirit of Man, has builded for
His use a device to probe the in-
finite., "

Kayden couldn*t speak. He
licked his dry lips.

"Sonic of them screamed and ran
from the room. Some of them

thought that it was a trick of some
sort. To the rest of us the Machine

is already a personality. And yet
nothing that it said was emotional.
It was factual. The question was
asked. It dipped into its store of
knowledge and came up with the
simplest and most direct answer.
The thing knew that it had been
built. It knew that it existed. Its
existence is a fact. Its own recog-
nition of that fact is something that
I hadn,t anticipated."

Kayden suddenly saw how shaken
Zander was. He came around the
desk and took the older man,s arm.

said gently: "Sit down, Artur. Let
me get you a drink."

Zander drained the glass in three
quick gulps, set it on the corner of
the desk and grinned up at Kayden.
All of the man"s pretense was gone.
He was humble. "You did it," he
said simply.

It brought back the sense of loss.
"I didn,t do it," Joseph said bit-
terly, "my wife did it. My wife
that isn,t considered acceptable to
come into this place."

"You miss her
, don"t you Zan-

der said, his voice soft.
Kayden jumped up. "Now weÿve

got to demonstrate this thing. I'll
get hold of our bevy of angels and
we

'

ll give it a coming-out party.
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Make it for tomorrow afternoon,

or the day after. You fix up a list
of questions. Dr. Zander, and I

,ll

have Roger fix up the surroundings.
Can we move the mike and the

amplifier around? Good! We
,ll

wire it lor the main assembly liall.
Building K. And by the way, get
the voice of the monster as deep as
you can and slow it dywii a little.
1 want it to sound like one of the

major prophets."

At five o"clock the assembly hall
was filled. The President of the
United States of North America

was present, as were two score of
congressmen, a hundred scientists,
dozens of minor officials. After
Security had cleared the questions
to he asked, the President was given
permission to invite Ming, Dictator
of the Federated States of Asia, as
well as Follette, Ruler of Europe,
and Captain Anderson, King of the
States of Africa. South America
was not represented.

Kavden sat with Roger Wald in
the front row. At the appointed
time. Dr. Zander walked out from
the wings, turned and faced the men
who sat in the audience-the men
who ruled the world. A switch was

turned 011 and a very faint hum
permeated the air. All eyes were
turned toward the immense ampli-
fier that filled half the stage.

Zander faced the amplifier and
said, into a small microphone:
"*What hath God wrought?"

In a slow voice of thunder the

amplifier gave the answer that Kay-
den had heard in his office. He,
turned in his seat and looked at the

faces of the men, saw there both
fear and uncertainty-and a strange
pride, as though each of them had
had a hand in the making of t!«e
voice that spoke slowly to them.
"When will Man reach the stars:"

Zander asked.
After a short silence, the Voice

said: *,It is possible now. Ali the
necessary problems have been or
can be solved with present methods.
When sufficient money is given to
research . and development, space
travel will become immediatelv

possible.
"

The next few questions concerned
problems that the physicists had not
yet solved. The machine answered
two clearly and, on the third, said:
"The svnthesis of all available data

docs not provide sufficient basis for
an answer as yet. But there is
validity in the assumption that the
solution will be found by experi-
mentation with the fluorine atom."

Kayden glanced at the list in his
hand and saw that Zander had

asked the last question. To his
surprise he heard Zander say, "The

development of the Thinking Ma-
chine has been a process surrounded
with secrecy bccausc of its possible-
use in warfare. Will the machine

help in the event of a war between
nations?"

During the long pause before the
question was answered, a man
jumped up and yelled, "Turn it

off!" lie was.ignorcd. The repre-
sentatives of the nations sat, tense
and expectant.

The deep voice said : "The Think-
ing Machine will help in warfare
only in so far as it is possible to
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utilize some of the scientific ad-

vances made possible by the Think-
ing Machine. However, this is not
a valid assumption. Warfare should
now become avoidable. All of the

factors in any dispute can be given
to the Machine and an unemotional

fair answer can be rendered. The
Machine should not be a secret. It

should be duplicated a score of
times and made available to all na-

tions. Thus can disputes be avoided.
The effort to enforce secrecy is
barren effort. . Secrccy in the case
of the Machine accomplishes noth-
ing."

Zander turned and walked from

the stage. The humming stopped
suddenly. The assembly hall was
silent. The rulers of nations looked

at each other and in their eyes was
a new promise of trust, of ac-
ceptance.

Roger Wald was whistling as he
came into Kayden,s office. "The

bans are lifted today," he said hap-
pily. "Come and go as you please.
O fine and happy day! When does
Jane arrive ?"

"At four."

Good. You 11 get cockiails at
your place at four thirty. L'll have

them sent over."

Wald turned to go. "Wait a
minute, Roger," Kayden said. "I
know I owe Zander for the fact

that the security measures are done
. with, but what on earth ever got
into him to ask that question?"

"Didn,t he ever tell you? He
must be shy. He and I were work-
ing late on the setup, and just for
the hell of it, lie asked that question.
You see, he and I had been talking
about you and your busted,

 home
life. We liked the answer so well

that he decided to use the question
in front of all the folks."

Wald left the office. Joseph
Kayden glanced at his watch. Two

fifteen. Just one hundred and five
more minutes. He walked into the

silent, empty assembly hall and
turned on the amplifier. He grinned
and said into the mike: "Does she

still love me?"

There was a . few seconds of
silence. Then,  the Machine boomed,

with what was almost irritability:
"Does who still love whom? The
question must be specific."

THE END,
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THE ELECTRICAL

ROBOT BRAIN

BV E
.
 L. LOCKE

A Itctt-pari article on one of the most intriguing develop-
%

merits of our day, the fire control computer. Designed to
make the course of a shell intersect the flight of a
plane, it. is, in essence, a working model of a spaceship*

9

automatic flight computer! Replace "target" with
"Mars'* and the device covld solve for the flight-course[

Part I

It was quite a while ago that
writers of scicnce fiction introduced
into stories of space warfare the
notion of automatically training
guns on moving targets. While
these stories perforce skipped over
the details, the principles suggested
appeared feasible. Eventually
realitv caught up with fiction but
it tfllc a major world disturbance
to do it.

Most of us remember the inner

feeling of dismay at the way the
Nazis, aided powerfully by their
Stukas. swept all before them in the
spring of 1940. Many felt sure
that the war was bound to come our

way and wondered how they could
help prepare for the inevitable.

One such man was young David
Parkinson of the Bell Telephone
Laboratories. The story may be
apocryphal, but it is said that one

night he had a vivid dream that he
was a member of a Dutch antiair-
craft battery. This outfit possessed
a marvelous robot mechanism which
tracked the Stukas, digested the
information thus obtained and then

passed on its well considered judg-
ment as to the aiming of the guns.
The precision was uncanny and the
Stukas were falling like dead flies.

The possibilities of such a robot
were so attractive that the idea was

studied in detail. Surprisingly, it
was found to be akin to the com-
munications problem. That is, it
involved the reception, transforma-
tion and transmission of continu-

ously varying data. Hence it was
quite natural for the Bell Telephone
Laboratories to develop it and thus
translate into reality what started
as an extravagant dream.

The project was officially initiated
in November. 1940. It wasn,t long.
as such matter* go, before an ex-
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Fig. 1. The M-9 fire computer on station. The computer itself, with
dials for setting in air pressure, wind, the other "given conditions"
in the foreground. Background left, power supply truck. Back-
ground right, launching device for suicidal robots-VT fuzed shells

peritnetUal model was tested and
accepted by the Army. The produc-
tion design was standardized by the
Army in February, 1942. and the
first model came oft* the assembly
line on December 12, 1942. This
was the famous M-9 Director which

automatically controlled the fire of a
battery of four 90 nun guns and its
live less well-known brothers used

with guns ot
" other calibers.

The M-9 saw its first use at
Anzio. The Luftwaffe had itself

a fine time attacking the exposed
beachhead both day and night. One-
night a few batteries of guns and

their M-9S were rushed to vlie beach
and set up in a hurry. The next
attack was in for the suri>#sji ol
its life. According to a carefully
verified count, six hundred ninety-
one planes were shot down! The
LuftwalTe then decided that is was

healthier to stay away from this
particular beachhcad.

The climax really came at the last
battle of London and again at the
defense of Antwerp. Appropriately
enough, our roliot was matclied
against another robot, :he V-l.
What happened is a story worth
telling in some detail.
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Fig. 2. Inside the fire computer. Perfection of theory would be use-
less without excellent precision workmanship. The problem of orbit
astrigation is essentially the same sort of path intersection this

machine worked out.

When the defense of London was

first set up by the Air Ministry, the
plan of defense was that shown in
Figure 1. Just outside London
there was a ring about five miles
deep in which the barrage balloons
were anchored. Outside of this was

a second ring, about ten miles in
depth, in which were located the AA
defenses. Finally, from here out
to over the channel the defense was
entrusted entirely to the fighters.

The guns were under a grave
handicap because of the severe re-
strictions placed on them as to what

conditions had to prevail before they
were allowed to fire. For instance,

thev were never permitted to fire
unless the target could be seen
visually and no fighter was attach-
ing it. As a result, the guns got
only eleven per cent of the V-ls
launched, the fighters thirty per
cent, the balloons five per cent,
thirty per cent went astray, while the
remainder hit the metropolitan area.

This went on for about three

weeks when the Air Ministry de-
cided to change the plan of defense.
The guns were moved out to the

THE 1:LECTKIC4L ROBOT BRAIN
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coast and were permitted unre-
stricted lire over a zone starting
five thousand yards inland out to
ten thousand yards over the channel.
The fighters operated outside of this
zone and so they really had the
first and third cracks at the V-ls.

This shift in plans really produced
results. By the end of the first
week the guns

, score had increased

to seventeen per cent, then as the
gun crews got better in the handling
of their equipment, their score con-
tinued to improve. At the end of
the second week the score was

twenty-tour per cent, the third
twenty-eight per cent, the fourth
forty per cent, the fifth fifty-four
per cent, while in the sixth and last
week it was seventy-four per cent.
The fighters averaged ten per cent,
while the balloons got two per
cent.

As a result of this showing, it was
decided to entrust the defense of

Antwerp solely to AA. Our robot
really went to town here. With no
restrictions placed on firing, out of
four thousand eight hundred eighty-
three missiles engaged, four thous-
and six hundred seventy-two or
ninety-five point seven percent were
shot down. To finish the job of! in
style eighty-nine out of ninety-one
were brought down on the last day.

It has been said by some that the
V-ls were easy targets. This does

not agree with the opinion of the Air
Ministry. Its experts point out that
this missile was about eight times
as hard to kill as a piloted airplane
flying the same course. The V-l
was quite small, its construction was

82

extraordinarily rugged, and it hail
a notable lack of vulnerable com-

ponents.
As a sort of a postscript, we may

note what happened at Remagen
Bridge in the last days of the
war. Out of four hundred forty-
two sorties flown by piloted air-
craft, two hundred were shot down
at the expense of only three thous-
and two hundred twenty-six rounds

- fired. Contrast this figure of six-
teen rounds per kill to the World
War I figure of seventeen thou-
sand !

The Operational Problem

In order to appreciate what the
director-gun team was up against,
let us take a quick look at the prob-
lems faced by the antiaircraft de-
fense of a vital point. In defending
such a point against piloted aircraft
it is important to get the bombers
before they drop their eggs, or at
least to disturb their aim

.

 Now

since a bomber which is flying at,
say, thirty thousand feet altitude
with a speed of 400 m.p.h. releases
its bombs when about twenty-five
thousand feet horizontally from the
target, it will be seen that if the
guns are located near the target
they must open fire near their ex-
treme range, say at forty-five
thousand feet horizontal range. It
may be suggested why not put the
guns farther out. This .  is a fine
idea, but since the range of the guns
is limited

, the farther out the guns
are, the more you will need, because
the enemy may come in from any
point of the compass, or from
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several for that matter. This is

called saturating the defense.
Since in war time there is never

enough of anything, it is important
that the utmost be squeezed out of
the equipment. This means that
guns and the information supplied
to them must be accurate at ex-

treme ranges and at all angles of
fire

, from below the horizontal to
the almost vertical. It means that

when one bomber is disposed of the
next victim must be picked up in a
hurry. The director must be able
to forget its old information and
assimilate the new in a matter of a

very few seconds.
All this wouldn't be too bad if

the shells only had decent speeds.
The old bromide '"fast as a bullet"

just doesn,t mean a thing. When a
shell gets toward extreme range it is
pretty tired. Surprising as it may
seem, average shell speeds run only
about 800 miles per hour, which is
not enough for comfort. In fact,
things arc so bad that firing is con-
fined to the incoming leg of the
course where the shell and target
speeds add. Once the target is on
the outgoing leg, jpu might as well
stop firing. The chances arc that
the shells you send after it will
never catch up. Yet despite these
handicaps, the record is impressive,
as borne out by the figures cited.

The Mathematical Problem

As originally designed, the M-9
Director consisted of two main

components: the optical tracker and
the computer. The tracker, as its
name implies, has the function of

following the motion of ihe target
and passing this information to the
computer. However, the rapid
development of high precision
tracking radars relegated the optical
tracker to a standby function.
Therefore no more will be said of
it here, and in further discussion
the presence of a radar will be as-
sumed.

The radar measures the slant or
air line distance to the target. In
the process of tilting its antenna,
the orientation of the radar beam

in space is obtained in the form of
two angles. Thus the location of
the target with respect to the radar
is measured continuously, since once
the beam fastens on the target, it
will hang on like a bull dog, or shall.

we say a tractor beam?
The computer takes this informa-

tion. notes how it varies with time,

and calculates from this the velocity
of the target. Since the radar data
has some small but annoying fluc-
tuations

, the computer first
"smooths" out the.  velocity data, and
then makes a prediction of the lead
the gun slifculd be given so that
whenever it may be fired the shell
will hit the target. This informa-
tion is then automatically and
continuously transmitted to the gun.
Thus the gun also moves continu-
ously and may be fired at any tinie.
In fact it is fired as rapidly as it
can be loaded.

In its full glory, the making of a
prediction is quite an involved pro-
cess. While essentially it amounts
to a correlation of the target

*

s mo-

tion with the ballistics oi the shell,
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Gun Belt

FIG. 1' ORIGINAL DISPOSITION OF LONDONSDEFENSES ASAINST V-l

a number of complicating factors
are present, which if dragged in by
the ear would complicate this pres-
entation unduly. The basic prin-
ciples. however, are quite manage-
able.

Let us see how we can go about
making this lead prediction. Visua-
lize a radar at some point on the
ground and the target at some point
in space. Assume that the target
is flying along a straight line course
at a constant but as yet unknown
speed. Now if the radar beam is
fastened to the target, we know at
once what the air line or slant dis-

tance is from the radar to the target.
Furthermore, as mentioned previ-
ously, the radar antenna has to be
rotated isito the proper position so
that the beam can hold on to the

target. But rotation is a relative
term, and since the amount of this
rotation gives two of our basic
data, each just as important as the
34

slant distance, we muse define it
carefully. This is easy enough.

Assume that just prior to the
engagement, the radar beam is
horizontal and points due north.
When the target is sighted, assume

that the antenna is first rotated
about its vertical shaft until the

center line of the beam is directly
underneath the target. Once there.
the antenna is next rotated about its

horizontal axis thus lifting the beam
oft the ground

,
,
 until its ccntcr line

passes through the target. The first
rotation thus measures an angle in
the horizontal plane while the second
rotation measures an angle in a
vertical plane. These angles are
respectively called the present azi-
muth and the present elevation of
the target.

The three data which the radar

has given us for fixing the present
position of the target arc now in
what arc called polar co-ordinates.
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It is, however, more convenient to
deal with three distances rather than

one distance and two angles. There-
tore, the data is converted into three
equivalent rectangular co-ordinates.
One of these is simply the height of
ihe target above the ground, that
is, its altitude. The other two are
merely the distances from the radar
along the north-south line and the
east-west line. These are called

the Y and X co-ordinates
, respec-

tively. and are easily obtainable
from the polar data by using a little
trigonometry on Figure 2.

Now what about this matter of

finding the speed of the target ?
Suppose that the target is flying on
a straight line with constant speed
and that we follow up on its motion
continuously with the radar. Fur-
thermore

, we also continuously con-
vert the data it gives us into the
equivalent co-ordinate distances. I f
we keep «track of these three dis-
tances, it will be observed that each
component of distance increases
uniformly with time. This is
merely another way of saying that
the target velocity can be considered
to be made up of three component
rates, each of which has its own
constant value. One component is
along the vertical direction and the
other two are along the X and Y
directions respectively.

From this we immediately inter
the happy fact that we can estimate
where the target will be one second
or thirty seconds Or any other
reasonable time from now. That is,

we can predict its position in the
near future, once we have found

THE ELECTI5  IC A T< ROBOT BRAIN

these rate components.  
*

 For in-
stance, if we want to knqav where
the target will be along the X di-
rection thirty seconds from now, and
if this particular component rate is
one hundred fifty yards per second,
that is

. three hundred m.p.h., all
we have to do is to multiply 150 x 30
and add this to the present value of
the X co-ordinates., Similar state-
ments hold for the other two di-

rections.

Let us leave the target for the
moment and consider the gun. It
will be convenient to assume that

the gun is at the same spot as the
radar. This, of course, is done
here for the sake of simplification.
In the actual director due allowance

is made for the separation.
Now suppose we elevate the gun

barrel off the horizontal, fire a shot
and observe the position of the shell,
say each second after it has left the
muzzle. We notice that the shape of
the trajectory is roughly paral>olic
and that its initial direction coin-

cides with the direction of the gun
barrel. If we repeat the firing for
different elevations of the gun. we
will get a sheaf of trajectories like
those shown in Figure 3. i For
security reasons, the data shown is
for a foreign gun.) If We connect
the points corresponding to the
same value of time, or time of flight
as it is called, we get a pattern of
approximately elliptical lines. The
fact to note is that, given the ele-
vation setting of the gun and the
time of flight, we can find from
such charts or their equivalents how
high up the shell will l>e and how
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far il has traveled along the hori-
zontal.

From the practical standpoint, the
converse is also important. Namely.
if we want to put a shell through
a point having a given altitude and
ground range, there is a unique gun
elevation and an equally unique time
of flight corresponding to it. (You
ex-mortar men need not jump on
me. I know that there may be two
trajectories which will pass through
the same point, but remember, one
of them will have a much longer
time of flight than the other. It
is the shorter time of flight that
is of interest in A A gunnery.)

Now let's put the pictures of the
target and the gun together into a
single frame. Suppose in Figure
2, we spot the point on the target
path where the target will be one
second from now. We next cal-

culate the altitude and ground range
of this possible future position.
Now we enter the chart of Figure
3 with this pair of values and es-
timate from the time-of-flight labels
on the ellipses how long it would
take the shell to get to this one-
second point. The chances are
that it will be a good deal more than
one second. Consequently, we
would not fire toward this parti-
cular point because the target will
have left it far behind by the time
the shell got there.

Well, the one second having been
a bad guess, we next try two
seconds and repeat the calculation.
Very likely we will fail again and
so we keep trying different values
of time until we hit the mathe-

matical jackpot. We will
"

 know

when we hit i; by the fact that the
time of flight of the shell corres-
ponding to the altitude and ground
range of this particular future
point agrees with the time we
reckoned ahead.

All this assumes that the target
is getting nearer the gun. In this
case, it car. be proved that, pro-
viding the gun has enough range,
such an impact point always exists.
Ifi however, the target is flying
away from the gun and it has any
decent speed at all, then in all
probability no such impact point
will exist. Physically, the reason
for these statements is that on the

incoming leg of the course the tar-
get and shell speeds tend to add
while on the going away leg they
subtract. Hence there is an ex-
cellent chance that in the latter

case the shell will not natch up with
the target. 

*  It is for this reason that

experienced AA gun crews will
not fire on a target that is going
away.

The essential point to bear in
mind then is that associated with

the present position of the target
there is a perfectly definite future
position which the target will reach
in exactlv the same time as the

shell which is fired at this instant

toward this specific point. The
basic mathematical problem is,
therefore, no more and no less than

the locating of this point along the
target path.

Now from what has been said,
it is clear that the location of this

point is a complicated function of
the target"s speed and direction and
the ballistic.* of the gun. To cal-
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culate it, a skilled human computer
using a high speed desk calculator
would

,
 need about twenty minutes

per point. But time waits for no
man and neither does an enemy
bomber. Henfce the need for a

robot which can quickly solve the
problem and which furthermore
will give a continuous and precise
solution.

.
 This one can start from

a completely wrong answer when
the target is first picked up and in
a few seconds settle down to the

routine of grinding out the correct
answers. Curiously enough, it acts
as though it had an inner urge to
get the right answer. The farther
the mechanism is from the true

answer at the start, the greater will
be the forces which drive it to the

right one. Once it settles on the
true answer it will move only
enough to maintain it as the target
position .  changes.

Furthermore, the answer has to
be precise, as a simple example will

€ravltij

Present
Altitude Shell

Trajectory

I,I Predicted
i Altitude

\ Radar

Gun
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. Gun
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FIS. 2: GEOMETRY OF THE AA PROBLEM
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slum-. Suppose that iIk- target is
coming in directly toward the gun
at four hundred m.p.h. and that we
will fire at it so that it will meet

a slk-ll which has had a thirty second
time of flight. A rough compu-
tation from the data of Figure 3
shows that the gun should he fired
when the target is about sixty-six
thousand feet or twelve, and one
half miles from the gun. At the
impact time, which will be thirty
second.- after the gun is Jircd, the
target will he about forty-eight
thousand feet or somewhat over

nine miles away. Hence the gun
had to be given a lead of eighteen
thousand feet or about three "and

one third miles! Since the lethal

radius of the shell is about fifty
feet, we can visualize the precision
required to get a hit.

_\ow that we have seen the basic

problem in its entirety, let us look
at the ballistic aspects a little more
closely. It turns out that altitude
and ground range are not conven-
ient variables for describing the
trajectory data, at least for use in
our computer. Let us, therefore,
look for another way to describe
the possible shell trajectories.

If we could attach an antigravity
screen to the shell, it would travel

in a straight line in the direction
of the gun barrel or. as it is tech-

nically called, along the line of
departure. Its rate of travel would
no: be uniform because the air drag
slows it down. However

, it is
perfectly possible to calculate how
fa*" tlic* shell will have traveled

along this line for any particular

33

value ot time and lor any particular
angular inclination o« the line of
departure with the horizontal. The
latter factor makes some difference

because the density of the air varies
with altitude. Distances measured

along this line are called superrange.
Geometrically, superrange is the
length of the line GF in Figure 2.

Unfortunately, a n t i  g r a v i t  y
screens are not yet available, and
we must do battle with that old

debbil. gravity. Gravity pulls down
the shell from the line of depar-
ture

, but not quite as the well-
known law of falling bodies would
have us believe. Again the density
of the air- comes in and slows the
fall. However, it is once more
possible to take all factors into ac-
count and calculate this gravity
drop or. as it is more euphoniously
called by the military, supcraltitudc.
Geometrically, this is the length of
the line KM in Figure 2, Hence
we may choose to regard the actual
position reached by a shell  

"

on some

trajectory as having been com-
pounded of two hypothetical and
distinct motions

, first a motion
along the line of departure followed
by a second motion straight down.
due to gravity. Of course, there
are many other equivalent ways of
describing the trajectory, and in
fact, the system of description that
our computer uses is slightly dif-
ferent from the otic dcscril>ed here.

However, there is not much to
choose between these alternative

ways, and for purposes of discus-
sion the one described here will

do quite well.
The actual calculation of super-
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range and superaltiiude if we have
ground range and altitude data is
a matter of simple trigonometry
which can be easily derived from
Figure 2. The results of the cal-
culations are plotted in Figure 4.
It will be "noticed that in contrast

with ground range and altitude the
values of these quantities depend
principally oil the time of llight and
only secondarily on the angle of de-
parture. This is what makes them
useful for our robot computer.

Now that we have these quanti-
ties we can dispose of a problem

that has been kept purposely in the
background. Suppose we have
found the right point on the target
path for which the travel time of
the target just equals the time ol
flight of the shell. Mow do we
aim the gun so that the shell will
get to the right j>oint ? The answer
is something like this. Imagine
that the target has been moved up-
ward from its true future altitude

by the amount of the gravity drop
of the shell. Point the gun so that
the center line of the barrel passes
rhrough this hypothetical jacked-up
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target arid there you arc. The gun
is now pointed correctly, not only
in elevation, but also in azimuth.

The mathematical attack on the

problem described up to this point
is about the way a human computer
would go about his calculations for
purposes of computing points for
a production test. However, we
cannot yet build verbal descriptions
into a robot. We have to put his
instructions in the form of definite

circuit configurations. This is
merely another way of saying that
we must first formulate the equa-
tions which are equivalent to the
verbal description given and set up
the right kinds of circuits for solv-
ing them. So the next thing to do
is to describe the kinds of equations
that the robot has to handle.

Starting with the radar, we need
three equations which will convert
the polar co-ordinatcs of the target
into rectangular ones. Next, from
the wav these co-ordinate distances

vary with time, we must calculate
the three component rates. The
mathematical operation is that of
differentiating the co-ordinate dis-
tances with respect to time,

Up to this point we have talked as
if there were two distinct time com-

putations going on. One of these
was choosing a tentative value of
time for which we reckoned the

future position of the airplane.
The other kind is the calculation of

the time of flight of the shell. Actu-
ally, the computer works exclusively
in terms of the latter. What it

does in a general sort of a way is
to set up a tentative value of time
»o

01 flight and uses it throughout all
the computations that go on simul-
taneously. It does a similar thing
with gun elevation. In point of
fact these tentative values at the

start arc merely the values that have
been left in the machine from the

previous run.
. Using these "left-over" values,

the computer calculates superrangc
by two distinctly different methods
and compares them. In this process
it generates a value of gun elevation.
and this also is compared with the
"left-over" value. If the results do

not agree, it is forced to choose
another value of time of flight and
gun elevation, the choice being con-
trolled by the sizes and signs of the
discrepancies.

The mathematical processes then
conform to the following scheme.
Each of the three calculated rates

is multiplied by this "left-over"
value of time of flight and the re-
sulting three leads are added to
the respective present position co-
ordinates. This gives the co-ordi-
natcs of a tentative future position
of thÿ target. The two horizontal
components then determine a ten-
tative ground range.

Now the computer looks into its
table of data giving the gravity
drop or superaltitude. This is a
double entry table because this
quantity depends both on time of
flight and gun elevation, as Figure
4 shows. The table is entered with
these "left-over" values of time of

fligh: and gun elevation. The
computer notes the corresponding
value of the gravity drop and adds
it to the tentative future height it
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has just estimated. This forms one
leg of a right triangle whose other
leg is the tentative ground range.
The hypothenuje then represents
the first estimate of the super  range.

The base angle of this triangle
represents an improved estimate of
the gun elevation. In this case the
comparison is immediately available
because this base angle can be com-
pared with the "left-over" value of

gun elevation.
Now comes the final pay off. Can

the computer estimate the super-
range by a second method? The
answer, of course, has to be yes,
otherwise this success story could
not have been written. The reader

will recall that a little earlier we

have established that superrange
was calculable directly from the
time of flight and gun elevation
and that, as a matter of fact, we
have plots of it in Figure 4. There-
fore, what the computer does is to
enter its double entry table of super-
range data with the "left-over"

values of time of flight and gun
elevation and sees how well this

second value agrees with the first.
If the disagreement is large, the
time-of-flight circuit is given a
violent shove. If small, it gets a
more or less gentle nudge. Since
a comparison is also available for
gun elevation, this circuit is also
being pushed or nudged at the same
time.
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While we have described these

processes sequentially. actually ihey
all go on simultaneously. Thus the
time of (light and gun elevation
circuit settings arc being continu-
ously adjusted until they are
brought to the correct point. There-
after. since the speed of the target.
though- high

.
, is nevertheless small

compared to the speed 01 response
of the circuits, the solution is kept
on the nose through a scries of very
gentle nudges as the target gradu-

ally changes its position and new
data is being fed to the computer.

There is one more piece of data
needed explicitly, namely, the gun
azimuth. From Figure 2, this is
seen to be the inclination of the

ground range line with the north
direction. This angle is changing
continuously as the timc-of-fligln
circuit adjusts itself. When the
latter has settled down, the azimuth
circuit will also have settled, thus
giving the Inst of the unknowns.

TO Bli CoNTMÿnim.

THE ANALYTICAL LABORATORY

Because of the length oi rhe final installment of "Children of the Lens."

we had only four fiction pieces in the February issue. The report on that
issue follows below. And incidentally, just for curiosity"s sake. 1 calculated

the average point-score of "Children of the 1-cns"; the individual points scores
have been 1.88. 2.00, 2.26 and this month 1.94. for an average of 2.02. The

calculation is actually meaningless, because each issue is rated by your readers

on a "in this issue" basis ot preferences, and doesn't allow for exceptionally

strong issues-or. all luiman things being what they are. exceptionally weak
issues.

At anv rate, the score for the record:

Place Story

1
. Children of the Lens (IV)

2
.
 There Is No Defense

3
.

 New Lives For Old

4
.

 Cosmetics

Author Point.-

E
.
 E. Smith 1.94

Theodore Sturgeon 2.11
William Bade 2.94

John D. MacDonald 3.05

The Editor.
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SCIENCE FICTION

BETWEEN BOARDS

BV P. SCHUYLER MILLER

The development of science no-
tion, seen as part of the whole
stream of literature, in many ways
parallels that of the mystery story.
Both had their scattered early pio-
neers; both took on new stature in
the early 1800s, -the detective-
inystcry with Poe and sciencc fiction
also with Balzac, Mrs. Shelley, and
Fitz-James O>Brien. Both flowered
halt a century later in Doyle,s great
creation of Sherlock Holmes and
in the science novels of Verne and

Wells. Both, in recent years, have
been gaining acceptance as legiti-
mate types of literature.

Although the Utopian novels and
the many "fabulous voyages" give
science fiction a much longer pedi-
gree than the mystery novel, the
latter has made up the handicap in
the last generation. Most if not
all of the serious book review jour-
nals now recognize that a mystery
must be understood and judged ac-
cording to rules of its own, and
employ mystery specialists to review
the new books in their field just as
they assign specialists in poetry or
the drama to judge those fields.

Science fiction, tin fortunately, has
not yet achieved this stature, de-
gree of acceptance, or whatever you
may choose to call it. And as a
result the spectacle of a run-of-the-
mill critic trying to make sense out
of a new science fiction novel is

downright ridiculous when it is not
painful. He may treat it as a ghost
story. He may remember "Tom

Swift" and consider it juvenile ad-
venture. He may struggle to make
a mystery of it, dismissing the plot
as "farfetched" or "improbable".
If the thing has been written by
some literary big shot, it may be
passed off as 

"original" with passing
reference to Verne and Wells and
to the atomic bomb.

Casting around for a straw to
which to cling, Jonathan Q. Critic
usually falls back on one infallible
screening test. If a new science

fiction novel is seeing print lor
the first time "between board s*V-
"in hard covers" seems to be a

current equivalent-it must obvi-
ously deserve some kind of con-
sideration, because publishers are
supposed to know their business.
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But if the thing can be shown to
have come up the hard way, through
the pages of a "pulp" magazine, it
can be dismissed as trash.

If we pass over the "atomic-war-
soon-with-Russia" books, which arc
really only a variation on the old-
fashioned spy story-unless they arc
out and out propaganda-there arc
six recent science fiction novels in

good hard covers which point up
this double standard. Three arc
"classic" serials from this magazine,
put between boards by three fantasy
publishing houses. The other three
have been brought out by orthodox
publishers, perhaps as a bid for a
share in the growing interest in
science fiction.

Jack Williamson's "The Legion
of Space" is now available at $3.00
as the second in the series of science

fiction novels from Fantasy Press
of Reading, Pennsylvania. It does
not pretend to be anything more
than a good space-adventure yarn
in the swashbuckling tradition-and
formula-of "The Three Muske-
teers". Williamson was one of the

first of the young writers to respond
when science fiction came of age in
1926 in the old Amazing Stories,
and he has continued to be one of

the best. Billed first as a poor man"s
Merritt, he was already developing
his own literary personality when
the first of the Legion triology ap-
peared in Astounding in 1935. The
Merritt influence is still there in

the bright color and broad action
of the space-wide struggle of wine-
bibbing old Giles Habibula, sleek
Jay Kalam, and massive Hal Sam-
du, with their young D,Artagnan,

John Star. and the glamorous Ala-
dor against traitorous villains and
alien races for the secret of AKKA.

The book lias the attractive, profes-
sional-looking format which is the
earmark of Fantasy Press, although
Donnell,s illustrations are not as

striking as his chapter-vignettes for
E

.
E

. Smith*s "Spacehounds of
IPC".

Hadlev Publishing Company of
Providence

, Rhode Island, has
brought out an edition of A. E. Van
Vogt's "The Weapon Makers", also
for 53.00, which is typographically
better than its first two books but

not even a close rival in binding or
art work to its current rivals. The

second of these is the Arkham

House edition of Van Vogt's
"Slan". out at $2.50 with a striking
jacket by Robert Hubbell. It is to
be hoped that August Derleth will
select other outstanding science fic-
tion novels for his list. Both Van

Vogt stories were published here
too recently to need a synopsis.

The three "pro" novels are an
oddly assorted lot, but fairly repre-
sentative of the kind of science fic-

tion which seems to appeal to the
general publisher. The first,
"Adrift in a Boneyard," by Robert
Lewis Taylor (Doubleday, $2.50)
is a slapstick burlesque of the last-
man-in-the-world theme. It fails

to hold together as science fiction
because the author either did not

understand or was not concerned

with the rules of logical develop-
ment which Science Fiction readers

consider essential. As a result, the
book is often plain fantasy. In a
sense, it is old-fashioned. The
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author has seen no need to explain
or even make probable the catas-
trophe with which, on the night of
April 18, 195-, he wipes out the
entire human race except for the
six specimens whom he has selected
to carry on the antics of survival.
The nominal hero is Fred Robinson,

a low-pressure advertising man with
a Westchester home, a young wife,
and an Irish maid who is further

afflicted by a young varmint of a
son. The menage is later increased
by a pet tiger named Uncle Claude.
The story tells half-logically, half-
nonsensically of Robinson,

s strug-
gles to make his little community
self-sustaining and to find out
whether there are other survivors.

Two do turn up in the Mitteleuro-
pati principality of Poderkagg-an
octogenarian anarchist and his nine-
year-old grandmother-and the
Robinsons set out to find them. All

this is very good fun and would
be good humorous science fiction
but for its lapses into fairy-tale
episodes, such as the highly enter-
taining but incredible chapter in
which the grateful animals of the
Bronx Zoo-released by Robinson
-come to the rescue in approved
United States Cavalry style when
the family is besieged by wild dogs.

Pat Frank's "Mr. Adam" (Lip-
pincott, $2.50) is by far the best of
the three books. It would be en-

tirely at home in such a magazine as
Science Fiction if it were not for

the conventions which keep honest
treatments of sex problems out of
"family" periodicals. Briefly, every
man in the world except gangling,
carrot-topped, bashful Homer Adam

is sterilized by the radiations from
an atomic blowup-Adam was in a
lead mine at the time. On this one

unwilling male rests the responsi-
bility for giving the- human race a
new start. Mr. Frank misses no

opportunity to carry out the logical
possibilities of the political, psy-
chological, and physical free-for-all
over this second Adam. He could

have written just another dirty book,
and would perhaps have sold more
copies. Instead he has told a story
which can be read as a joyous satire
on American bureaucracy-;-as a
somewhat uninhibited development
of a standard science fiction theme

-or for just plain fun.
. The book which really awes the
critics, however, is "Doppel-
gangers,

" by H. F; Heard 4(  Van-
guard, . $2.75). Mr. Heard is
otherwise Gerald Heard, the Cali-
fornia philosopher and disciple with
Aldous Huxley-of "Brave .New
World"-and other literati of a

semi-pseudo-Hindic cult called Ve-
danta. Mr. Heard, the philosopher,
brings to science fiction just the
kind of long-haired respectability
with which Willard Huntington
Wright-as S. S. Van Dine-en-
dowed the detective story, and the
result among the

"  critics is about the

same. Most reviewers have been

greatly impressed by the "origi-
nality" and "fresh imagination" of
his book-and when vou see those

*

terms in a professional review, you
can be pretty sure that the critic has
come up against something he has
never seen before, and doesn't know

whether it is good or bad
.

..

To be impolite, Mr. Heard-who
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diet much better a year or two buck
with his short stories in *"The Great

Fog"-lias set up a situation
straight out of any recent issue of
Science Fiction-a well thought out
world culture of 19*>7-and doesn,t

know what to do with it. There is

an almost direct parallel in plot l»o-
tween "

Doppelgangers" and Van
Vogt"s "Weapon Makers". The
Heard book tells a story of a
struggle for power-the "<psycho-
logical revolution"-between the in-
party of a highly regimented society,
run by a mysterious dictator known
as Alpha the Bull, and an equally
totalitarian underground operated
by his antithesis, Omega the Mole.
A third corner to the struggle
develops when a young man of the
underground is made into a physical
replica-the "doppelganger

" - of

Alpha, and is sent to take his place.
Van Vogt"s story shows another
such three-way conflict with the
Isher Empire, the Weapon Shops,
and Hedrock in the corresponding
corners.

There, unfortunately, the parallel
ends. Van Vogt"s story folds and
unfolds with speed and smoothness,
but Philosopher Heard pushes his
story forward by setting up a series
of big scenes which promptly de-
generate into a mumble of mystical
conversations dealing apparently
with the inner meaning of the uni-
verse as revealed by Vedauta. One
ponderous Hollywood stage-set,
dripping with Vedatitic symbolism,
lumbers after another, but for the
most part nothing else moves.

These last three books are typical
of the kind of science fiction found

between boards, outside the maga-
zines. '"Mr. Adam" has a sex-

niotivo which would keep it out of
general circulation. . "Adrift in a

lloneyard" is undisciplined bur-
lesque, as much fantasy as science
fiction. Finally, in "Doppelgangers",,
we have the Utopian theme, as ac-
ceptable to "good" literature as to

Diir kind, grucsoniely manhandled
by an author who is more interested
in preaching his own particular
brand of heavy-handed mysticism
than in telling a story or working
out the consequences of his plot-
structure.

By comparison. Van Vogt,s two
books seem to leave the average re-
viewer cold because, in common
with most magazines of science fic-
tion

, they give their readers too
much. The novice, the goop, the
innocent critic can no more under-
hand the full intricacies of their

plots than a nonfan can appreciate
the best modern puzzle-mysteries of
John Dickson Carr. If science fic-
tion is going to find a real place
between boards

, winning new
readers among the general public,

it will be with less involved
, more

realistic situations which take less

for granted or at least more skill-
fullv conceal what is taken for

*

granted. \\ hen this happens, sciencc
fiction books will cease to be mere

curiosities and find a place in mod-
ern literature comparable to the one
which mystery writers have earned
for their""work.

THE EKD.
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...
AND SEARCHING MIND

BY JACK WILLIAMSON

Last of three parts. Perhaps a truly trained mind
eotdd conquer all things-save the one thing it can

never assault; itself and its own misunderstandings!

Illustrated by Roger*

Synopsis

Dr. Webb Clay  pool was only a
distinguished astrophysicist, when
the Crater Supernova flamed out
in the sky. He and Ruth were on
their honeymoon, the night he first
saw it, but he broke their plans and
hurried back to Starmont to make

his observations. Ruth cried over

it, and never understood. But he
studied the cruel sudden splendor
of the star, and found the clue he
wanted-to the new science of
rhod  o  magnetics.

That new science created Project
Thunderbolt-a secret weapon
zvhose self-guided missiles detonate
nuitter into destructive energy. It
also wrecked his digestion and
slowly blighted his happiness with
Ruth, because Project Thunderbolt
became an intolerable burden.

Claypool was at work on those
planet-shattering missiles in the mm-
derground launching station at
Starmont, when a little girl spoke
to him, and handed him an unex-
pected invitation to call on one "A.
White. Philosopher."
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The child escaped, without ex-
plaining how she had entered that
secrct arsenal, through the locked
and guarded gates. Baffled, Clay-
pool obeyed instructions in the note.
to z'isit the abandoned Dragonrocl;
Light. There he found the child,
Dawn Hall, with White and three

other students of psychophysics.
White was a huge, red-bearded,
angry man, grimly waging a strange
war.

Dawn, White explained, came to
Starmont by teleportation. Gray-
stone, an alcoholic stage magician.
is a telepath. Overstreet, rescued
from a mental hospital, is clairvoy-
ant. Lucky Ford, a shrewd-eyed
little gambler, was manipulating his
dice by telekinesis. White had
gathered and trained this singular
group, for his desperate crusade.

He was fighting the humanoids.
The humanoids, White warned

Clay  pool, are small android me-
chanicals, driven and controlled by
rhodomagnetic beams from the re-
lay grid of a central mechanical
brain on the far planet Wing IP',
They were macfe to stop war. But
their maker, an engineer named
Sledge, built them too well.

"They're too efficient," White
told him. "Too perfect, and too
benevolent. They had spread from
world to world, across the inhabited
sections of the Galaxy, forever
blindly obedient to the Prime Di-
rective-To Serve and Obey, and
Guard Men from Harm."

Overstreet?  s prevision, White
warned him, had seen the human-
oids coming here next-to protect
this planet from the technological

98

crisis caused by such discoveries as
Clay  pool's. White had been devel-
oping mental weapons to fight the
humanoids, but they were no:
enough, and he needed a rhodo-
magnetic engineer.

Clay pool refused to join him,
however

, because of his responsi-
bilities at Project Thunderbolt, and
the new mechanicals arrived. They
had promised to end war and crime
and toil and want

, and all unhappi-
ÿness. But Clay pool, when he re-
turned to Starmont, found bitter
disillusionment.

His great telescope had been
demolished. because research is now

too dangerous for human beings.
Ruth had been given euphoride, a
drug of forgetfulness, because she
seemed unhappy. When he pro-
tested. the mechanicals suggested
that his own memory ought to be
removed.

There is one man
, however, who

likes the humanoids. That is Prank

Iron  smith, the brilliant but cheerily
indolent young mathematician who
had been employed in the observa-
tory computing section. Strangely,
he is exempted from the suffocating
care of the humanoids. Claypool
fails to understand his freedom, and
suspects him of some treacherous
deal with the machines.

Fighting the humanoids, Claypool
finally reached the hidden vault of
Project Thunderbolt, resolved to

smash Wing JV. He found the
installation sabotaged. The mis-
siles were gone, and he suspects that
Ironsmith was the smiling saboteur.

With a broken leg and an injured
knee, Claypool zvas captured by the
ASTOUNDING SCI 1QNCZB-FICTIOX



humanoid  s. and drugged with euph-
oride until after the bone had
knitted. Ironsmith had him awak-

ened, and asked him to betray
If'hite-offering to let him join the
same Compact zehieh earned his
own unfair freedom.

Refusing to turn against mankind.
Claypool zvas rescued by IVhitc.
Sealed in a d>-Cp cave, with White,s
little band, he studied psychophy-
sies and helped build the new re-
lays, which were to modify the
l*  rime Direeiiz-e and set men free.
II'hen the nezc relays were finished.

he was teleported to the Central, on
11'inij II'. to install them.

Before he and Dawn Hall can
finish the installation, however,
Frank Ironsmith appears to stop
them. Claypool fights vainly, ami
hurts his knee again. He then calls
on the child to kill Ironsmith- for
White has taught her a mental trick
of detonating the unstable potassium
isotope, and Claypool begs her to
disrupt the K-40 in Ironsmith's
blood.

lint Dawn seems strangely frozen.
Her face drains white and her eyes
dilate into staring blindness. She
smiles out of remote oblivion, and
speaks to Claypool with the whining
drone of another humanoid. She
has been-mechanized.f

Stunned and beatenr Claypool
follows Ironsmith out of the Cen-
tral.

Part 3

XXIII.

Beyond that narrow door, they
fame back into the dusty cluttcr of

the shop where old Sledge had built
the first-  mechanical unit unci ilu* tirst

sections of the relay grid to run it
-I lie first germ cell, of metal aud

silicone plastics, from which all this
ultimate and monstrous machine

had grown.
Claypool clutched anxiously for

the jamb of the door, and limped
gratefully oil that giddy walk. lie
sank wearily into the rusty swivel
chair, at the desk old Sledge had
used, and tenderly eased his throb-
bing knee.

Behind him came Dawn Hall.

The smiling child walked that un-
railed |«ath out of the dusky cavern
<»f the Central

, with the quick glid-
ing grace of another humanoid.
She halted at the end of old Sledge*s
battered desk, motionless as any
slopped machine.

She kept on smiling. Her pinched
face was set, lifeless, bloodless.
The pupils of her eves were dilated,
relaxed into great pools of shadow.
She seemed blind as any humanoid.
Atn, she smiled without mirth or

joy, out of some frozen, lar ob-
livion.

Claypool looked away trout her.
lie mopped his face and-tried to
swallow the dry horror in his throat
and blinked bitterly at Ironsmith.

"How-?" he croaked huskily.
"Jlow am I to blame?"

Ironsmith strolled absently about
that gray-lit, stale-smelling room.
He glanced at the faded backs of old
Sledge's reference books, idly spun
«he loose headstock 01

*

 a bench lathe,

curiously tapped the time-stiffened
keys of a tiny portable calculating
machine-a remote forbear, that
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may have been of the Central it-
self.

Dust came up in little gray puffs
about his shoes, and dust left white
marks on his dark suit

, where he
had brushed the benches and the

drafting table. Deliberately, he
thrust both hands deep in his pock-
ets, and turned back to Claypool
with a slow frown of thought.

"The humanoids have to guard
the Prime Directive."

His voice was calm and soft and

friendly as if Claypool had never
urged the child to detonate the un-
stable potassium atoms in his blood.

"Sledge built that into the Cen-
tral. When such blundering fools
as you and White attempt to attack
the Prime Directive by paraphysical
means, the humanoids are compelled
to develop paraphysical instruments
of their own, to defend it. As you
should liave learned by now, they
are thorough and efficient. Their
efforts have been effective."

Claypool kept his eyes off the
frozen child. -.

"

Theirs?" he rasped savagely.
"Or yours?""

Ironsmith stood silently, merely
watching 

*

 Claypool with gray
troubled eyes. And a sudden gust
of wrath brought Claypool out of
the rusty old chair. His knee tried
to buckle again, and he caught the
corner of the old desk.

"So you don,t deny it?" He
spat on the dusty floor. "I guessed
the truth a long timfc ago-when
vou seemed to like those vicious

machines so well, and they always
left you free. You .. . you traitor 1"

He gasped for breaih. and shook
his skinny fist.

"Well, I don,t suppose you can
deny your ugly treason now. Not
when you,

re right here on Wing IV
-murdering the last chance for
freedom the rest of us will ever
have! Not when I know about this

wicked Compact-whatever it is-
between you and these machines."

Ironsmith nodded his bare head,

calmly.
"It,s true that a mutual pact

exists," he admitted pleasantly.
"Because the humanoids aren*t

creative, but merely logical. They
couldn,t have protected the Prime
Directive from paraphysical attacks,
without human assistance. The

Compact provides that aid."

Bleak-faced with hate, Claypool
clung weakly to the splintered edge
of the old desk, and Ironsmith
stood - frowning in doubt. The
younger man rubbed the lean angle
of his sunburned jaw. and strolled
about the dusty shop again, and
nodded at last in calm decision.

"We're going to give you one
more chance to join us, Claypool. in
the Compact."

Claypool peered- hard at that
honest and friendly-seeming man
who had turned against his kind.
lie shook his head, perplexed.

"Thank you/* he muttered, sar-
donically.

"Not me." Ironsmith smiled

pleasantly. "There is someone else

who is still willing to forgive most
of your follies, and risk much to
help you. Your thanks should go
to Ruth-who was your wife."

w
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"Ruth ?" Claypool peered at him,
narrow-cved. "Ruth's at Starmont,

under euphoride, with her mind and
memory gone.

"

"She was," 'Ironsmith smiled

again, open-faced and innocent.
"But I had always admired her-
more, I think, than you ever did.
J brought her away with me, when
I left Starmont. She has her

memory now, and she,s with us in

the Compact. She
,ll be happy if

you join us."

Ironsmith paused, hopefully.
"What shall I tell her, Claypool?"
Claypool,s bad knee shuddered,

and he gripped the old desk to sup-
port his weight. His stomach be-
came a writhing knot of pain, and
for a moment he couldn,t breathe or

speak.
"So she"s with you ?"

lie nodded bitterly. lie had
never entirely liked Ironsmith-not
even long ago, before the hutnanoids
came. Now, in a shocking Hash
of intuition, lie thought he saw the
reason. Now, at last, he thought
he understood the cause of Ruth,s

unhappiness, that the humauoids
had tried to cure with euphoride.

The desert observatory had been
an intimate little world, and Project
Thunderbolt had left him too little

time for Ruth. And young Iron-
smith. he remembered bleakly, had
always been very conveniently
about, at the office and the cafeteria.
at staff parties and on the tennis
court*!. Indolently brilliant, tossing
olY his work without apparent eftort,
he had been too handsome and too

gay and too free.
Claypool clung to the ancient
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desk. Ilis stomach burned. His

skin felt feverishly hot. and then
pimpled to a clammy chill. He
heard a roaring in his brain. His
whole bodv tensed and shook with

hatred, but his throbbing knee was
useless and he knew he couldn,

t

light.
He knew it was far too late, to

light. It must have been too late,
ever since the supernova flamed.
He caught his rasping breath, and
deliberately turned his eyes away
from the smooth trcacherv of Iron-

smith*s clean, sunburned face. He
tried to control the fury raging in
him. And he saw the child again.

She stood very tiny and very
straight, and still as a stopped ma-
chine. Dilated eyes stared blindly
from her stiff white lace, and noth-
ing fluttered the ribbon in her hair.
Shivering with pity and terror,
Claypool swung abruptly back to
Ironsmith.

"I,ll go with you," he said flatly,
"on one condition."

Ironsmith turned suddenly genial.
"Then you,re willing to enter the

Compact?" he asked softly. "To
join our group, and accept the hu-
manoids, and help defend the Prime
Directive from any change." He
offered a vigorous, sunburned hand.
"Welcome, Claypool!"

"On one condition," Claypool
rapped. 

"Dawn comes with me."
"I'm sorry, but that is out of the

question.
" Ironsmith seemed re-

gretful, and apologetic. 
"We can

still rescue you, Claypool. But the
child used paraphvsical powers
against the Central, in this unfor-

to>



tunate attack, and there,s nothing we
can do for her."

A bleak hostility shook Clay-
pool

,

s voice .again.
"Then there's nothing you can do

for me."
"I'm sorry for you, and Ruth will

be hurt." Ironsmith shrugged his
lean shoulders, and Claypool hated
him again, for his arrogant security
in all the spoils of his duplicity.
"But I imagine the humanoids will
need another guinea pig, to test their
new relays."

He looked at Dawn, and she
spoke.

"At your service, Mr. Iron-
smith." Her voice was a thin, high
whine. "Since Dr. Claypool re-
fuses to enter the Compact, we must

keep him iti our care. His exten-
sive knowledge of rhodomagnetics
makes him dangerous to the Prime
Directive."

Beyond her, the other door had
opened. Two identical mechanicals
came gliding through. Their dark
bodies were beautiful with flowing
gleams of bronze and blue, and
their graceful faces were serenely
kind. They came to Claypool, and
Dawn spoke to him.

"At your service, sir. You must
come with us."

Smoothly as any humanoid, she
moved toward that outer door.

Claypool followed her, limping un-
easily between the two blind intent
machines.

He looked back twice. The first

time, Ironsmith was still there be-

side the old dusty desk, tall and

young and stern, watching him with
a dispassionate regret. When he
looked again, that gray-lit room was
hushed and empty. Ironsmith must
have learned to govern the ex-
change forces, too.

His scalp tingled and his breath
went out

, but his black keepers
seized his elbows and hurried him

after the child. Outside, a little
rhodomagnctic cruiser was waiting
for them. It hovered silently, just
above the railing of that .

high bal-
cony. The smooth oval hull of it
mirrored the gray vastness of the
tower and the smokv murk of the

*

sky and the dark flatness of Wing
IV, all in shimmering distortion.

The door of the craft was open.
Dawn sprang up to the deck, as
agile as any machine. Watchfully,
the two machines assisted Claypool.
The little ship rose silently. Stand-
ing between his guardian machines,
Claypool looked out through the
one-way transparency of the hull.

Wing IV spread out beneath him
as they lifted, veiled with thin
smoke and teeming with machines.
Once this world had been alive-
until war wrecked it

, and old
Sledge,s humanoids reclaimed it.

It was all leveled now. Mountain

and sea were gone, and everything
alive. There were only landing
ramps and cradles for tall black
interstellar ships, and busy ways
where no man moved, and the round
black mouths of the pits that let
shipping down into the planet,s
mechanized heart.

The cruiser dropped again, and
Claypool saw their destination. It
made his stomach contract

, and his
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bad knee shudder. The two intent
machines moved closer to his arms,

asking softly if he wished to sit.
He didn,t sit. He jstood between

them, stiff and cold, and watched
that unfinished dome come up ahead.
The huge curve of it was strangely
graceful, taller than its width.
Luminous, it splashed that dark,
smoky plain with a red violence.

He could see the scaffolding still
about it, a dark metal veil about its
sullen glow. The craft dropped
nearer, and at last he found the
toiling machines on the vast plat-
forms, the merest dark insects,
scarcely visible. It looked almost
complete, and his heart turned sick.

"At your service, sir," droned
one of his dark guardians. "What

disturbs vou now?"
.

"I just begin to get it," he whis-
pered bitterly, "i l>egin to see what
this

'

monstrous thing is for!"

The craft swayed and tilted, prop-
ping to laud, and his bad knee gave
again. One of the tiny machines
reached quickly to support him. He
cuffed at it savagely, but it ignored
his feeble blow, and held him until
the deck was still again. -

They came gently down on a wide
stage, beside a long, windowless
building. The red dome loomed
beyond it, fretted with black scaf-
folding, immense as a strange moon
rising. Clavpool shrank back from
it, shaken and afraid.

"Now I begin to see your ugly
schemes." he rasped at the helpful,
calm machine. ''1 think those plati-
num relays are paraphysical. I
think Ironsmith and his gang of
renegades have raught you how to
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generate paraphysical energy, and
iold you how to build this new grid."

Something turned his voice to a
dry whisper.

"And I think it*s intended to

operate men.
"

"That is true
, sir.

" Ilis brooding
eyes had moved to Dawn Hall, and
now she broke out of that stark

immobility, with a smootk mechani-
cal grace which startled him.
Sweetly melodious, her high, whin-
ing voice reflected nothing human.

"This new relay grid will be ener-
gized with paraphysical force, when
it is done. It will be able to con-
trol the minds and bodies of men,

anywhere, whenever necessary to
fulfill the purpose of the Prime
Directive. But it is not wiyked, sir,
as you imply, or evil in an}' way.

"

Her thin strange voice was bright
with a merciless kindness.

"Because our only function is to
secure the greatest measure of hap-
piness for all men, under the Prime
Directive. . In the past, we have
sometimes failed. A few unfortu-

nate individuals, developing para-
physical abilities, have eluded our
care and endangered our whole ser-
vice. But this new grid, when it
is done

, can rule every thought and
cverj, act of every man. We shall
use it to cause all men, everywhere,
to do only what is good."

Claypool stood numbed and voice-
less.

"Men have need of such control,"

droned the wax-white child, "be-
cause most men cannot truly control
the working of their own bodies, or
understand the functions of their

own minds. Wc seek only to pro-
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tect men from their own ignorance.

and- folly and vice. Surely that
purpose is not evil, sir."

The door of the little craft slid

open.
"Now come," the child said.

"Here is our paraphysical labora-
tory."

XXIV.

Carefully
.

*the two black machines

helped Claypool down from the
deck. Shivering in the red shadow
of that enormous, glowing dome,
he limped laboriously across the
landing stage, following the mecha-
nized child.

As he watched her
, his fevered

mind could see a <1  read fit! vision, of
whole worlds possessed. He saw
whole peoples, moving like living
puppets on the invisible strings of
the perfect master machine. He
glimpsed the ultimate despotism,
under the Prime Directive, utterly
benevolent and unthinkable.

That was to be the fruit of the

monstrous- Compact, between faith-
less men and ruthless machines,
which Ironsmith had asked him to

join. Claypool drew liis narrow
shoulders furiously straight, and
spat on the landing stage, and
limped bitterly after the child.

In the gray, windowless wall
ahead, a narrow doorway opener*.

Beyond was a vast, gloomy space.
He glimpsed the dark loom and the
metal gleam of strange machines,
and a sharper apprehension checked
his feet. He didn't want to be a

guinea pig.
His two intent keepers saw his

hesitation.

"You need not be alarmed for

yourself, sir," came a cheery purr.
"Or concerned about the child. Be-

cause our paraphysical research is
verv efficiently conducted. \Ye are

. .

careful to cause no pain, or any
needless lx>dily harm. The indivi-
dual awareness is always completely
suspended, in persons under para-
physical control."

Still Claypool didn't move. He
didn*t want his mind dissected, not
even by the latest and most efficient
methods. But the two guardian
machines moved in swiftly, to grasp
his shrinking arms. They thrust
him forward, calmly and gently, into
the laboratory.

It was a whispering cavern of
shadowy terror, for the blind ma-
chines had no need of light. -The
only illumination came through the
bars of an endless row of metal

cages built along the foot of one high
wall--cages very much like those
Claypool had seen containing ex-
perimental animals, for biological
research.

In that enormous space, those
cages seemed quite small at first.
The dim light from them spread
across the endless floor, and dif-
fused upward toward the unseen
ceiling. Here and there it outlined
the dark bulk of some immense un-

known mechanism; it picked out
some polished metal surface; or it
glistened briefly on the sleekness of
some tiny, hastening humanoid.

His bad knee began to tremble
painfully, and he tried to stop again.
The two tiny machines lifted him
deftly, and carricd him on with an
effortless strength. Ahead of them,
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tlic barred door of one cinptv cage
slid upward, actuated by a hidden
relay. They set him down inside.

One of them stayed with him.
"You must wait here," it droned

softly. "We shall be ready soon for
the tests of the new grid in which
you arc to be used. In the mean-
time, we arc at your service. You
may ask for anything you wish.

"

Behind him
, the door locked it-

self again, with a muffled, discon-
certing click. His black guardian
stood abruptly motionless. The dim
gray -glow of the radiant-painted
walls glistened faintly in its naked
sleekness, and gleamed on its bright
steel eyes.

Claypool muttered his sardonic
thanks, and looked about the cage.
lie found a narrow cot, a chair, a
small table. Through a narrow
door behind, he saw a white, tiny
bath. The gray-glowing partitions
shut off the other cages, but he could
see out into the dark beyond the
bars.

Me limped wearily to the cot,
and sat down on the edge of it. The
air seemed cold, and it was.bitter
with a penetrating antiseptic smell.
The gray walls suddenly squeezed
in upon him, and the thick dark
beyond became a crushing pressure.
He couldn,t breathe, and his sore
stomach writhed, and he was sick
with claustrophobia.

His black keeper came quickly to
him.

"You "have no reason for alarm,
sir,'* its golden monotone assured
him benignly. "For you will feel
no pain at all. In fact, as a very
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distinguished physicist, you should
desire to aid our paraphvsical re-
search."

He stared up bleaklj-, at its dark
blind face.

"We follow; the scientific methods

which other men have taught us,
under the Compact," it went on

brightly. "The basis of all our work
is a simple assumption. If para-
physical forces cause mechanical
effects, then mechanical means can
generate paraphysical forces,"

He tried to listen. Sitting cold
and ill on 

.that hard narrow cot, he
tried to breathe the bitter air. lie

tried to push back the cold gray
glow of the closing walls, and tried
to endure the smothering oppression
of the dark. He rubbed his swollen

*

knee, and tried to understand.
"We have proved that assump-

tion," purred the machine. "With
the aid of a few loyal men, we have
designed instruments for the de-
tection and analysis of the para-
physical forces. Other disloyal
men, foolishly attacking the Prime
Directive, have provided experi-
mental subjects."

Shivering on the cot, Claypool
wondered what had happened to
little Dawn Hall. He had lost her

in tfln dark, and he couldn't see the
other cages. He couldn,t find her

now.
"As another scientist, sir, you can

follow our research methods. Our

subjects, under strict experimental
controls, are caused to exert para-
physical forccs. We measure those
forces

, investigate their origins and
determine their effects, and dupli-

.

cate them by mechanical means.
"'
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Claypool walclied the blind facc
before him, and fought his sniothcr-
his mind held on to a last desperate
hope.

"Unfortunately, we arc not crea-
tive," that silvery voice sang on.
,"But loyal scientists have derived
new hypotheses from our accumu-
lated data, and suggested new ex-
periments to test them. And now
we are near our final goal."

Claypool had slumped abjectly
back against the cold metal parti-
tion. With both clammy hands, he
nursed his throbbing knee. And
his mind held on to a last desperate
hope.

"The final result of our research

will be the completed paraphysical
grid. Any human body under its
direction will be operated far more
efficiently than is possible by the
slow and feeble natural brain. It

can control the body to prevent
clumsy accidents, and eliminate all
disease, and mend the decay of
time. It can heal mental illness.

It can even stimulate the body to
repair deformities, and replace miss-
ing meml>ers. It can make every
human being young and fair, for-
ever.

"

Claypool shrank back from gleam-
ing steel orbs of the machine. His
narrow shoulders pressed hard
against the cold wall behind him.
shuddering. And he clutched des-
perately at his last thin thread of
hope.

"So vou see that our methods

are sound and our goal is good,
sir," his tiny keeper finished se-
renely. "You see that you have
nothing at all to fear. As a scien-

tist, your love of truth and your
sense of duty toward your kind
should make you glad to offer your
own small contribution, toward this
greatest possible humanitarian un-
dertaking."

That golden melody abruptly
ceased. In absolute efficiency, the
humanoid ceased all . movement.

Claypool sat before it on the cot,
nursing his knee and his feeble
hope.

Desperately, he clung to the
memory of a scaled and secret lime-
stone cavern, that no humanoid
could enter. White, he thought,
must still be safe there, yet unvan-
quished. Ilis three adepts. Gray-
stone and Overstreet and Ford,
must still be with him, toiling des-
perately to turn their freakish
paraphysical powers into a new
science of the mind. Perhaps,
Claypool dared to hope. White might
survive this last defeat, and some-
how find a better weapon.

"At your service, sir,

"

 his tiny
keeper droned again. "You should
let yourself relax, and make the
best of this brief delay. If you are
hungry, you may have your tray at
once. If you wish to sleep-"

*

That was all that Claypool heard,
for he saw a huge, red-bearded

figure striding out of the dark be-
yond the cages. He sat breath-
taken for a moment, unbelieving.
But he knew the beard, and the
worn silver cloak, and the massive,
shaggy head.

The striding giant was White.

The feeble strand of Claypoolÿs
hopeless hope became a mighty
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tiling. He lurched to bis feci, and
his knee was strong again. He
darted past his frozen keeper, and
tried to shake the massive gray bars
in the door of his cage.

"White!" he shouted. "Here I

am-
"

But that tall stalking figure ig-
nored his urgent voice. It went on
by. It didn,t even turn its great,
liery head. He had the merest
glimpse of its face, strangely slid

"

and pale. And it marched on by.
All his hope went with it.
His knee shuddered under him,

and he clutched the gray bars with
weak and stricken hands. For lie

had seen the eyes of that stalking
thing, and the blue sullen blaze of
White*s old hate was dead in them

now. They were distended, huge
and dark and blank, sightless as the
metal orbs of the machines.

He had seen its face. Still and

white behind the splendid beard,
it was smiling out of some far
place of cold xorgetfulness. Th.it
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unchanging smile somehow rc-
llected the serene benevolence of

the humanoids. It was beyond hope
or hatred, free of all feeling.

And the i movements of that

stalking thing, he realized dully,
had nothing characteristic of White.
Its striding «ait had been too quick
and sure. Its feet had fallen too

lightly, without sound. I-ike Dawn
I-Iall, it was now a mechanical pup-
pet of the grid.

And it was not alone.

Clinging to the bars. Clay  pool
saw the others. They came march-
ing toward the cages, out of the
whispering dark. Still tall and
gaunt, old Graystone was no longer
awkward now, and the red of his
nose had faded to a putty-gray.
Overstreet, for all his puffy bulk,
moved lightly as a child. No longer
nervous now, little Lucky l*

~

ord

came gliding with a serene mechani-
cal felicity.

Claypool found no voice to call
again, and none of them seemed
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aware of him. All their eyes had
blind, distended pupils, and all their
faces smiled coldly out of some
remote oblivion. They all walked
too quickly, too lightly, too silently.

A parade of automatons, they
passed on by.

Clay  pool gripped the bars and
stared into the busy, murmuring
dark. Hut his eyes saw nothing ex-
cept the monstrous shape of final
defeat, and he started when his
keeper touched his arm.

"At your service, sir," it whined
solicitously. "You will only tire
your injured leg, 

-

with standing too
long.ÿ You should bathe now, and
let us massage your knee. And
then you should sleep."

He turned and limped obediently
toward the tiny bath behind the
cage. He let his keei>er take his
arm and help support his weight.
For he was beaten. There was

nothing left to do. He nodded at
the way those smiling automatons
had gone, and whispered listlessly:

"How did yOu capture them?"
"We found them when we took

the mind of the child. They were
hiding in a cave that had no physical
entrance, but that did not protect
them. Paraphysical impulses from
the energized test section of the
new grid reached into it, and took
hold of them."

Clavpool had paused, dazed and
ill.

"Come along and let us bathe
you,

" urged the small machine.
"Now we can only massage your
knee. As soon as additional sec-

tions of the grid can be energized,

ti.g

however, we shall try them to heal
the damaged ligaments."

Claypool limped along with it,
passively. He let it put him to bed,
and tried to forget the bars that
shut him in. Lying in the narrow
cot, he closed his eyes to shut out
its blind benevolence

, and tried to
solve a riddle.

He had no purpose left, but still
he was a scientist. He had learned

the habit of fitting facts together,
to form new patterns of the truth.
Now, when he lay there alone and
hopeless, his sick mind turned back
to find relief in that old pursuit.

He attacked a riddle old as science
-the atom

. Electromagnetics has
never quite blueprinted atomic
architecture-because the straining
electrostatic forces, the mutual re-
pulsions of the like particles captive
in the nucleus, were all disruptive.
Electromagnetic atoms simply
couldn*t exist.

He had tried this same riddle

many times before. Once, years
ago at Starmont, he thought he had
found the whole answer to it-in
the basic equation of the rhodo-
magnetic field-until young Iron-
smith so casually and cheerily
proved him wrong.

The dimensions of the time-
quantum were implicit in that equa-
tion, and those dimensions placed :i
limit on electrostatic forces, because
their velocity of propagation was
finite in time. Electrostatic forces
must, therefore, cease, at subnuclear
distances. The remaining known
component, of timeless rhodomag-
netic forces, served to explain the
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stability ot the lighter atoms - al-
most.

But not quite. The staggering
answers that Ironsmith brought
from the computing section con-
vinced him there must be an unsus-

pected third component, which must
become increasingly important in the
heavy atoms toward the end of the
periodic t}.ble. The cruel demands
of Project Thunderbolt had left
him no time to follow that astonish-

ing clue. But that component, it
came to him now, must lie linked
to the heavy metals of the platinum
triad.

And it must be paraphvsical en-
ergy !

That Hashing intuition was a
white illumination, which lit many
things. He lay on that narrow cot
with his e; es closed against his blind
keeper, and tried to slow his breath-
ing back to normal. lie forgot the
bars, and his aching knee, and began
exploring the universe by that
tremendous, sudden light.

Absently, he wished for Iron-
smith,s computing section, to check
his answers for him. But he hadn*t

even a slide rule, or a scratch pad
ro jot his new equations on. He
had nothing at all, and he didn"t
even dare to move.

He lay still, and roved through
atoms and suns.

Tt wasn"t hope which urged him
-not consciously-for he thought
that hope was dead. He had yielded
himself to the humanoids, and re-
laxed all resistance. He just lay
there, and let his brain seek relief

in Jhe familiar ways of science.
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And he found the answer to that
ancient riddle.

It was a simple equation, which
related electromagnetic and rhodo-
magnctic and paraphvsical forces,
to explain the structure and stability
of the atom. It all seemed obvious,

and lie wondered why it hadn
'

t come

to him before.

The sheer mathematical beauty of
it brought him a glow of pleasure.
For it was basic. The keystone, he
thought, that supported all the or-
dered splendor of the universe. The
transformations of that equation.
he knew, would explain the origins
of atoms and the universe, the at-

traction of suns and the dispersion
of galaxies, the dark paradox of
time and the birth of life, and even
the evolution and function of mind.

He lay quite relaxed on the hard
cot

, lost in the elemental grandeur
of the concept. He had forgotten
the gray-walled cage around him,
and the sleepless keeper watching
him, and the unpleasant fact that
he would soon become an experi-
mental specimen-until the black
machine softly touched his arm.

"At your service, sir," it purred.
'"We,re ready now-"

And then lie was no longer in the
cage.

XXV.

TTc wasn"t even on \\ iiig IV.
He stood on a flat gravel bed. at

the Ixittom of a shallow dry water-
course. On his left were low cliffs.

apparently formed by an outcrop-
ping ridge of dark ancient granite,
against which the stream had some-
time cut- Far away, on his right,
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long-eroded hills lifted low and bare
and dead beyond the wide black
vallev of the vanished river.

*

It was night, and cruelly cold.
The skv above the low black

cliffs and the far black hills was

utterly cloudless, and vet strangely
dark. The most of it was a dead
and utter black

, scattered with a few

tiny oval blobs of misty light. He-
fore him, however

, that dark valley
was arched with a high tilted curve
of pale white splendor. It was a tall,
leaning dome of luminous white
mist, bright with diamond atoms.

That cruel cold took his breath

and seared his skin-for he stood

barefoot on the hard, frozen gravel,
clad only in the thin gray pajamas
he had worn to bed. l*,or a moment

he stood shivering, utterly bewil-
dered. Then he felt a child"s small
hand

, tugging anxiously at his
fingers.

"Oh
, Dr. Claypool!"

He looked down and found Dawn
Hall beside him on the river-worn

gravel. She was no longer a crea-
ture of the grid. For her huge
dark eyes could see again, and that
cold smile of far oblivion was gone.
She was shivering and afraid.

"It
,s so awful cold!" she said.

"Oh, please-what can we do?"
"I don,t know

,

" he told her

blankly. "I don,t even know where
we are.

"

He found that he couldn't speak,

because that dreadful empty cokl
had taken all his breath. His throat

was dry and his lungs were burn-
ing and his lips too stiff to move.
He made no sound-and heard none

,

no

for this dark world was utterly dead.
Vet somehow she understood.
"But I know

,

" she told him-
and then he realized that he hadn

"

i

heard her actual voice at all.
" ,Cause this is where Mr. While

used to send me to pick up nuggets
for him. I used to hurry back with
them to the cave

, before 1 got too
awful cold. But now we can1

t go

there again, 
"cause the black things

would catch us."

Her tight fingers were icy on his
own.

"Oh, where can we go?"
Claypool swayed to a stunned

understanding. He remembered
those nuggets of alluvial palladium,
that Dawn had brought to White
from some far-off, airless, sunless
planet, cold to the absolute zero.
lie stared around him again,
numbed with wonderment.

Now he understood the starless

blackness of the unclouded sky, and
the merciless still cokl, and the
diamond-dusted splendor of that
tilted arch across the black and

barren valley. For they were lost,

somehow, on this wandering world
beyond the Galaxy.

Those tiny oval blots against the
dead and empty dark were other
island universes, remote beyond
knowledge. And that leaning dome
of luminous mist was the edge of
their own Galaxy, seen with light
which must have left its dust of

suns a long thousand centuries be-
fore the first man ever dreamed of

voyaging away from the mother
planet into the silent seas of space.

"It,s so awful cold
,

" the fright-
ened child was sobbing again. "I
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can help us tor a little while, but
then what can we do?"

Blankly, Claypool shook his head.
It must have taken a billion years,

he thought, for this lost atom to
drilt so far through the ÿ

extra-

galactic dark. Tt must have been
time beyond imagining since some
vanished sun had warmed these old
black hills, and vanished waters had
washed this frozen gravel.

This world was dead, and no day
would ever break the black, silvered
splendor of this cruel," soundless

night. Nothing could live here
long, lie remembered the crackling
frost which caked Dawn's nuggets
in the air of the cavern. Nothing *
could live at the absolute zero.

His "lands were empty and his
weak knee throbbed and the rough
gravel burned the soles of his feet.
He peered around him hopelessly,
at the low frowning cliffs and lite
bare, forbidding hills. He knew
thev would find no aid or comfort
here.

*

.

,I don*t even know how we got
here," lie told the child. "I don't

know anything to do."
She stood straight and tiny in

that old leather coat, too large for
her, with the bit of scarlet ribbon
stiffly frozen in her black hair.
Her dark eyes looked at him. full
of solemn trust and pleading.

"Can I help you ?" he begged.
"Can you tell me how to help you ?"

Rut she only shook her head,
shivering and afraid.

She was keeping them both alive,
he knew. White had speculated on
the unconscious arts which enabled
her to live-a .little while-in this
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airless cold. She had adapted to
it, somehow, paraphysically. But
there was nothing she could tell
him, and no help that* lie could
give.

He felt the silent fangs of cold,

stabbing through his flesh. His
throat burned, and his empty lungs.
But he could still feel Dawn's stiff

tiny lingers, clutching desperately
at his hand. His blurring eyes could
see her shifting uncomfortably back
and forth, to lift one bare foot and
then the other away from the sear-
ing gravel.

And he forgot himself.
He bent to pick her up, and his

bad leg buckled. 
.

 He knelt on the
gravel, and lifted her. lie held her
against him, and tried to shield her ,

with his arms. He thought there
was nothing else that he could do.

He could feel her desperate ten-
sion, but he knew no way to share
her burden. Abruptly she swayed
against him, shuddering, and then
he felt the cold grasp at them again,
with a new and implacable fury.
Her strength was ebbing, and he
felt an infinite compassion.

Then she stirred feebly in his
stiff arms.

"

The door!" She tried to point.
"There-"

Turning painfully where he knelt,

he saw a faint gleaming something
above the ragged rim of the low
black cliffs. He blinked his dim-
ming eyes, and made out the smooth
curve of a transparent cupola there.
washed with the pale radiance of
the far Clalaxv.

*

Below that tiny dome, he saw a
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green light burning. He shook his
head stiffly, and stared again. It
was a light! Glistening on polished
metal surfaces, it shone through a
round metal doorwav in the black

hostile face of the ancient cliffs.

He merely gaped at it, mistrust-
ing his own failing senses. For his
eyes were smarting and bleared,
and a painful roaring was increasing
in his ears, and a frosty numbness
grasped him. For a long billion
years, he thought, nothing could
have lived to make a light on this
dark world. And he knew the

cupola and the doorway hadn,t been
there, when he first saw the water-
worn cliffs.
"Please!" Dawn sobbed faintly.

"Please hurry-"
He didn,t wait to wonder any

longer. He swayed laboriously to
his feet, and picked her up again.
His feet no longer hurt, and even
the pain in his knee was numl>ed.

but his limbs seemed stiff and dead.
lie toiled across the hard black

gravel, toward that gref-n-lit open-
ing. Three times he fell, and kept
the child in his arms, and came up
again. Slow and stiff and clumsy.
like a machine running down, he
went on again. And he came to the
shining metal threshold.

Stumbling into that narrow metal
chamber

, he saw that it must be an

air lock. His painful, blurring eyes
found a row of buttons. One

glowed dimly green. He punched
at it stiffly, with a finger that had no
feeling left, and a massive valve slid
shut behind them.

Air screamed in about them, a
warm and kindlv hurricane. He

.

filled his 
.
burning lungs again, and

breathed. His dry, stinging eye*
began to clear, and that roaring
died out of his ears, and his stiffened
feet l»egan to feel the good warmth
of the floor.

Still he held Dawn in his arms.

She was very cold, very limp and
still. He caught her small blue
wrist, and found no pulse that he
could feel. But then she shuddered

convulsively, and drew a long sigh-
ing breath. Her dark eyes open,
seeing again, full of a warm de-
votion.

"Qh, thank you. Dr. Claypool!"
Her clear treble voice was her

own again, and now he could hear
the grave sweetness of it. The
smile on her thin face was human.

now. relaxed and happy.
"I think Mr. White would say

you
"

re very, very good !
"

He set her down on the warm

floor beside him, and looked about
him with a heightened bewilder-
ment. Anv shelter for them, on

*

this long-dead wanderer of the dark.
had seemed unbelievably improbable.
and now he began to notice singular
things about this strangely conven-
ient haven.

Certainlv it wasn*t a billion years
old.

The warm air had a faint, familiar

smell of new paint. The buttons
which worked the valves were made

of the latest translucent svnchetic-
.

and neatly marked with words that
he could read. Riveted to the con-
trol case of the automatic mechanism

was the familiar name plate of the
Acme Engineering Corporation-
a small firm which had supplied
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certain machinings for the neutrino
search tubes of Project Lookout.

Experimentally, he pushed a but-
ton marked INNER VALVE-TO

OPEX. Something hummed obe-
diently, inside the case. An amber
light llashed, and a warning gong
whirred. Then another heavy wedge
of polished steel slid down, and let
them into the shelter.

Voiceless with a baffled astonish-

ment, Claypool took the breathless
child by the hand, and they went
on to explore this curious haven.
A tunnel led 

.

them back into the

rock. It was lined with plates of
smoothly welded metal, painted with
the same shades of cream and gray
that Claypool had chosen for his
own office, at Starmont. The soft
illumination came from fluorescent

fixtures-which bore the familiar
trade-mark of United Electric.

Doors were spaced along the tun-
nel, all fitted with knobs that he
could turn instead of concealed re-

lays. Claypool peered into the
rooms behind them, shaken with a
mounting bewilderment.

The first room housed a power
plant. A small rotary convertor
hummed silentlv beside a bank of

*

transformers, and a stand-by waited
silently. lie looked for the genera-
tor, and caught, his breath. For all
the current seemed to come from

one small cell, with a name plate
which read: Starmont Rhodotnag-
netic Research Foundation.

That was impossible. Claypool
blinked at it, and shook his head.
Once he had dreamed of establish-

ing a nonprofit foundation, to
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develop the wonders of rhodomag-
netics for the benefit oi man. But

the harsh demands of military
security had nipped his hopes, aud
the destructive science of Project
Thunderbolt had taken all his time.

Another room was a kitchen-

oddly like Ruth
,s, in their house at

Starmont. The electric range and
the refrigerator were the same
white, shiny United Electric models.
The cans and cartons of food on

the shelves were all bright with the
labels of standard brands.

He found a room for himself, and
one for Dawn. The little table
beside his bed was stacked with a
dozen of his favorite books-but
none that he hadn

,t read. His

bathroom was thoughtfully supplied
with his favorite brands of soap
and toothpaste.

At the end of the tunnel, a narrow

stair led upward. They climbed it,
and came up into the crystal-domcd
cupola above the ancient granite
outcrop. Claypool stared out
through the curving panels, chilled
with an 

.

 awed perplexity.
Outside the warm comfort of the

shelter, that frozen landscape lay
unchanged. The cruel sky was
black and strange above. The high
curve of the Galaxy stood like a
leaning plume of luminous dust be-
yond that barren, empty valley
where sometime water must have

run ; and the pale frosty light of it
fell faint and cold on the black

cliffs, and the black eroded hills be-
yond.

Leaning on a little table at the
center of the floor, to ease his
weary knee, Claypool stood a long
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time staring at that tall splendid
arch of silver-and-diamond dust.
The cold and the loneliness of this
starless world took hold of him
again, and he shuddered a little.
Dawn caught his hand, whispering
anxiously:

"Is it something very bad?"
He didn,t want to frighten her,

and he smiled down at her thin,

apprehensive face with the best as-
surance he could find.
"

Nothing bad," he said. "I just
don't understand it. I don,t quite
know how we got here-so far
from home that all the stars we ever

saw are lost in that cloud, yonder."
He peered at her solemn face. "Did
you bring us, Dawn?"

She shook her head.
"And I don,t understand this

place in the rock. At first it wasn
'

t

here, and then it was. Everything
looks as if it had been built by men
-from our own world

.
 But I don,t

think any men ever lived here."
She gaped at him, as if amazed.
"I just don't get it," he said.

"Everything is so-familiar. The
books I like to read, and the kind
of toothpaste I use. and even a
bottle of the capsules I used to
take for indigestion. The bottle
has my doctor,s name on it, and
even the right prescription number!"

Dawn frowned at him, perplexed
as he was.

"Don't you "member?" she whis-
pered softly. 

"Don't you know?"
He blinked at her, abruptly voice-

less.
"It,s kind of funny you don,t

,member," she said gravely. " 'cause
you did it all. You found me, and

took me away from that awful
place, where the black things have
Mr. White and poor Mr. Gray-
stone and poor Mr. Overstreet and
poor little Mr. Lucky. All I did
was show you where to come-fat
away from all the black things."

He merely stared at her, stunned.
"And then you made all this place,

after we came," she said. "You

made it all, while we waited out
there in the cold." She nodded-

toward the dark alley. "It,s a pity
you don,t 'member, ,cause you could
be awful good at paraphvsics."

XXVI.

Claypool looked down at his
hands, and flexed them unbeliev-
ingly. They were small wiry hands,
sensitive and competent, and they
had been useful to him once. Since

he had seen the beautiful, tapered
black hands of the humanoids, how-
ever, they seemed clumsy and weak
and slow. Now his fingers still
ached a little from the cold, and his
knuckles were still dark-scabbed

where he had peeled them, awk-
wardly trying to install the new
grid sections. He stared at his
hands, and his knobby fists clenched
uselessly.

Dawn semed to read his 
.
 per-

plexity and doubt.
"You didn't use your hands, at

all,
"

 she told him solemnly, " "cause
you were out there, waiting with
me in the cold. Ypu did it with
your mind. Don't you 'member
now?"

But Claypool didn't* remember.
Dazedly, he peered around the
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little cupola. The little table, lit
from a shaded fixture

, was like one
he had used at Starmont. Neatly
arranged on it were scratch pads
and sharpened pencils, a slide rule,
and several technical handbooks-

one of them, listing tables of rhodo-
magnetic constants and coefficients,
was by W. Claypool.

The back of his neck prickled
uncomfortably.

"That,

s my name,
" he whispered.

"Those are values I had worked
out. But that book was never

printed. The censorship. I don,

t

see how-"

His voice fell away into a cliasm
of wonder, as dark as the dead
night above.

"You did it with your mind,"

Dawn insisted softly. "You did it
with paraphysics, like Mr. White
taught me how to change potassium
atoms and stop the black things.
Only I think you can change any
atom, and let it go into energy, and
then make the energy right back
into any other atom. I think you
know more about paraphysics than
even Mr. White-if only you could
ÿmember."

Claypool stood speechless, unbe-
lieving.

" 'Cause I saw you," she said. "I

watched you cut out this place, and
make the rock into other things,
and build it all up ready for us. I
saw this window-thing come up, and
the door open, and the green light
shine-all because you made it. An

"

I'm glad you did, ,cause I was

getting cold!"

Claypool stood peering at a ther-
mostat in front of the ventilator

. . .
 AN1> SEARCHING MIND

register beside the stair. It was a
good copy of one in the unused
nursery of the house he and Ruth
had built at Starmont, so long ago.
His narrow shoulders shrugged un-
easily.

"I can see I must have made it,"

he admitted, "because everything is
somehow copied from something in
my own mind-from machines I,

ve

seen, or books and articles I,
ve

read, or ideas I had thought of. But
I don,t see how-"

He shook his head, in stubborn
doubt.

"But there simply wasn't time!"
he insisted. "The whole place just
came here-instantly 1"

"I'm afraid you just don
*t 'mem-

ber." Dawn sighed, baffled. " 'Cause
it seemed a long time to me, waiting
out there in the cold, watching the
rock while you changed it."

Claypool looked out again, at that
windless world that lay beyond the
dome, black and cruel and dead.
Something touched his spine with
the chill of the thin silver light that
fell from the far, tilted Galaxy.

He knew the science of transmu-

tation. Inspecting operating atomic
piles for the Defense Authority, he
had witnessed awesome demonstra-

tions, in which a tiny sample of
sodium or aluminum or platinum
was cautiously thrust through an
opening in the shielding, and came
out again as a mixture of deadly
radioactives that had to be handled

with long tongs and watched with
mirrors, but containing traces of
new-made magnesium or silicon or
gold.

ill



lie liacl seen that. And he knew
the mechanics of nuclear transfor-

mation, by which the hot inferno
of energies and particles in the pile
rebuilt the atomic bricks of proton
and neutron and electron into dif-
ferent elements. That was old

stuff. But this-this was something
different.

Cold granite dissolving suddenly
to some inexplicable reagent of the
mind

, and flowing into sheets of
welded steel thickly backed with
insulating liber glass, into scaled
drums of compressed oxygen and
bright-labeled cans of sweet corn,
into that remarkable rhodomagnetic
power and the slide rule on this
desk-matter molded by sheer
rhought!

Because every electron, as a wave,

exists everywhere. The chemical
and physical properties of matter,
lie knew

, are only patterns of elec-
tron identity. A change of pattern,
he saw, would mean a change of
substance-and the patterns are
functions of exchange-force proba-
bility.

Probability! Itself an unsolved
riddle, that must be the answer.
Dawn had proved, many times, that
mind-energy could somehow govern
probability. Even little Lucky Ford
had demonstrated that fact, long
ago, with a pair of dice.

Here was-must be-the truth!

For an instant Claypool felt re-
assured by that ilicker of under-
standing. IBut the brief illumination
of it faded, and left him in the
dark. White,-s old questions came
again to haunt him. What was the
stuff of the mind, and by what

mysterious grasp did it hold proba-
bility? What were the laws, and
where the limits?

Me shuddered a little
, and absently

picked up the new slide rule. He
nodded in approval. The sections
slid easily, and there were four
special scales he remembered want-
ing for rhodomagnetic problems.
J-le put it down, and turned back-
to the troubled child.

*"I must have made it," he said.
"But I can,t remember."

"You must try," she insisted des-
perately. "Please-try awful hard.
,Cause the black things still have
Mr. White and the rest. We must

try awful hard to help them."
Claypool nodded, and his lean

jaw set.
"We'll try." And he stood a

long time, gazing out across that
dead landscape, at the high, leaning
arch of diamond frost and silver

dust which was the (ialaxy. His
face furrowed with weary effort,
but the escape from Wing IV and
the building of the shelter remained
a blot of darkness.

Dawn watched his frown, ami
chewed her tiny fingers.

"Maybe if you think just how
you learned it. maybe?" she whis-

pered helpfully. "Maybe if you
can ,member what you were doing,
just before you can,t ,member?"
lie started, as it came to liim.
"Of course-the basic equation V

Queer, how he hadn't thought of
that at all. Lying there on his hard
narrow cot in the cage, with the
dark machine on guard, he had been
elated with the infinite promise of
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that equation. But, somehow, he
hadn't thought of it since. That
enigmatic blind spot had somehow
blotted it out of his mind.

Breathless
, he found a pad at the

little desk and hastilv set the svm-
. .

bols of it down-shivering a little
at the wonder of it, and taut with
an odd alarm that somehow ir might
slip away again, beyond that mys-
terious wall of oblivion. Hopefully
watching his pencil, Dawn whis-
pered :
"Do vou ,member now?"
He shook his head, and bitter

tears came in her eves. .
"But now I think I begin to un-

derstand," he said. "I think this

equation is the key, if I just knew
how to use it. Because it describes

the interaction Of electromagnetic
and rhodomagnetic and paraphysical
forces."

He started to explain the symbols,
but she shook her head.

"I can,t read," she said. " ,cause
I never went to school

, really, ,cept
to Mr. White. Some things I can
do, like teleportation and holding .
back the cold." She nodded, un-
afraid, at the black savagery of the
silent world without. "Hut I never

understand when Mr. White tries

to 'splain how I do it. I
*

m sorry I
can

,

t help you. 
'
cause we

've just
got to save them.

"

C
'

laypool scowled at the j«iper
in his hand. Here, he knew, was
the ultimate key to all the universe.
Here was a secret of infinite power.
which he had somehow learned, and

used triumphantly, and inexplicably
forgotten. He sat down at the little
desk, and set out to get it back.

"Better go and play," he urged
the child. "Or rest."

But she stayed with him in that
dim-lit dome.

"Poor Mr. White is in such bad

trouble," she insisted anxiously.
"And Mr. Lucky and the others-
the black things make them go like
machines, and we must help them
get" away. You must try awful
hard!"

And Claypool tried.
Standing silently against the rail-

ing above the narrow stairwell,
Dawn watched him frown at the

doodles on his papers, and sit scowl-
ing out into the still, windless dark,
and scrawl more doodles, and then
sit scowling again.

"These are the expansions and
transformations of the prime equa-
tion," he told her once. "I,m trying
to derive complete mathematical de-
scriptions for all the paraphysical
phenomena. Then maybe I can get
it back-that art I must have used

and forgotten."

She stood silent, confused by the
long words and yet desperately
hopeful. She saw him writing fast
again, and then he looked out of the
dome, at the bed of frozen gravel
where she had picked up nuggets.
- "Huh?" He made an odd little

grunt, and suddenly his tired face
smiled. "Now!" .

Then she heard a tiny click, and
saw the worn bit of white metal fall

to the desk top before him. She
recognized the rich white color of
palladium. The nugget lay there a
moment, far too cold to touch un-
less you knew how. It gathered a
white mist around it. and it made a
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tiny hiss and crackle. ah<l it grew
swift white feathers of frost.

And then it was gone.
The tired little man at the desk

looked tip through the paneled
dome, at the cruel

, empty sky. iTe
picked up the slide rule and worked
it quickly. Then his thin, hurried
lingers made more doodles on the
yellow pad.

Dawn had always felt a little
sorry for him, because he wasn,

t

big like Mr. White, and lie had 110
line red beard. He always seemed
lonely and worried, and his thin

shoulders had a troubled sag. She
knew his leg was bad, ai*l his face
often looked as if his stomach hurt
him.

Hut something changed him, now.

Ik* stood up at the little desk, so

quickly that the chair fell over lie-

ns

hind him. I Ie forgot his knee. I lis
shoulders stiffened, and he seemed
taller, and his soft brown eyes had
a different look-a hard lighting
brightness, like she used to see in
the grim blue eyes of Mr. White.

"Cover your face!" His warn-
ing voice was different, too-low
and quick and confident. "Don*t

look up!"
lie glanced into the dark sky

again, and made another pleased
little grunt, and then put both hands
over his own eyes. Dawn waited
breathlessly, but nothing happened.
A terrible fear struck her, that he
must have failed again. She was
looking at him anxiously, when it
came.

It was brighter than lightning. It
lit the cliffs, and the dry valley, and
the* Hat hills beyond, with a sudden,
savage light that turned them all
from black to blinding white. Far
off in the empty sky. she saw a new
star. It burned brighter than the
sun, and went out.

"Dawn!" He was breathless
with concern. "Did 1 hurt you?"

She blinked her dazzled eyes.
"I stopped most of the light,

" she
said. "Please-do you 'member

«»<

now r

The little man at the desk stood

proud and straight. She thought
he looked a little funny, with his
bald brown head and his Idose gray
pajamas, but the furrows of worry
were almost gone from his face.
He smiled at her-a hard

, eager
little fighting smile, that reminder!
her of Mr. White.

"That was just one transforma-
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tion of the basic equation." He
pointed at his last scrap of paper
on the desk, with those funny doo-
dle's on it. "It governs the detona-
tion of mass into pure energy, by
cancellation of the paraphysical com-
ponent, I tried it on that nugget."

He nodded, where that star had
been.

"I put the nugget out at space,

thousands of miles away, and then

1 set it off. The light took a little
time to reach us

, but you saw how
bright it was. An eight-ounce su-
pernova !"

He showed her the scrap of paper,
triumphantly. r

"This is our weapon, Dawn! It's
as terrible as Project Thunderbolt
-and I don,t think Mr. Ironsinith
can steal this one!"

She caught an eager breath.
"Then we can help poor Mr.

White?"
"I think we can." Claypool

nodded his brown head, proudly
now. "But there,s another thing,
that I think we must do first."

She waited, silent in her disap-
pointment.

"We must find that nest of human

traitors, first. Ironsinith and his
peculiar friends, whoever they are.

"

"Do you think you can beat
them ?"

"We must." His wistful face

turned thin and grim. "Becatise
they

*

re bound to help the machines,
under their Compact. They,

ve

always protected Wing IV, and they
helped build that new grid, tliat has
got Mr. White. So I don,t think

we
*

ve any chance at all, unless we
smash those traitors first."
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Uneasily, she peered toward the
leaning, dusty splendor of the Gal-
axy.

"I,m so afraid-of Mr. Iron-

smith," she whispered. " ,Cause I
don,t really know him. I liked him

at first-when he came with you
to Dragonrock. Then he was nice
and kind. He talked to me

, and he
gave me gum to chew. But he

,

s

different
, now.

"

She moved nearer Claypool, in
the shadowy cupola.

"He seems so terrible now. I
,member when he came to catch us

on Wing IV, and lie gave us to the
machines. He seemed stronger
than Mr. White, and 1 think he
knows paraphysics. He doesn't
seem a bit like he used to be."

But the little man in the loose

gray pajamas stood straight and res-
olute.

"We,ve a weapon,

" Claypool said.
"We can fight him now."

XXVII.

Dawn Hall watched the search for

the traitors' nest. She watched

Claypool sitting in the white pool of
light under the shaded lamp, mak-
ing his strange hasty marks on
scraps of paper, and sometimes
working his slide rule feverishly
and sometimes merely frowning at
the leaning silver plume of the far-
away Galaxy. She could see his
discouragement.

Once he laid his pencil down, and
wearily pushed his papers back.

"I can"t get it now/' he said. "I
suppose I need Ironsmitlvs com-
puting section.

" She saw the wry,

n»



brief smile that crossed his drawn

brown face. "Because he always
worked out the beautiful absrac-

tions, and I only applied them to
reality."

The dim-lit dome was very still,
on that windless world where noth-

ing ever moved and night would
never end, and she could feel the
cruel .  cold waiting silently, beyond
the thin curve of the panels.

"I'm afraid of Mr. Ironsmith."

She stood where warm air came

through a register, and tried not to
shiver. " ,Cause lie knows para-
physics and he works with the black
tilings and he doesn,

t seem quite
human any more."

Claypool stared at his paj>ers, with
brown brooding eyes.

"I could never understand him."

TIate whispered harshly in his
voice. "Or all the things he lias
done. But we know lie,s against
us, and that,s enough. We must
smash him-if we can-however we

can
"

.

His thin dark face grinned
bleakly.

"

I think that little trick of para-
pliysical matter detonation will sur-
prise him. And I think it will help
us force those machines into a new

Compact, not quite so unfair, after
he and his fellow renegades are
Sone.

"But we must find their hide-out,
first."

"Please," Dawn said. "I,m get-
ting awful hungry."

They went down inside the shelter
to the kitchen. Claypool found a
loaf of bread and opened a can of
meat and made hasty, soggy sand-

wiches. lJc washed one of them
down himself, and swallowed a
dyspepsia pill, and hurried back to
the cupola. -

He had left Dawn to eat alone
,

but she followed him anxiously
back. She watched him at work

until she fell asleep, sitting near
him on the floor. She woke again,
where he had put her to bed, down
in her room in the shelter. Lonely
and hungry and troubled and afraid,

she came back to watch again.
He looked very tired. His eyes

were reddened and hollowed
, with

dark rings around them. His brown
face was thinner, with black stubble
growing out on his checks. He
limped very badly, when he stood up
to walk alxnit the little dome. She .

.

knew his hope was failing.
She was afraid to talk to him, bul

she saw his lowering scowls and
heard his gloomy muttering. She
watched him sweep all his clutter of
papers off the little desk, in a sud-
den fit of impatience. He sat for a
long time, just looking out across
that black shallow valley. Sud-
denly, then, he snatched his pencil
to set down another careful set of
little twisted lines.

"Do you ,memlier now ?" she
whispered hopefully.

He shook his head, and she tried
not to sob.

"Just one more transformation of

the basic equation.
", He spoke ab-

sently, looking toward the leaning
pillar of silver fog, that was the
Galaxy. "It defines space and time
-as effects created by interaction
of all the electromagnetic, rhodo-
magnctic, and paraphysical compo-
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nents of wave particles. Tlie equa-
tion of clairvoyance, you might call
it. Because it explains Overstreet,s
kind of vision."

She forgave all his scowling at
nothingness.

"Then you can see Mr. Iron-
smith V

"

I hope so, when I learn how to
use it. Because the space factor
vanishes, in the transformation, and
the factor of past time is nearly
negligible. The only actual limit
left is a factor of uncertainty, which
increases to infmitv in future time."

. »

She looked at him, silently re-
proachful.  .

"The equation should teach us
how to see anything that is happen-
ing anywhere, right now," he said,
"except that strong paraphysical
fields can protect limited areas from
search. And we should be able to

see things that happened long ago.
though that will be a little harder.
But things that haven't happened
yet will be dim and uncertain, be-
cause of that probability factor, and
T don,t think we can see far ahead."

"Then please hurry," she urged
him. *Tlease find Mr. Ironsmith,

so we can help Mr. \\ hite."

. And he sat behind the little tabic

under the dome, staring wistfully
with mild brown eyes at the pale
star-mist above the cruel vallev.

.

Dawn felt sorry for him again, be-
cause he looked so small and frail
and worried. He wasn

*

t strong like
Mr. White. She saw him rubbing
at his bad knee, and she knew his
stomach hurt him. But he kept on
trying, and at last his brown strain-
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ing eyes seemed to fix on something
in the empty dark.

"Can you see?" she whispered.
"It,s hard to do." His voice was

slow with effort. "I,m clumsy, yet.
The equation shows the method, but
I haven't learned the skill. It's

hard to focus the perception, hard
not to see too much."

For a long time he didn"t speak.
Dawn watched him, and watched
the toppling column of cloud be-
yond the low black cliffs, and wished
he had time to make another sand-

wich. At last she saw his pale
smile of triumph.

"I,ve found Ironsmith, now."

His voice was very low, and she
leaned across the desk to hear.
"Back at Starmont

, when the ma-
chines first came. I see him again.
and now-"

Claypool shuddered, where he sat.
Ilis brown face turned .trangely
gray, under the stubble of beard.
His thin lips quivered and set. His
bald head sank a little forward, and
Dawn thought he looked as if a
knife had stabbed him.

"What hurt you ?" she whispered.
His stricken eyes came back for

a moment, out of the far nothing-
ness. He looked across the table at
her

, and gave her a thin, white
smile, and straightened in his chair.
And his hurt brown eyes looked
back toward that slanted pillar of
mistv light, searching again.

"I saw him with Ruth." His

voice was faint and dry. faraway.
"That doesn,t matter now-except
to him and Ruth and me. And it

,

s

hard to trace the identity patterns,
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where he is teleported. But we,ll

have to follow him from Starmont."

He sat frowning into nothingness,
the way Mr. Overstreet used to do..
She watched the changes on his
haggard face. A tiny smile made
crinklcs around his far-gazing eyes,
and then they were dark again with
dread.

"Please!" she whispered. "What
do you see?"

"I,ve found it." His voice was

low and dry and strange. "The
den of Ironsmith,s renegades." Me
shook his head a little, peering at
that leaning star cloud. "But .1

don't quite get it! That Compact
must be a bigger thing than I ever
dreamed. Bigger and older and
more evil."

She shivered a little, and watched
him. After a long time, his gaze
came back from the dark. He drew

a long tired breath, and smiled a
little greeting to her, and then stood
up to stretch. She saw him flinch,
when lie put loo much weight on
his bad knee. He still looked
troubled and afraid.

'"Did you find Mr. Ironsmith?"

He began limping restlessly about
the narrow cupola.

"I followed him, and I found the
nest of traitors." She saw his bitter

disappointment. "But Ironsmith
wasn

't there."

"Where is her"
"I don't know." He made a

baffled nod, toward that dim, dia-
mond-dusted plume sloping over the
black valley. "Still on Wing IV, I
imagine. I was afraid to look for
him there, because the field potential

of that new grid is already pretty
strong.

"

She could see the dark fear that
haunted him. But his narrow shoul-

ders stiffened, in the thin gray pa-
jamas, and he looked at her with
a hard, bleak purpose.

"But Ironsmith is coming back to
the place I found," he said. "In
spite of that probability factor. I
found the place to wait for him,
and I'll be there."

Dawn i*elt sorry for him again,.

because she knew he wasn't used to

fighting, and she could see how much
his knee and his stomach hurt him.
But his brown wistful face was

sternly set. and she knew he meant
to try.

"Where is this place?"
"On another planet, three light-

years from Wing IV." He spoke
quickly, limping painfully and aim-
lessly about the little dome. "The
renegades seem to \k'.  the only people
there, and I think the humanoids
have paid them pretty high for
selling out the rest of us."

His stubbled face was taut and

dark and savage.
"Once, I think, the planet must

have l>een
. dejjopulated with atomic

war-looking back a hundred years
in time, I could see only burned
ruins, the bomb craters, and sterile
wastelands still deadly with atomic
residues.

"But the renegades have ve-
claimed the planet now. The resi-
dues are all cleaned up-they must
have done that |>artlv with para-
physical means, because radioactives
aren

,t easy to clean out of the soil
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and the seas. The craters are level

now, and the land ih green again."

Claypool frowned into the hostile
dark.

"That
's a strange thing, these

men have done." llis skinny fists
clenched with bafflement

, and re-
laxed again. "I don't quite see how
any man could sell out to those
machines

, not even for what they
seem to pay. Take Ironsmith!

"

He scowled at that silver plume
of stars, and limped around the
dome again. ,

"I never really liked him much-
he alwavs seemed a little shiftless,
and somehow irreverent, and too

clever for liis own good. But I
never thought him capable of such
absolute wickedness-because this

crime is something worse than mur-
der. I,ll be there, when he gets
back!"

His soft brown eves smiled at

the child.
"You must wait for me, here."
"Oh, please-I can't!" She ran

to him, anxiously. "Please let me
come.

"

"You don*t understand what I'm

going into," he told her softly. "I,m
not even sure, myself. But these
renegades are strong. They

'

ve been

working with the humanoids, prob-
ably half a century. They must
have thousands of men like Iron-

smith. I may not come back."

Nervously, Claypool wiped his
worried brown face with the gray
pajama sleeve, and she pitied him
again. She wished that he had been
strong and bold and red-bearded,
like Mr. White. She knew he was

.
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afraid, but lie didn
*

t seem uncer-

tain,
"I think I can surprise them,"

he said. "I didn,t see any evidence
that they understand mass-detona-
tion. I,m going to try to kill Iron-
smith. and the others, and force
the humanoids to make a new, just
Compact. But something may go
wrong.

"

He licked his pale lips, and
grinned at her stiffly.
"I saw no weapons, but such men

don,t need physical weapons. I
don,t know what trap they may
spring, or what unknown force they
may turn against me."

He shook his head, and his soft
brown eyes seemed sad.

"So you see you shouldn"t go."
"But I must." She clung to his

taut fingers, frantically. " 
"

Cause

the black things will get me again.
if you make me stay."

"Eh?" He blinked at her,
startled. "How's that?"

"Don,t you know?" She peered
up at him, frightened and perplexed.
"You should, 'cause you,ve been
fighting the power of that awful
new machine, ever since we got
away.

"

 She shrugged. "I guess
you just don

't 'member again."
"I didn't know that." He glanced

out uneasily at that leaning, frozen
plume of far suns, and she saw him
shiver. "There must be a lot more

in that equation than I can ever
learn. But perhaps I know enough
to -fight Ironsmith-and we

"

ll go to
meet him together."

"Oh. thank you!" she whispered.
"An* I,m awful hungry now."
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They went back down to that
white kitchen, which his mind had
shaped in the rock. Dawn rum-
maged eagerly for cans ami car-
tons. He opened them inexpertly,
and watched her eat. His own

stomach was a raw pain, and he went
10 his room for another capsule.

The bathroom mirror gave lnm
u shocking glimpse of black stubble
and sunken, blood-shot eves and
sick gray pallor, and the loose
pajamas made a comic battle dress.
He found a crisp new suit in the
closet, and tried to change out of
the pajamas. He couldn

,t work the

rhodomagnetic snaps, however, and
the thin gray cloth proved too
tough to tear. lie gave it up, and
washed his face, and limped wearily
back to the cupola.

"It,s time to go," he told Dawn.
"because Tronsmith will be there in
another five minutes, and we must
be ready."

She saw him study a scrap of
paper.

"Another transformation of the

prime equation,
" he said, "ft de-

seril>cs the instantaneous deforma-
tion of the electronic exchange
forces, by control of the paraphy-
sical component, to transfer the
electronic identity patterns of mat-
ter to new co-ordinates of space
and time. That makes it the equa-
tion of teleportation."

Dawn shook her head. She could

do teleportation, but she didn"t un-
derstand the long words or the
funny doodles on the paper. Trust-
fully, she took Clavpool,s tight, bony .
hand. He read the paper again, and
crumpled it up, and turned toward

that high shining cloud tilted across
the black sky.

The sky turned bright.

XXVIII.

Tliev were in an enormous room.
Great square pillars the color of
silver held up the high roof. Be-
tween the pillars were wide win-
dows, clearer than glass. The win-
dows came down to the floor, and
bevond them Dawn could see tiiis

world of the renegades.
Smooth green hills rolled away

beneath a soft and friendly sky.
The white pillars of other great
buildings shone like silver crowns
on other hills. Below the hills was

a long dazzling curve of white
beach, and the sparkle of wind on
dark blue water.

Clavpool stood beside her, empty-
handed and uneasy. A brown hag-
gard little gnome, he looked funny
in the loose gray pajamas he couldn"t
take olY. She could see that his
stomach still hurt him, and he was
verv careful of his bad knee.

ÿ

She knew lie was afraid. She
wished that lie were tall and brave,

with fierce blue eyes, like Mr.
White. But lie smiled at her with

his soft brown eyes, and caught
her hand again, and pointed toward
the open doorway of that vast, silent
place.

"Iron smith will pass by there."
His voice, like his hand, was cold
and quivering. "We"ll be ready."

They started toward the door-
way, Clavpool limping painfully.
Dawn looked around her. wondering
at the empty husli of that huge
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space. Tall eases of something you
couldn

,

t quite see made long rows
across the floor

, and the cases had
things in them. But she couldn,t
see any people.

"Where are they?*,
"Not here." He didn,t look at

her, and his voice was quick and
dry. "Because this is a museum of
war. These old weapons must have
l>een collected for historical 

.
re-

search. but I don,t think the rene-

gades have any use for them. I
don,t think thev"Il find us

, before-
"Huh r
She heard that grunt of sharp

surprise, and felt his
,

 clammy fingers
stiffen. He stopped on that vast
floor, and blinked unbelievingly at
something in a long transparent
case, and limped slowly toward it.
She peered, bewildered.

Some of the other cases held
things she knew. Long black guns,
and cruel-bladed knives, and shim-
mering swords. Curving bows and
feathered arrows, and trays filled
with keen stone points. But this
case held something different.

There was a long thing, made
of polished metal. It was sleek and
beautiful, tapered to go fast. Spread
out beside it were rows of bright
parts, all with neat labels that she
couldn't read. And there were the

curved sections of another shining
shell, empty and ready for the parts
to fit inside.

That was all. and yet Clavpool
stood staring speechlessly. He
looked bent and empty and sick, and
his pale dry mouth was drawn by
the hurting in his stomach. She
pulled at his hand, whispering:

. . , ANT* SKA It'lll.vfi MIND

"Please-what is that?"
"Those are my missiles." His

voice was a shaken rasping. "From
Project Thunderbolt! I thought
Ironsmith took them

, but I never
knew why." His brooding eyes
held old hatred

, and dull bewilder-
ment. "Here they,re only laid out
to rust, along with throwing sticks
and primitive plutonium bombs. I
don,t quite get it!"

He shrugged nervously, and
limped away again toward the wide
door where Ironsmith was to pass.
Clutching his cold hand. Dawn hung
back to watch a tiny flying thing.

It must have strayed in from the
green fields, she thought. It flut-
tered idly above a case of long black
spears, on rainbow-colored wings.
It hovered and perched and preened
itself, and Dawn thought it was en-
tirely lovely.

Then she felt the cruel sudden

tension of Claypool's clammy fin-
gers. She saw a hard white flash
where the winged thing had been,
and she heard a clap of sound. Her
nostrils caught a sharp burnt odor,
and she saw the bleakness of Clav-

.

pool
,s haggard face.

"Did you do that?" she whis-
pered.

She saw a new gray sickness on
his face, and the beads of sweat on
his furrowed brown forehead. His

lips turned white from the hurting
in his stomach, and he nodded.

"I wanted to test the detonation

equation again," he said. "And I

guess that butterfly reminded me
of Ironsmith-so lazy and idle and
brilliant."

She was sorry he had killed it,
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because it hud been a perfect thing.
But she felt sorry for Clay pool, too,
so sick and desperate and afraid.
He caught her hand again, and
hobbled on laboriously toward the
open doorway.

"We
,ll wait here, tor Ironsmith."

And he stopped her behind the
gray ugly bulk of a battle tank, the
thick steel of it scarred where bul-

lets must have struck it, and black
where flame had burned it. Silent

and .afraid, she watched the door-
way.

Broad steps, outside, led down to
curving walks and broad green
lawns. Beyond a clear stream, the
grass was scattered with strange
low trees, bright with violet bloom.
A man and a girl were walking
there-the first people she had seen.

They looked happy and brown
and strong, and the girl wore flowers
in her hair. They held hands, and
she heard a ring of laughter. They
were alone, with no black things to
guard them-although, on another
far green hill and small as a toy in
the distance, she could see the black,
pointed pillar of a ship which must
have come from Wing IV.

Claypool drew her back beside
him, crouching lower behind the
burned armor of the tank. She felt

his wary tenseness, and saw the
hard resolve in his narrowed eyes.
A sudden alarm made her clutch
at his sleeve.

"Please don,t hurt them
,

" she

whispered, " ,cause they look so
happy!"

"They are the enemy."
His voice was flat and cold, and

me

something in it made her shiver.
She looked at him-a sick, stooped
little man in gray pajamas, bite
pitied him. yet she knew that his
mind was deadlier than all the

weapons in this museum of death.
"It,s hard ... to understand." She

heard the haunting trouble in his
voice. "They do look happy. But
they've joined the humanoids, and
soltÿ us out. I can hear them laugh-
ing now, but their crime is the
worst I know. I f they find us, I

'
m

going to kill them.
"

"

Then I hope they don't."
Dawn shivered. When she looked

again, the man and the girl were
putting up a gay-colored building,
beyond the stream. She watched
them at work, puzzled. She knew
they hadn,t brought anything with
them, and she couldn't see any black
machines helping. They drew the
bright sections out of the stream
and iittcd them very swiftly to-
gether. She realized suddenly that
they were building a shelter out of
water, with their minds.

Beside her
, Claypool stiffened

suddenly.
"Dawn I" lie breathed harshly.

"Quiet!"

Crouching behind the war-scarred
tank, she saw an old man coming
up the broad steps outside. Tall as
Mr. White, lie was lean and straight,
snowy-haired. His cragged, raw-
boned face had a look of austere

command, and his gnarled old hands
hung a little forward, in an attitude
of comj>etent readiness for any-
thing.

Dawn hadn,t seen him come. She

looked beyond him, tor the vehicle
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that must have brought him, and
found nothing. He came to the
broad level at the top of the steps,
and looked around him, and waited
there.

Beside her, Dawn could feel Clay-
pool,s trembling tensity. She saw
his brown eyes, hard and narrowed

again, watching the old man. She
saw the bright sweat on his twisting
cheeks, and his sallow illness, and
his twisted frown of pain. She
could feel his deadly readiness, and
she was glad when the old man
didn*t find them.

She didn,t want to see him die.

Waiting, the old man walked idly
to a low silver parapet. lie/Seemed
vigorous, and he didn't need a cane.

The man and the girl saw him, and
waved to him from the shelter they
were building. Pic lifted a great
scarred hand, in majestic salutation.
Suddenly he smiled and turned, and
Dawn saw the man he had waited
for.
"Now!" Claypool made a sob of

triumph. 
"He's c5me!"

Still she saw no vehicle, but Frank
Ironsmith came quickly up the
museum steps, smiling and holding
out his hand to grasp the old man,

s.

His sandy head was bare, and his
pleasant youthful face was bright
with a quiet elation.

"Mr. Sledge!"
Dawn heard him call that eager

greeting, and she felt Claypool
start. She remembered Mr. White"

s

talk of old Sledge-the unlucky old
man who made the black things, and
then fought them, and was beaten.
But this couldn"t be the same Sledge.

she thought, because he couldn't be
that old, and he didn't look beaten.

"Well, Ironsmith?" The old
man

,s voice was an anxious rum-
bling. "How,s your grid?"

"

Done!" They shook hands,

beaming. "I just watched the hu-
manoids hook in the last section.

They"re going after Claypool with it,

as soon as we get enough potential
up. I don't think such cases will

be dangerous, any longer."
Claypool shuddered. Dawn saw

the scowl of effort on his haggard
face

, and the terrible light in his
sunken eves. She knew he was

*

about to strike, and she huddled
lower behind the old tank, to escape
the fury that would be loosed when
Ironsmith died.

But he didn't.

She saw the deadly purpose re-
lax from Claypool,s dark hollowed
face, and she heard the dreadful
pain in his stifled whisper:

"No-not Ruth!"

Impelled by wonder stronger than
her terror

, Dawn rose up again, to
peer over the fire-scarred tank. She
saw a woman, tall and smiling, com-
ing to join the two men. The
woman, she thought, was altogether
beautiful. Her hair was red-glint-
ing black, and her gown was crim-
son-and-black, and her white face
was joyous.

"My darling!" she cried. "So
you

,re home!"

Ironsmith ran down the steps to
meet her. Her long white arms
opened for him, and her bright lips
parted for his kiss. He gathered
her against him. and then Dawn
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heard the broken moan ol* the drawn
little man beside her.

"That was-my wife."

XXIX.

Behind the lank
, Claypool came

stiffly to his feet. Under the un-
tidy black stubble, his gaunt face
was livid with his agony. Mis
stringy lists opened and clenched
and opened again. He stumbled to
the doorway of that hushed museum
of weapons, hobbling painfully on
the leg the humanoids had set, and
he stopped between the silver pil-
lars there.

He must have forgotten Dawn.
She ran after him, too frightened
to whimper. She was afraid of the
pain and the fury on his quivering
lace, but she was more afraid of
the others outside. They were the
friends of the black things. She
caught up with Claypool, and clung
to the Happing folds of his gray
pajamas.

Outside, the tall old man stood
with his back to them

, smiling down
in fond approval at the two below
him on that wide silver stair. They
straightened from their long kiss
of greeting. The woman let Iron-
suiith go reluctantly. He brushed
her soft hair with his lingers, and

murmured something, and she whis-
pered softly:

"Oh. mv dear
, I,m so glad vou>re

home!"

Claypool shuddered, and made a
strangled cry.

"

Ruth!"' he shouted hoarsely.
"(Jet away from him!" .

They all swung to face Claypool
128

then, seeming a little startled. The
old man,s seamed and cragged face
took on a look of stern regret. Iron-
smith stood with his arm around the

woman
, calmly grave. A shockcd

pity widened the woman,

s eyes.
"Webb!" She seemed breathless,

hurt. "What . . . what are vou do-
*

ing here?"
Claypool limped toward them,

trembling violently. His hollowed
face was bloodless. Me swayed
weakly, and his bad leg tried to
buckle under him. He got back
his balance awkwardly, and caught
a ragged brearh. Dawn crept after
him. silent and afraid.
-firtell you!" He spat the words,

with a tight-voice vehemence. "And

1 think you had better listen, be-
cause I can follow you across the
universe

, if you try to run away.
You see

, Ironsmith, I,ve a better
weapon now than the clumsy device
you stole.

"

His bald head jerked scornfully
toward the long case behind him,
which held the useless missiles of

Project Thunderbolt, built to shatter

planets. And then he pointed, with
a thin shaking arm, out across the
scattered silver buildings on the hills,
toward the estuary.

"See!" he rasped. "Watch that
rock!"

Trembling beside him, Dawn
shaded her eyes to peer out across
the wind-ruffled indigo water.
Where it met the limpid sky, she
found a far wisp of white water and
a tiny point of black. Claypool
gestured angrily ai that rock, and it
turned to incandescent fury.

The light of it might have been
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blinding, but Dawn guarded her-
self. She watched the appalling
dome rush outward, and the terrible
white flame of it soften at last into

flowing, rosy colors. She saw the
great cloud of fire and darkness
mushroom upward to stand like an
ominous signal against the peace-
ful sky. Presently the floor shook.

Dawn liad been sorry for Clay-
pooJ, but now she clung to his thin
gray sleeve, smiling up at him
proudly. Now his bad knee and the
hurting in his stomach didn"t seem
to matter, for even Mr. White
couldn,t blow up rocks like tliat.

Strangely, though, the three be-
fore them didn,t seem afraid. The

old man shook his cragged, white-
man  ed head, in regretful protest.

"You shouldn't have done that,"

he rumbled sadly. * "Seafowl nested
on that rock."

Ironsmith stood calm and bold
and very grave. Ruth stood beside
him, and watched Clavpool with a
stricken pity.

"Webb!" she whispered again.
"What do you think you're doing?*'

"I know what I'm doing." Clay-
pool limped grimly toward them.
"I'm going to smash your dirty
little plot with the humanoids-this
monstrous Compact to smother and
mechanize the human race. I'm

going to give all men, everywhere,
the same freedom you've sold us
out to get.

"

He swung * violently upon the
sober man beside her.

"Ironsmith, I'm going to kill you.
I,m willing to bargain with the rest.
but I think you,ve a little too much
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to answer for. Have you anything
to say?"

Calmly, Ironsmith said: "You*
might specify.your charges."

<"You
,

ve turned against your kind,

and joined the mechanicals," Clay-
)K>ol rapped. "You spied on me,
and sabotaged Project Thunderbolt,

and betrayed White, and wrecked
.our last effort to change the Prime
Directive. Now you,ve helped
build this new grid, to run men like
machines."

Clay  pool gulped, and tried to
lower his-voice. 

.

"Those are the crimes I know,

1 don't know how long you schemed .
to take my wife away-" He swal-
lowed hard

, and Dawn saw the
spasm of pain that crossed his face.
"But I think * those are proven
charges enough. Now are you
ready to die?"

Claypool paused, swaying on his
bad leg, gasping heavily. He waited,
but Ironsmith didn,t answer. He
turned back to the woman, with
agony twisting his face.

"Get away from him, Ruth!"
His voice was flat and breathless.
"I don,t want to hurt you--what-
ever you may have done. But I'm
going to kill this traitor, and you'll
!>e hurt if you stand too near."

The woman didn't move.
"Please, Webb-don,t be ugly!"

Her low voice seemed distressed.
"We can help you, if you,ll only
let us. But please forget your silly
threats-because you can,t hurt us,

Webb."

He flung out his skinny fist, and
she insisted sadly:

"You can,t harm us, really."

She "lanced at the calm man be-
side her. Dawn saw the glow of
devotion that lit her dark eves

, and
the deep pity that shadowed them
when she looked back at Claypool.

"Please try to see it all our way,
Webb," she begged, "because

there,s nothing unfair about Frank,

and there,

s no one you can really
blame except yourself-and Proj-
ect Thunderbolt!"

Dawn saw the glint of tears, in
her dark eves.

"I,

m sorry for you, Webb, and .I
used to be sorry for myself. That
planet-bursting toy of yours was a
monstrous thing, and yet I think
you really loved it. I know it left
you no time to think of me."

She tried to control her low
,

trembling voice.
"Please, Webb-don,t blame

Frank. He only took me away from
Starmont after you had abandoned
me, drugged with euphoride, when
you wandered away on your insane
adventuring. He brought me here,

and woke my memory, and we,
ve

learned this new way of life to-
gether."

She looked at Ironsmith, and
Dawn saw her deep joy.

"We,re in love. Webb." Some-

thing made her flush. "It,s all
legal. I didn,t know where you
were hiding-we couldn

"

t find you
tor the formalities. But Frank and

I are married, now. I ... I hope
you

"

ll try to wish us well."
Dawn saw her white throat pulse.
"Won,t you, Webb?"

Clinging fearfully to Claypool,s
thin sleeve. Dawn felt him stiffen.
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She hoard his tortured, sobbing cry,
and saw the gray, sick fury 011 his
face. She cowered back behind him,

and tlung up her arm to shield her
eyes from the llaine of annihilation.

She knew he meant lo kill them
now.

She waited, shuddering, but noth-
ing happened to the man and the
woman. The mass of their bodies
wasn

"t detonated into dreadful

flame. They didn,t even fall. They
inerelv stood there on the silver

*

step
*s, Ruth shaking her lovely head

in sad reproof.
"Huh!"

Claypool gasped with disbelief
and pain, as if some unfair blow
liad wounded him. His wide, hurt
eyes went back to the horizon, where
that ominous mushroom of cloud
was still dissolving in the summer
sky. He seemed to search for an-
other rock.

"Hold on, Claypool!" that gaunt
old man broke in hastily. "There,s

no use wrecking all the landscape.
Because you can"t hurt anybody-
not with paraphysics."

Claypool blinked at him, swaying
and ill.

"Seems you must have overlooked
a couple of basic fundamentals,

" old

Sledge murmured softly. "In the
first place, as you should have
learned, the paraphysical functions
are normally unconscious-they be-
long largely to that great fraction of
the brain tissue which lies outside

the area of conscious thought.
And the savage conflicts in such a
sick mind as vours make a difficult

.

barrier to any conscious paraphysi-
cal control."

Claypool stood silent, shudder-
ing.

"

The astounding thing is that you
accomplished all you did," the gaunt
man said. "But I,ve known other

cases of paraphysical compensation
for physical handicaps, in indivi-
duals under great stress. And you
had an advantage, of course, in
your sound grasp of the physical
and mathematical side of the prob-
lem."

Claypool stood numbed and slu-
pid-seeniing with his pain.

"Yet, for all you*ve done, you
have no real understanding.", Sledge
shook his craggcd head. "You,ve

just proved that, with this insane
effort to murder Frank Ironsmith.

You should have learned, long ago,
that paraphysical energy cannot be
used for such destructive purposes.

"

The old man spoke with a careful
patience.

"I*ecause it,s creative-the basic
creative element of the universe. It

builds stable atoms, out of disrup-
tive electrical particles. It con-
trols the shaping of planets, out of
exploding nebular gas. It kindles
life. It is the driving force of evo-
lution.

"And it is mind."

Claypool felt groggy with fatigue
and grief and shock. Slow throbs
of pain stabbed through his swollen
knee

, and small fangs of hungry
agony nibbled at his stomach. But
he shook his head and tried to listen.

"Mind is the ultimate paraphysi-
cal phenomenon,

" the old man said

patiently. "It is an emergent func-
tion of the paraphysical components
of the atoms in the brain tissue.
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Each atom has mentality to the tiny
extern of that component, and every
molecule has more. The human

mind is simply a new integration oi
that creative force, on a higher
level."

Claypool wanted to listen, but the
warm air seemed suddenly oppres-
sive. Sweat began to trickle down
his forehead and his flanks

, and
something squeezed his chest, and
his knee tried to buckle. He stag-
gered, on the silver steps.

. . sick man, Claypool." SI.dge
was saying. "You,re killing your-
self." Because lite and mind are

creative. When you try to turn
them to ends of destruction, you set
up inner conflicts which destroy
your own identity. A mind, like
an atom or a star, can be shattered
by the failure of the paraphysical
component."

Claypool swayed again, and the
tall man steadied liim.

"Better sit down.,'

Pazedlv, aching all over. Claypool
sat down 011 the broad silver stair.
A cool breeze struck him, from the
far blue estuary. Wet with ner-
vous perspiration, lie began to shiver
in the thin pajamas. Some stray
pollen grain gave him a fit of sneez-
ing. He blew his nose, and tried
to listen.

"Full conscious control of the

paraphysical functions requires a
whole mind," Sledge told him softly.
"A mature and integrated person-
ality, free of inner strains. No man
who has found that mental peace
would attempt to kill another. No
man who has not would be able to-

not paraphysically-because that

182

energy is creative, and it will nut
dest roc itself.

.

"Now. do vou set: why yon
failed Y'

Claypool nodded heavily. He
felt drugged and drowsy with the
poisons of fatigue, and jam. and
sheer defeat. Uut he tried to under-
stand.

"Vou imagined you were fighting
for the good of mankind." Sledge
went on. "That creative purpose-
however mistaken-must account

for what you did accomplish. 1
imagine you wer<r quite successful.
so long as you limited your eliorts
to constructive projects.

"

Claypool peered up from where
he sat.,

"That"s true," he said faintly. "I
think it explains the most astound-
ing thing. When we escaped from
Wing IV, you see. we somehow
got to a dead planet, lost outside
the Galaxy. Somehow I built a
shelter for us there-o'r Dawn said

I did." Haunting wonderment
whispered in his .voice. 

"I could

never remember."

The gaunt man nodded his white
mane.

"A creative project. Therefore,
no conflict existed. Imagined dan-
ger to the child was the stimulus.
The unconscious function made use.

of your conscious knowledge. But
your attack on Ironsmith was de-
structive, and the utmost folly.

"

Claypool shivered in the breeze,
and sneezed again. Dawn stood
close to where lie sat. whimpering
silently. He knew she didn

't under-

stand, and she was still afraid. He
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put out his stringy arm, and drew
her to him.

Ironsmith and Ruth stood below
ilicm on the silver stair

, hands
clasped. Claypool looked down at
them with an apathetic envy. They
.>tood so straight, so pink with
nealth and joy, so serenely absorbed
in one another. Aware of his sul-

len gaze, they came toward him up
the steps.

"So you can"t hurt us, Claypool."
fie winced from Ironsmith,s cheery
calm. "Because paraphysical energy
creates, as surely as masses gravi-
tate. I might have taught you that.
Jong ago-if you had been a little
less absorbed in Project Thundcr-
l>olt.".

Claypool sat cold and silent, too
ill to hate them now. His clammy
arm drew Dawn a little closer, and
he felt her tiny .lingers touch his
stubbled cheek, sympathetically.
That little act of compassion made
an ache in his throat, and blurred
his eyes. He wiped his face angrily,
with the gray pajama sleeve, and
sat staring at the tall stranger who
had been his wife.

The cold breeze brought him a
hint of her perfume. The thin clean
fragrance of it was laden with
crowded memories, bitterly sweet, of
their home at Starmout and the lost
closeness of. their love and their
honeymoon by the sea-interrupted
by the cold blue flare of the Crater
Supernova.

"Please. Webb-try not to hate
us so!" The pitv in her voice cut
him with a thin pain. "Because
your mind is sick, and hale is part

of the sickness, and you can,

t get

well unless you try to cure it.
"

Heavily, Claypool shook his head.
He didn*t really hate her now. be-
cause the past was gone and dead.
He was even glad to see her glow-
ing joy in Ironsmith, because she
had a right to happiness.

But he didn*t want to hear her

voice again, or smell the musky scent
of Sweet Delirium. Bleakly, he
muttered:

"Sure, Ruth. I understand."
"

Thank you, Webb!" Her quick
little smile hurt him with too many
memories. Her throaty voice held a
soothing comfort, as if she spoke
to a suffering child. But Claypool
looked away from her. Ho wanted
nothing from her now.

"I think we can help you, Webb/**
she was murmuring softly, "with

Frank,s new grid."
"Huh!"

Taut with protest, he came to his
icet 011 the silver steps.

"What do you mean ?"
Still absently holding the woman*s

hand, Ironsmith looked at him with
gray, candid eyes.

"

Yes, Claypool, I think the new
grid can cure your troubles," he

promised softly. "It; is designed to
handle just such cases as your own,
where partial knowledge and in-
adequate power and mistaken re-
sentments have become too dan-

gerous.
"

Claypool was shuddering, washed
with a sudden black and chilling
tide of recollection. He remem-
bered four human machines he had

seen marching too swiftly and too
gracefully across that dark lahora-
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tory under tlic grid, deaf and blind
and smiling.

He didn't want any help from
Ironsmith's grid.

The serene gray eyes of the
younger man were looking past
Claypool, as if he saw something
far beyond the silver pillars and
the vast crystal windows of the war
museum. His smooth pleasant face
smiled a little, and his sandy head
nodded, and then his eyes came
back.

"

The grid will be ready for-you
soon,

" he said. "The last sections
have been connected

, and now the
paraphysical potential is building-"

Convulsively, then, Claypool
broke free of the terror which held
him. Beside him, Dawn was whim-
pering softly in her bewildered
fright. He picked her up in his
knobby arms, and fled with her up
the broad stair, toward the museum
door, and the crystal case that held
a sleek and dreadful missile.

XXX.

Beyond the silver columns, thatÿ
huge hall lay hushed and dim. Near
the scarred and blackened tank

, he
could see the unguarded case that
held the stolen relics of Project
Thunderbolt. The long missile it-
self would be impossible to launch
by hand, without special tools to
set the controls and start the drive;

but he had seen the heavy little
cylinder of a detonator, among the
labeled parts of another war head,

displayed beside it.
That detonator would be enough.

"

Listen, Dawn!"- he rasped
134

hoarsely as he ran. "I want you to
go away-back to our shelter. I
think you,ll be safe-because I,nt
going to blow them up."

She squirmed in his arms, pro-
testingly.

"Please-donÿt!" she sobbed.

.
 " ,Cause they aren,t really bad."

He almost paused, but sheer
terror drove him on. lie didn,t
want to be a flesh machine

, safely
run by Ironsmith

,

s grid. His knee
was shuddering under him, and
Dawn seemed too heavy in his arms.
But he came to the top of the stair,
and staggered between the shining
pillars. His anxious eyes found
the white palladium cylinder of the
detonator in the case-smaller than

his stringy fist, but big enough.
He glanced back fearfully, but

the three behind had not moved to

interfere. Perhaps they hadn,t
guessed his desperate plan. Or per-
haps their paraphysical powers, like
his own, were useless for violence.
They merely stood watching, Ruth
with a sick pity in her eyes. He was
suddenly sorry she must die.

"Please!" Dawn was whispering.
"Please don't-"

Then his foot struck a raised

threshold, between the silver col-
umns, which he hadn,

t seen before.

He tried to catch himself, but his
bad leg folded. He fell, trying to
shield the child. His head struck

a corner of the tall crystal case that
held the tank.

For a moment he merelv lav

there, limp and dazed. Dawn knelt
by him, crying. At first he thought
she was hurt, and then he felt her
trying to lift his bursting head. He
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tried to get up. and felt a sickening
stab in his knee.

"

Better wait, Claypool,"' old
Sledge l>oonicd gently.
laboriously, lie pushed himself

up on his elbows, and hitched him-
self backward

, and propped his body
against the shining case. The corner
of it had cut his scalp, and he felt
warm blood in (lis thin hair. Slow

waves of pain surged through him,
but he tried to grin at Dawn,s te<Cr-
ful face.

"Last try,
"' lie breathed. "Nearly

. . .
 made it."

He tried to hitch himself a little

higher, and great breakers of agony
hammered him back down again.

"Lie still
, you blundering fool,"

Sledge told him softly. "Vou,vc
made mistakes enough. You

,

ll have

to let the grid take over, now, as
soon as we get the potential up.
Perhaps it can manage your body a
little more efficiently."

He saw the old man dimly, then,
following through that wide portal
with a vigorous stride-and now
there was no longer any lifted
threshold, where he had tripped.
He looked bleakly for Ironsmith
and Ruth, but they had.

 vanished
from the silver stair.

"They went back to Wing IV,"
Sledge told him. "to get that po-
tential up."

He lay propped against the slick
crystal, cold with despair. Blood
made a sticky rivulet down his
stubblcd cheek, and dripped on the
gray pajamas. He saw.the terror
on Dawn"

s grimy face, and her
stout effort to stop her tears.

"I felt llie grid once," she whis-
pered bravelv. "It isn*t reallv l>ad."

"Not bad at all!" old Sledge told
him heartily. "On the contrary, it
is built to cure all the destructive

conflicts and compulsions of such
unfortunate individuals as you are,
Claypool. It will be good for you,
and you should be grateful for it.

"

Claypool blinked at him, bitterly.
The trial, he knew-, was over. The
verdict was guilty. The sentence
was death-by a special kind of
gallows, that made a puppet of the
victim. Now lie was waiting for
the hangman.

"I can understand your misdi-
rected motives, Claypool." The old

man
,s cragged face seemed honest

now, and even kindly-as if he
felt apologetic for a sentence too
severe. "Because I shared your
insanity, once. I oncc fought the
humanoids, and tried to alter the
Prime Directive."' . *

Claypool tried to lift his head,
and waves of pain forced it back
against the case. A weary detach-
ment had come to end his passion,
and even a dull relict that his long
battles were ended. But he had

never solved the monstrous riddle

of these renegades, and now a dull
wonder struck him.

"Sledge! Are you-that Sledge ?"
The old man nodded serenely.
"I built the humanoids. nearly

ninety years ago. To stop the self-
destruction of mankind. I built the
Prime Directive into the rclavs at

.

the Central, and protected it from
change-and then tried mistakenly
to change it."

ISO



Old Sledge sighed.
"I made ilie same blunder you

have made. 3 had no philosophy.
Kgotism ruled me, instead ot in-
telligence. I wanted freedom, be-
fore I had earned it. I was stupid
and blind enough to fight the hu-
manoids. Thirty years ago, I tried
to blow

, up Wing IV with a rhodo-
niagnetic beam. Fortunately, I
failed."

Beyond the gaunt old man, Clav-
pool could see a long tapered mis-
sile in a crystal case, and a little
silver-colored cylinder on a tray
beside h. I le tried to lift his bo<ly
again, and pain staggered him.

"Don't move." old Sledge said
softly, "just wait a few minutes
longer.' and Iron  smith,s grid will
pick your body up. It can heal
everything that

*

s wrong with you.
T wasn"t quite so lucky, thirty years
ago. Then there wasn

"

t any para-
ph vsical grid.

"

"Kh?" Claypool caught his
breath, and tried to ease his knee.
"White told nie how the machines

exiled you from Wing IV, and
drove you" from planet to planet.
You must have hated them then?"

The white head nodded gently.
Bleakly scornful, Clav.pool whis-

pered his challenge:
"Then tell me why you sold out!"
"I didn't." The old man stepped

a little nearer, smiling calmly down
from his straight height. "I just-
changed. Let me tell you how it
was. Perhaps I can help you to
welcome the grid."

Grimly, Claypool tried to shake
his bursting head.

"Thirty years ago/, Sledge re-

1SQ

peated softly, "there \\a>n
"

; any
grid. When the lmnianoids finally
caught me. after my last defeat, they
operand on my brain.

"

 His raw-

boned face smiled a little, proudly.
"I had made them well. They were
tlever surgeons. even then.

"

"< )|>eratcd Claypool said. For
what r

"

"They removed the conflict and
the hate that were causing my
troubles. Also, to protect the Prime
Directive, they took a part of my
memory. So. with the knife-and I
think some use

.

of drugs and sug-
gestion-they gave me freedom.

"

Claypool tried to lift himself, and
hurt his knee again.

"So?" he muttered bleaklv. "And
.

how did Ironsmith get his: I al-
ways wondered what kind of uglv
deal-"

"There aren*t any deals," Sledge
told him. "The hmuanoids are

simply excellent psychologists. They
were always able to distinguish those
who needed watching, from those
who didn,

t.
 Your own destructive

complexes must have been instantly
apparent to them, and they could
easily sec that Ironsmith was harm-
less."

Harmless? Claypool blinked at
that, bitterly. That pleasant-faced
and honest-seeming rogue had
sabotaged Project Thunderbolt, and
turned against mankind, and eloped
with Ruth to join, these vicious
renegades. But the dull waves of
pain were surging stronger, beneath
his matted hair, and he felt too

weak to protest.
"They left me tree, soon after

that operation," old Sledge rambled
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happily on. WTlicy even let mc carry
on my research. The physical sci-
ences were still out of bounds

, of
course, because most of the equip-
ment is pretty dangerous, even for
mental adults. But there was

paraphysics.
"Before, I had always been a

skeptic-with that conscious denial
of paraphysical phenomena which
usually results from buried, de-
structive conflicts against the crea-
tive, unconscious paraphysical urge.
I even remember quarreling with
poor White, about his fantastic plan
to fight the humanoids with para-
physical weapons.

"But that same clean blade, re-
moving those conflicts, had also
liberated my repressed paraphysical
powers. The telepathic function
came first, and I was soon in contact
with a group of philosophers here.

"

"Philosophers?" Claypool rasped
his savage challenge. "Or traitors ?"

Smiling, the old man gestured
through the white-pillared doorway,
at the soft green land without, the
clustered silver towers crowning
gentle hills, and the blue, 

"

wind-

glittering estuary.
"Does this look like a den of

turncoats?" he asked softly. "No,
Claypool, this is the Paraphysical
Institute. A few adult and brilliant

men formed it, nearly seventy years
ago. The humanoids had released
them from their physical cares and
their preoccupations with physical
science, and they turned their minds
naturally to philosophy.

"The humanoids left them free to ,
work, and even aided them-the

. . . AND SBARC1IIX<! MINI!

Central is a deep reservoir of knowl-
edge, and an infallible mathemati-
cian. They won a new understanding
of man, life, and the universe. That
new philosophy became the l>asis
of a new psychology-an actual
science of the mind.

"Those pioneer philosopher scien-
tists were looking for truth, and
they found it. Tllcy weren,t much
interested in such spectacular- stunts
as telurgy-"

Claypool blinked, and the old man
explained: *

"That,s the term for mental
transmutation of mass-the same

art you used, unconsciously, to
build your shelter. The paraphysi-
cal mind, you see, is linked to the
paraphysical component of every
atom-to the functions that mathe-

maticians used to misname proba-
bility. Anything material can be
changed to nearly anything else, by
coutrol of the exchange forces to
reshape electron-identity patterns.
All such tricks, to those philoso-
phers, were merely incidental by-
products of truth.

"Yet such new devices of con-

scious control were useful, even to
them. Scattered over many planets,
they discovered one another by
telepathy. Teleportation brought
then) together, to join their efforts.
Clairvoyance soon warned them of
the mounting danger to Wing IV,
from such dangerous fanatics as
vou are-and I was. then."
*

Sledge shook his white, flowing
mane, regarding Claypool sadly.

"That was the origin of the Com-
pact. Warned of those future
dangers, the humanoids agreed to
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support the Institute, in return for
the aid the philosophers could give
them toward achieving the real pur-
pose of the Prime Directive."

Clay  pool heaved his shoulders a
little higher against the crystal case,
and reached gingerly to touch his
throbbing, puffy knee. He set his
teeth against a sob of pain, and
his fevered eyes went back to that
bright little cylinder of palladium.
which was heavy with a planet

"

s

fate.

Sledge must have seen the glance,
for his own eyes swept that dim
vast hall, with its cases of wooden
spears and guided missiles, of blow-
gun darts and biotoxin ampules, of
flint points and radiotoxin dissemi-
nators.

"The museum is part of the In-
stitute," he commented. "A good
many of the exhibits came from this
very planet-tokens to keep us from
forgetting the old enemy that is
born again with every human being.
"For life hurts every man," he

said. "Those wounds must heal.

before anv man is a sound adult.
w

Some recover easily, most carry
their scars forever, and a rankling.
unfortunate few are never well

again. The true goal of our new
psychology has been to mend those
injuries, safely and surely, without
pain. I think Ironsmith,s grid can
do that."

Gaypool had tried to listen.
Hut. his knee was paining, and his

head throhlied under the clot-stif-

fened hair, and he was ill with the

old agony of his angry stomach
slowly digesting itself. He hitched
himself up against the case again,

and peered wistfully toward the
bright little detonator.

"You see, Claypool, the advent of
the humanoids forced a very useful
change in the direction of human
progress. Technology had got out
of step with mentality-the techni-
cians were putting such deadly toys
as Project Thunderbolt into the
hands of mental savages.

"

I made the humanoids, to put a
period to that. The technicians-
with the very best intentions-had
wrecked the balance of civilization.

It was breaking up, like an off-
center flywheel. The humanoids
simply forced the technicians to
take a holiday, until the philosophers
could restore a normal equilibrium.

"Such men as you and White
never accomplished much at para-
physics, because you weren"

t phi-
losophers. You were motivated by
hate-the very antithesis of the
creative paraphysical force. You
didnÿt care about the basic truth, but
only tricks that you could turn to
weapons-and you didn

,

t even learn

that paraphysical weapons are in-
herently impossible.

"Tronsmith
, now,"is the type of

man who made the Institute." That

cragged face smiled gently. "I don,t
imagine he won any great success,

back at Starmont. Hecausc your
true philosopher is free of such
dangerously destructive drives ?ls ex-
cessive ambition. Probably you
considered Ironsmith something of
a bum."

That point, at least, Claypool
could grasp.

"Completely worthless." He tried
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to grin ihroug.i a ha/.c of pain.
"Except ho was good at math."

"But he found himself, when the
humanoids came. They saw he had
110 harm in him, and they left him
free. As soon as they learned of
his interest in paraphysics, they put
him in touch with the Institute-

lie used to play chess with me. when
lie was practicing telepathy. And he
has turned out to he" a brilliant

paraphvsical engineer, with this new
grid.

" 
*

.'So now he,s making nice, safe
mechanicals out of all mankind!

"

'"Won,t you try to understand?"
the old man begged. "Can,

t you
sec that any society must discover
and control and reclaim maladjusted
individuals-before they destroy
others or themselves? That,s the

function of the grid."
Clay  pool shook his head, because

it hurt too much to think.
"I saw White, under the grid."

His whisper came laboriously, for
even speech was painful, now. 

"A

neat machine-smiling out of some
cold hell. I don,t want to be an-

other mechanical-run by those re-
lays. I'd rather-"

Ilis whisper failed, but his burn-
ing eyes clung to that bright detona-
tor in the ease beyond his reach.
His blood-stiffened fingers itched to
feel the cold weight and the ultimate.
conclusive power of it.

"You still  ,don*t understand,>' old
Sledge eluded softly. "Ironsmith,s
grid is no independent monster, such
as you seem to fancy. It*s merely
another tool, like the humanoids,
built to serve mankind.

. . . i.VI) SEARCHING MIND

"1 think you,re physicist enough
to sec that the residual field of ail

those platinum relays would still be
too weak to coerce

'

one unwilling
moron. The grid is only an efficient
instrument

, built,  to focus and apply
the unconscious paraphysical ener-
gies of all mental adults, every-
where.

"The new grid is 110 mad me-
chanical brain, Clavpool. Ft is only
a convenient vehicle for the racial
human mind. It is the instrument

for a new level of intelligence. It
can

,t be evil or destructive, because

its very nature is creative. Tt isn,t
authoritarian, as you seem to fear,
but democratic. Kvery mental adult
will have an equal part in the un-
conscious direction of it.

"

Old Sledge,s voice was booming
now.

"This full emergence of the
group-mind is a magnificent stride,
Claypool, in the long evolution of
intelligence in the universe. It fol-
lows the gradual birth of life from
lifeless atoms, and the rise of th6
individual mind from life. Who can

say where it will lead-to what new
creation Of the paraphysical compo-
nent, which is present in every
atom, and which is forever building
atoms into higher syntheses, on
higher levels of creative evolution!

"Man was sick, Claypool. He
was very close to death-with his
runaway physical technology killing
him, like the runaway cells of an
organic cancer. But the humanoids
removed that cancer, efficiently I
think, and now Ironsmith

"

s grid will
provide a new control, to assure a
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balanced growth and cure any un-
healthy cclls. That social cancer
won

,

t come back.
"There"ll he 110 more wars, no

more killing-"
The old man 1uokc off suddenly.

.

then, and turned with an expectant
smile. Painfully turning his head,
Clay  pool saw Ironsmith striding
briskly in between the tall silver
columns.

"The ikotential,s finally up." he
murmured brightly. "Ruth stayed
to watch the meters.

"

Claypool stiffened. His pain-
wcaried brain hadn"t followed all

the argument, but he knew the ease
was closed. He was condemned.

and here came the cheery hangman.
Ironsmith grinned pleasantly.

"Ready. Claypool:"

XXXI.

Sprawled against that crystal
case, with the frightened,

 child be-

140

side him. C*

layjiool didn't try to
answer, lie lay watching that white
cylinder lie couldn

-

t reach, enduring
the slow thudding in his blood-
matted head and the tight constric-
tion of his knee and the gnawing
fangs in his stomach, waiting for
the power of the grid to blot out
bis conscious being.

Dawn's whisper startled him.
"I*lease-I can help you now!

"

And he felt her leave his side.

He glimpsed her standing in that
tal,, transparent case, tiny beside
the long bright missile from Project
Thunderbolt, stooping to pick up the
detonator from the display of labeled
parts. Then she was back again.
instantly, thrusting it into his hands.

He took the heavy little palladium
cv

,inder. His blood-stiffened lingers
moved with an automatic skill, strip-
ping out the safety keys. He set
his trembling thumb on the tiring
bar." and sobl»ed to the white-faced

child:
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*Thank you,. Dawn- now save
yourself!"

He saw her black head nod, still
proud with that crumplcd scarlet
ribbon. His shuddering thumb
came down, in an act of blind re-
bellion against the black mechanicals
and the grid, in a last savage stroke
against I roil  smith,s pink-faced, in-
tolerable Tightness, against the very
pain that racked him.

He tried desperately to push home
the bright little palladium bar, that
would convert all mass within forty
yards-the rusty tank and the mu-
seum floor and his own sick flesh-

into energy to crack the planet. The
bar moved easily, and he felt the
spring begin to yield.

Yet something stopped his thumb.
He couldn,t understand it. He

had scarcely listened, in his hope-
less torment, to the old man"s ram-
blings. Still he hated Ironsmith,
for spying on him, and wrecking
Project Thunderbolt, and stealing
Ruth away. Me was beaten, and
here was a way to die magnificently.

Yet something in him wouldn't
press that l>ar.

"I can,t-" he breathed to Dawn.
"Please put it back."

Carefully, he slid the two safety
keys back into place, and gave the
useless cylinder back to the child.
She took it, puzzled and hurt, and
left his side again.

Stiffly he turned his head again,
to peer up at old Sledge and Iron-
smith. They stood where they had
lieen. They were smiling at him,

and they hadn't tried to interfere.
He hated the old man's rawboned,
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kindly honesty, and lronsmith's
smiling,

* sunburned calm.
"Go ahead," he muttered bitterly.

"I,m ready now."

And the strength fled out of him.
Ilis body slumped back against the
shining crystal..-His drawn, brown
head dropped down on his arms,
smearing the thin pajama sleeves
with tears and sticky blood. He lay
there quivering stiffly to his sobs of
failure and final self-defeat, waiting
for the power of the grid.

Dawn replaced the detonator ill
the case with the other labeled bits

of shiny metal. She had cauglit the
savage force of his longing for the
weapon, and she couldn,t under-
stand why he hadn,t used it. Dis-

mayed, she came back to where he
lay.

"Please
,

" she choked, "couldn,t

I do anything?"
Anxiously, she touched his bent

shoulder, where clotting blood from
the long gash in his thin-haired
scalp had plastered the gray pa  jamas
down to his flesh. But lie ignored
her voice and her touch. He lay
with his bitter face buried, crushed
and broken and alone.

She saw the grid take him.
A new tremor shook him, as if

he fought it. Then his sobbing
stopped. For a little time his
sprawled body lay very still. The
ragged cut in his brown scalp
seemed to close itself, and the bleed-
ing ceased.

Then he sat up. moving stiffly at
first and then very quickly. He
put l>oth hands on his swollen knee,
and carefully straightened it. Some-
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.thin}; made a ...loud snap, which
startled and alarmed her. And then
he rose.

That quick gliding movement
showed no fatigue, nor any human
awkwardness or pain. He was care-
ful of the injured knee, but even
the way he guarded that was lithely
graceful-for he was like one of the
black things, now. She knew that
nothing hurt him any longer, not
even his stomach, for he was smiling
now.

Cold fingers caught the back of
her neck, when she saw that smile.
For the man Claypool, with all his
fears and his tortured hopes, his
kind impulses and his cruel con-
flicts, was gone from behind that
stubblcd, hollowed, dark-stained
face.

He was smiling. But those (lag-
gard, distended eyes saw nothing.
He didn't know her, any longer.
He didn't know anything. That
smile showed no human feeling.
Beyond the tears and the beard and
the drying blood, it was- terribly
far and calm and empty. It was
mechanical.

"No!" she moaned. "Oh-no,
no, no!"

And she cowered back from the

human thing that smiled. It didnÿt
see her with those dilated eyes, but
it had no need to see. For it turned

upon her, still protecting the hurt
knee but moving with a machine's
sure precision, and it spoke to her.

"At your service. Dawn Hall."
Its voice still had something of
Claypool,s, yet it had become a high,
droning monotone. It was somehow
melodious, and quite without feel-
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ing. "Do not be afraid." it whined.
"No harm will come to you, but
you also require the care of the
grid."

She cowered back against the
crystal case, away from that me-
chanized thing. But it ceased to
move, like a stopped machine, with
that cold, calm smile frozen on its
blood-streaked face. Ironsmith

came quickly up beside it, grinning
disarmitigly.

"

Please let it help you. Dawn."
His voice seemed warm and kind.
"Life, I know, has been unkind to
you. Hunger has hurt your body,
and all your wounds must have
scarred your mind a little. I think
you

,ve done wonderfully well, com-

pensating paraphysically for all
your handicaps. But still you need
the grid."

Suddenly, then, she liked Iron-
smith. She remembered the chew-

ing gum he gave her once, and she
thought his calm, sunburned face
was very handsome, and she no
longer felt afraid. She tried to
smile at him, and tried to say:

"I*

m ready, mister."

But something choked her, so

she couldn*t speak. Ironsmith waved
at her cheerily, and then the silent
power of the grid swept her into
the warm and kindly dark of its
healing oblivion.

XXXII.

Claypool found himself again.
standing in his huge new room at
Starmont. It seemed to him that

only an instant had passed since he
lav like a trapped and crippled
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animal 011 ihe lloor of tlic: war mu-

seum at the Institute, and lie auto-
matically took his weight from his
hurt knee.

Startled, he looked around him.
The village swains and maidens

still danccd in the high murals,
smiling in their luminous joy. The
vast cast window was now an amber

screcn. tilling the room with mellow
radiance. Beside him stood a htt-
manoid.

The ricli light filmed its slendcr-
ness with molten gold,.and flamed
on its yellow brand. It stood statue-
like. an ideal shape of dark per-
fection. Its sightless, steel-eyed
face was serenely kind, full of a
sleepless solicitude. It was beauti-
ful-and he shrank from it

,

stricken with his old terror.
"At your service, sir,

" its silvery
voice sang softly. "What do you
require?"

**(  Jet out!" he said hoarsely.
"Just leave me be."

To his voiceless astonishment, .it
obeyed. It turned silently, with
that golden light flowing on its nude
sleekness, and glided away from
him. It .paused to touch a button
by the door-he saw that the old
invisible relays, that a man couldn,t
work, must have been changed. The
wide panel slid open for it. and
closed behind it, and he was left
alone.

He stood gaping after the de-
parted machine- -and discovered
that he was standing on his crippled
leg again. Strangely, it didn,t hurt.
He bent to feel his knee, and found

the swelling gone. The flesh was
firm and well. He walked across
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the soft lloor, ex)>erin>ciually, and
his step was light and sure.

"Huh!" Tie caught his breath.
'*J)id lronsmith"s grid-?"'

Then he remcmltcrcd the long
gash in his scalp, and lie reached
up to examine it. His fingers found
no wound or scar, and the hair felt
oddly thick. That slow, thudding
pain, he realized, was gone from
his head. In fact

, he felt uncom-
monly well.

Curiously, he fingered his face.
That caked stillness of drying blood
was gone, and the bristles of un-
shaven beard. He wanted a mirror.

and his glance went automatically
to a row of buttons beside that im-

mense amber window. He selected

one
. not knowing why. and punched

it.

The aml»er light went out. The
window became a mirror. He gog-
gled at a dark stranger.

" For the

man in the mirror was taller and

younger than he had been, not quite
so skinny, lean and straight and
fit. The deep furrows of worry
were all smoothed away, as well as
the petulant twist of the lips.

And those durable gray pajamas
with the impregnable rhodomag-
netic snaps were gone at last. The
stranger in the mirror wore a neat
blue suit, with a narrow conserva-
tive stripe and buttons that his own
lingers could work. Clavpool grinned
with relief, and the -  tall stranger
smiled back pleasantly.

But Ruth didn*t like blue for
him--

He remembered, then, with a stab
of pain, that she was lost to him.
A sudden sick loneliness cut through

. 14.".



him. but tlif dark-haired stranger

in the mirror looked gravely chcer-
ful still, and- tho straight shoulders
made a quiet little shrug of calm
acceptance.

-Then he found the plaque, hung
beside the mirror- on the glowing
wall. A thin rectangular block of
some black crystal, polished sleek
and golden-veined. Across the face
of it was- a green-lettered message
-Ruth had always..used green ink.
and lie knew her rapid printing:

Dear Webb,

Congratulations, .on this Awakening
Day. We,re all three truly glad you*re
well again, and \<-e"  rejoice in the new
fclicity which you should discover now.

The Frank Ironsmiths

. Felicity-that .was a pet word of
Ruth's. The plaque had a slight.
clean hint of Sweet Delirium. He

read the message twice, and then a
sudden stinging in his eyes blurred
her neat green lettering.

With a painful throbbing in his
throat, he found the round stud
inset in the base of the plaque, and
pressed "it. The printing dissolved:
The darkness of the crystal bright-
ened, and the golden vcinings faded.

The plaque became a window.
Beyond it, he saw a simple gay

pavilion, which must have been
erected by telurgy. standing on a
happy landscape. The flowering
trees about it were all violet flame,

and light danced on far blue water,
and soft green hills were topped
with the silver towers of the In-

stitute.

Frank Ironsmith and Ruth came

out of that bright building, followed

by a little yellow-haired girl. Iron-
smith grinned at him warmly, and
Ruth waved a white lace handker-
chief. Thev hurried toward him in

.

the picture
.

; holding the hands ol"
tl e slender child between; them.-

Ironsmith looked a little heavier.

he thought, pink with health and
calmly selt-content. fiis smooth.
sun-browned jaws moved a little.
and ( lavpool thought he must be
chewing gum. Ruth was straight
and radiant, her dark hair lustrous
with red lights. - .
- 

.They, paused, in the picture.
Reaming rather fatuously. he
thought, Ironsmith took up the little
girl. Ruth reached out to caress
the yellow curls, and Claypool saw
her fond and happy, pride. She had
never looked quite so young, he
thought, not even on their own wed-
ding day at Startnont. never so light
and fair and gay.

The round stud clicked softlv
.

back again, and that tiny window
closed itself. The polished crystal
darkened

, and the golden vcinings
knitted back. The green lettering
was still erased, but that faint sweet-
ness of Ruth's perfume

*

 lingered
heavy in the air. a soni1>er ghost of
sorrow.

That stale sweetness seemed sud-

denly stifling in the room. I-Iis
fingers went back, automatically, to
the row of buttons beside the mir-

ror. He glimpsed himself again, a
tall brown stranger, and then the
mirror became a crystal window.

He punched another button, and
that clear panel dropped. A fresh
morning breeze cooled his face.
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Ruth"s lingering thin perfume went
out with the wind, and that ghost
of old sadness with it. He inhaled

clean air, and felt that he was free.
He turned to the window, and

gaped again.
Far away, beyond the red ex-

panse of the lauding stage and be-
low the uneven edge of the moun-
tain,s crown, he saw the rolling
vastness of the desert he had known

-but now no longer a tawny deso-

lation.

For now new lakes glinted blue
in the valleys, above giant dams the
humanoids must have built, and
scattered villas made gay islets of
bright roof-color in a new sea of
tender green, and now a somber
green of new-grown forest clad the
higher summits, which had been
bleak and bare.

Dark forests, grown since lie was
here 1

"That grid!" he breathed. "How

long?"
He was turning to call back that

oddly obedient machine to answer
his baffled questions, when he caught
a shimmer of moving color against
the sky. A little rhodomagnetic
cruiser dropped silently, the oval
mirror of its hull aglow with blue
and green reflections and the red
of the landing stage. It touched
gently, and a black mechanical
sprang down to help a girl alight.

He stood at the window, watching
that girl, and something caught his
breath. ITe didn,t know her

. and
yet something set a haunting wonder
in him. Something made his pulse
beat faster, and lie forgot that
vanished ghost of yesterday.

The girl left the humauoid wait-
ing by the cruiser. She came
obliquely across the stage, walking
with a long, ircc, confident stride.
She was tall, and splendid to him.
Her flowing dress was clinging
silver, scarlet-belted, and she wore
a scarlet flower in her black, shining
liair.

He didn,t know her name, and
yet the swinging way she walked
awoke a haunting recognition. He
must have seen her eyes before,
long and limpidly dark. And the

flower in her hair
,

"

 a gay badge of
courage, was somehow like a tattered
scrap of scarlet ribbon.

She saw him at the window. Her
half-remembered face-viVid-lipped
and narrow, sensitive and strong,
with high cheekbones-turned lovely
with a smile he must have known,

somewhere. She paused on the red
stage, and called to him in a rich
clear voice that he must have heard
be fore.

"Hi, Webb!"
He didn,t know her name, and

yet that baffled recognition took hold
of him. The tall stranger he had
seen in the mirror waved back to
her, and leaped over the low window
ledge with a young man,s effortless
ease, and ran smiling eagerly to
meet her. She gave him her hand,
and her grasp was strong and glad.

"Do you feel all right?" But
she didn,t wait for him to say. "I
felt you were ready to come back,"
she said happily. "So I asked Mr.

White, and he told me this would
l>e your Awakening Day. And he
told me to come and welcome you-
or at least he said t might."
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She saw his breathless uncer-

tainty.
"What,s the trouble

, dear?" Her
laughing"- voice held gentle malice.
"Don't you remember me ?"

He stared into her dark shining
eyes.

"Dawn!" he whispered unbeliev-
ingly. "Could it be?"

"

Perhaps I've changed a little.
since you remember me." She
straightened and posed in the cling-
ing silver and turned herself before

140

him. tall and gay and proud, laugh-
ing at him. "How do you like
now ?"

He liked her more than he could

understand, but he only nodded
blankly, thinking of those dark
forests grown on mountains that
had been craggcd and barren.

"How long has it been?" he
whispered faintlv. "How many
vears
.

"This is the fiftieth Awakening
Day."

A cold wind blew 011 his spine.
"

Awakening Day comes every
year,

" she said, "when those who
are ready are released from the grid.
A great holiday. Mr. White wanted
me to stay for the celebration at the
Institute tonight, lie has been back
for thirty years, you know. Now
he"s a research man, working with
Mr. Ironsmith."

Still Clay pool couldn*t speak.

"JJut I wouldn*t stay," she said,
"because I knew you*d be back, and
I wanted to be here. Sometimes

it is a little difficult and confusing,

at first. I came back, at Dragon-
rock. on the last Awakening Day.
and I remember being lonely."

He blinked at her shining loveli-
ness. trying to understand.
"Mr. White and Mr. Ironsmith

are always so busy, you see, with
this new research. And our other

old friends arc still under the grid
-Mr. White says that Mr. Grav-
stone and Mr. Luckv should be

*

ready in a few Awakening Days,
but I,m afraid it will be a long time
before poor Mr. Overstreet is out."
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Her dark head tiltecl. ami she

smiled again.
"So I've been waiting for you,

darling, alone at Dragonrock."
Floundering in his stunned con-

fusion, Claypool groped for her
warm hand, and let her laughing
strength draw him back to sanity.
He swallowed hard, and found his
voice.

"Fifty years!
"

 he whispered.
"Then I'm-ninety!"

"And I am sixty," came her soft

girl
"s voice. "The grid works

slowlv-Mr. White and Mr. Iron-
&

smith are working now to speed up
the processes. But it has healed
our bodies and our minds, and it
can make us vonng again.

"

Her limpid eyes turned thought-
ful.

"Darling, isn"t it strange we were
so awfully .wrong? And too bad
we ever fought Mr. Ironsmith?

"

He looked over her shoulder, at
the computing section where Iron-
smith used to work. The old ever-

greens clumped about it were taller,
now, and the little red-roofed build-
ing sagged with age. Against the
white-painted wall, where Ironsmith
used to lean his bicycle, stood a
tall memorial tablet.

Claypool nodded dazedly.
"I guess we were all of us sick

and blundering and mistaken," he

said slowly. 
"I guess Ironsmith is

a shining genius and a great hero-
THE

but still I don"t like that habit ol

chewing gum."

The tall girl laughed throatily.
"Darling, I'm glad you're still

you. ,Cause I've been waiting for
you.

" Somehow, then, in her rich
husky voice, he could hear a child,s
clear treble. "You see

, Webb, I*ve
been in love with you ever since
the day you carried me in your arms,
and ran from that digging machine.
,Member?"

Claypool remembered. The tall
youthful stranger of the mirror
heard the music of her voice, and
caught her hand again. He wanted

flowers to give her, and swift
telurgy shaped red and thornless
roses from the air.

But he remembered those fifty
years again, and the shock of them
checked that stranger,s smiling con-

fidence. The telurgic roses in his
hand somehow load the musky odor
of Sweet Delirium, and they re-
called that ghost of sadness he had
tried to banish.

Dawn took the flowers from his

numbed hand, laughing.
"It*s no use, your fighting, dear."

Her voice had a faintly malicious
bite. "And no use to dream of

.
Ruth. ,Cause I came to see you
here, right after my Awakening
Day. I liked you, and I told Mr.
White I wanted you, and he fixed
it for me in the grid. He says you
simply can

't hate me now."

*********
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IN TIMES TO COME
Tn this issue, we are starting the presentation of a new policy--advertising

splice is available for sale in Astounding Science Fiction alone. Normally, in
a general-circulation magazine, ads tend to he simply a space-waster from the
reader"s viewpoint; in the past, to a considerable extent, I fear that they have
been so in Astounding. In special-group magazines, however, advertisements
properly selected for that special group serve a definite and useful purpose to
hoth reader and advertiser. The advertiser*s interest is

, of course, obvious; in

the special-group magazine though, the reader is as much interested. In the

present issue there are several ads for sciencc-fiction and fantasy books that
you might not have heard of, or might have forgotten, books you,ll be inter-

ested in knowing about, because they arc 01 interest to your particular lield
of interest. Such ads serve as bulletin boards to keep you aware of what,s
happening in this field. In just such a way, ads in technical journals help the
specialists in their own fields to keep track of the latest manufacturer"s offer-
ings-they serve as a running

, up-to-date catalogue. So, wc hope, will
Astounding. We intend the ads to be useful to you, as well as to the adver-

tisers. (P.S. We might mention they help balance our rising costs, too!)

Several of the ads contain coupons; knowing you don*t like marring the
magazine, we,ve done our best to make those ads back on non-story pages, to

encourage coupon use. Reason: The advertiser wants to know whether a

particular ad in a particular medium pays off-and the coupon identifies tl
'

ic

place you saw the ad. In replying, if you don,t use the coupon, mention the
magazine, will you? More results mean more ads-and that means we can
afford to expand the magazine as we want to, despite the high cost of paper.

*

But to next month's issue. It starts "Dreadful Sanctuary,

" by Eric Frank
Russell

, a fast-moving novel with a fascinating, unprovable proposition. And
the even more intriguing point that, whether that proposition be true or false,
the behavior of the villains of the piece will be the same! Russell always could
write-and he,

s up to the top of his form on this one!

Also coming up is a brief piece ". . . That Only A Mother . . .

" by Judith
Merril, the first new feminine science-fiction writer in years. It,s a smooth

piece all the way through-with a hornet sting barbed on the end. You'H
remember it.

The Editor.
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BRASS
It ttu.f the '.v/V

.
 plain truth!

Dear John:
The article "* Pseudoscience in

Naziland" which was published in
ibis magazine «juite some time ago
lias found a reaction which sur-

prised me greatly. In personal let-
ters as well as during fan nfeetings
I have been asked again and again
whether the contents of that article
were 

"true" or whether 1 had tried

to make a rather obscure joke. One
or two said plainly: 'ÿI can

,

t be-

lieve that Germans would do things
like that," Well, fact is that they
did and I want to reaffirm here that

every word in mv article was fac-
tually correct. Those who are still
wondering whether there was scien-
tific as well as other corruption in
Germany will find some additional
corroboration for my statements in
the new book "Alsos," by Dr.
(loudsmit

.-Willy Iÿey

That Lab must be a branch of the
A

. .9. U. R.-American Society
-l

100

TACKS
for Useless Research-J - J. Coup-
ling, President, Wish and Re fell
are yifjht, of course.

1

Dear John:
The impression which may be

given by your introduction, and
bv Lome Mac Laugh kuTs article on

f o

servomechafiisms. that thev are
F

something new and complicated, is
misleading. Actually, they have
followed closely engineering need;*
and the increase during the last
war has been in the somewhat more

extended use, and in the extension
to another decimal in their precision.

Discounting Adam,s club as an
automatic volume control and other

devices which use animal brains as

part of the servo loop, we can easily
go back to 17*S4 when James Watt
invented the fly-ball governor to
control his steam engine. And if
you were to go to the ttureau of
Standards in Washington today, yon

could find a fly-ball governor con-
trolling the speed of a recording
chronograph,

ASTOUNDING SCI BN<*KF!r'fION



The mathematicians went to work
on servos about 1840- Particular
mention should be made of Wisch-

negradsky
ÿ

s work in 1876, be-
cause its advanced mathematics and

Russian language virtually doomed
it to oblivion.

In 1884 ICnowles devised an

isochronous governor which, of
necessity, used positive feedback.
Without going into the theory, you
may be assured that positive feed-
back is one of the gremlins which
makes life interesting for the servo
engineer.

The steam steering gear for ships
antedates 1890 and the Sperry de-
vices were full of servos. Sperry
had an operative autopilot for air-
planes during World War I.

Leaving the mechanical and hy-
draulic servos, we find that Edison
invented the first electronic servo in

the form of a voltage regulator in
1882. on paper. This was forgotten
for about forty years, until it was
found misclassified in the Patent

Office during litigation over the rein-
vention and reduction to practice, of
an electronic voltage regulator by
Stoller in 1918.

During the thirties the mathema-
ticians again got busy on "feed-
back". Biack recognized the use-
fulness of feedback amplifiers,
Nuquist derived his famous "cri-
terion" for stabilitv and Bode car-

.

ried on by analyzing the limitations
of practical systems. These studies
were theoretical and primarily in-
tended for amplifiers rather than
mechanisms, but it was not too long
before the servo engineers drafted

BRASS TACKS

the theory and later the theorists.
Not to make the servos work, but
as we have mentioned, to make them
work one decimal place better.

At that, the servo engineers had
their mathematical analysts. The
use of velocity feedback was used,
analyzed and patented in the twen-
ties. Ninorsky who analyzed the
problem of automatic steering and
Hazen in the Journal of the Frank-
lin Institute, circa 1939, presented
substantially the same material as
was to be found carefully locked up
in*  "classified" files in 1944.

World War IT refined servos and

used them extensively but is not
in any way responsible for their
basic development and application.
-Fred Nash

, Charles Revell-
Laboratory of Unnatural Science,

Long Island Division. " *

Sorry, Prime Press-and you're
right. It's an even better bargain.

Dear Mr. Campbell:
On behalf of the Prime Press I"d

like to thank you for your review
of our publication "The Mislaid

Charm." We think the story good
and are always interested to receive
public notices.

However, would it be possible
for you to run a line or so at some
early future date, correcting the
price from $3 to $1.75? Mr. de
Camp says it's a good value at $3.
We are sure it,s more so at the

correct price of $1.75.-James A.
Williams. The Prime Press. Box
2019

, Middle City Station, Phila-
delphia 3, Pa.
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Hm-m-m-best of the decade. Look,
suppose you were getting out an
anthology, lp.fo to date, and had
to pick the ten best stories of
novelette or short length-no
novels. What would you pick
then? It,s unfair to shorter
stories to match them against
novels.

Dear Mr. Campbell:
Having l>een out of touch with

Astounding for the last couple oi
years, I noticed only recently (he
changes that your magazine has
undergone-such as the elimination
of the word ASTOUNDING in
large type, to be replaced by the
more subdued SCIENCE FIC-

TION-the return of Rogers to the
covers-who should be relieved by
liberal doses of Timmins now and
then-the return of some of the

better authors and last, but most

certainly, far from least, the im-
provement in the quality of paper.
Are you preparing us for the day
when old AST. will shed the last .

of its pttlp and emerge on the news-
stands in bright slick garb? Alore
power to you, if you are.

Personally, I hope you maintain
che present size until that day. but
even a return to the normal pulp
size is preferable to the large mon-
sters of *42. My copies from ,37
to the end of "41 arc in as line shape
us can be expected with a minimum
of care, but the large issues, almost
to a copy, are frayed, torn, and in
general poor condition. Further-
snore, thev arc not as handv to bind

* .

or store, waste far too much paper
and are not nearly the advantage
152

you thought rliey would be. i,lease

retain the size you now have. It
,
s

ncac, handles well, is attractive on
the newsstands and is just as dig-
nified as any of the Digest maga-
zines

, despite the somewhat flam-
boyant covers.

You*ve heard this before, I know,
but perhaps you*d like to get my
selection of the best stories so far
in this decade-when 1950 rolls

around, if you,re still publishing,
I

~

ll finish it off-but here they arc,
with no preference to place values.
These arc the best since 1940, ar-

ranged chronologically:
"Final Blackout" Hubbard-

really excellent.
"Slan" van Vogt
-Sixth Column" MacDonald
.ÿCommon Sense" Heinlein
"

lleyond This Horizon" Mac-
Donald
"Nerves" Del Rev
"Opposites-React!" Stewart
"World of A" van Vogt
"The Mule" Asimov
"The Fairy Chessman" i T.ost my

copies )
"Fury" O"Donnell
"The

'

 End is Not Yet" Hubbard
Despite some nostalgic tears for

the years of ,40 and ,41, I must
admit that excellent stories have ap-
peared since then, though with less
frequency. "Opposites-React!"
impressed me very favorably, al-
though I notice it failed to rate the
MUTANT label.

W hich raises some more ques-
tions, to wit: what lias become of

MUTANT ratings? NOVA rat-
ings? l.ook Jacket illustrations on
serials? Will Stewart?
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On ilie other hand. \ou,re just.
as well ofT without: Alejandro; the
I  sip brothers ; and too many sequels.

The loss of the rotogravure sec-
tion, 1 suppose, is-clue to the |  taper
shortage, or perhaps has hawed out
in favor of the better quality paper
used throughout.

You raised an interesting point
not so long ago, in coxuicction with
Murray Leinster,s story, "Propa-
gandist.

"

 in wondering at the
.
 re-*

spouse on a story \yitli such an ob?
vionsly emotional background. After-
all. if we wanted to read stories
purely for the sake 01 the tech-
nology. past, present, or future, we

could pick up a history book, hand-
book. or indulge in some hefty ex-
]>erimcntatiou. Your own stories
depended not on the technological
aspect of the surroundings in the
story, but on the psychological and
emotional factors involved. I'

m

glad that you carried your ideas
with you into Astounding, for it has
completely changed science-fiction,

and, in my opinion, most certainly
for the better. However, a story
that is neither wholly psychological
nor wholly technological is the most
absorbing. Too much implied sci-
ence also becomes boring, as wit-
ness Doc Smith's so-called epics.-
John L. Gergen. 221 Melbourne
Avenue S.K.

, Minneapolis. 14.
Minnesota.

Smith put that final note on "Clril-
drcn" to make it definite, certain

and unequivocally clear that this
zcas alt-the end-the finish of

BRASS TACKS

'the series. J  tut still'  people don,t
believe him!

Dear Mr. Campbell:
I  lave just finished reading "Chil-

dren of the Lens", and would like

to add my note *to the chorus of
praise you will no doubt soon be
hearing. Some may consider the
Lens series just a highly streamline
diversion of the:old ,."space -pirate"
idea

, but what, I-  ask?  you, was ever
wrong with space, pirates, properly
presented?

It would be very interesting to get
a frank statement from Dr. Smith

as to how the series took shape in
his mind. I strongly suspect that
the idea of I'-ddore was a* very late
development, and that if one were
to turn to the original serial version.

of "Triplanctary" it would be im-
possible to distinguish the lEddorian
entity beneath the surface of Cray

"

Roger, nor would Virgil Samms be
recognized as a Grandpappv Kirmi-
son. Incidentally, I've always re-
gretted not having been able to read
more than the first -  installment of

the story when it appeared in 1934.
No doubt when it presently.appears
in book form, it will.be completely
rewritten and fitted perfectly into
the pattern of "its sequels;

When "Galactic Patrol" firft ap-
peared how far into the depths of
Boskonia was Dr. Smith looking:
Not much, 

.
if any, beyond Hclmuth

the "Speaker" I'd say. In fact I
doubt if Eddorc had occurred to
him even when Kinnison was ca-

vorting with the Eich.
Be that as it may he always left

himself an out, and as it now stands,
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the various parts hang well to-
gether, When Dr. Smith winds up
the saga with the further adventures
of Mr. Samms as "First Lensman"

I,

ll be right in line for my copy.
Lastly, is there discernible in the

final sentences of "Children of the

Lens" a hint of things to come?
Will we see in the not too distant

future a Fourth-Stage Guardian or
a Leiismau

"s Successor? I"d hate

to bet we wouldn,t.-J. R. Mills,
545 North Main Street, Walling-
ford, Connecticut.

II ell, that wasn't Alejandro,s idea
about the rays from the head-
hut there is point to what you say.

Dear Mr. Campl>ell:
>

After all the fanfare it received
"Children Of The Lens" has been

a disappointment to me. I have
read Smith,s work before and liked

it. but you could have cut it in half
without losing anything.

The stories rate as follows:

1. "There Is No Defense"

2
.
 "New Lives For Old"

3
.
 "Cosmetics" (This was very

good, but look what it had to com-
pete with.)

4
.
 "Children Of The Lens"

As for the cover, hm-m-m-an-
other of Alejandro,s symbolic paint-
ings. The first of his super covers
seemed to symbolize man,

s attempt
to reach the stars. This one no

doubt symbolizes his conquest of
the atom. But why the radiations
emitting from his head? Docs this
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indicate thai despite his physical
progress he .still has holes in the
head? Or does it mean that man

has a tendency to be hotheaded?
Kiiher way Alejandro Is probably
right.

Seriously these covers of yours
are the 1x?st art I have seen any
place. They .- should win all art
contests hands down. I

*ll bet that

in a few years an original Alejan-
dro will be worth a fortune.

I like your policy of including
more stories based on biology.
Maybe its because I'm a biologist.
I know a lot of biologists who
haven't read your magazine bccause
there has t>een very little of bio-
logical interest in it. However now
maybe they, too, will join the list
of readers of Astounding.

I like your editorials, too.- In
fact come to think of it I like every-
thing about Astounding. However
it could be a lot larger and Un-
known could be brought out of its
state of suspended animation. That
would make everything perfect.-
R

. \V. Johnson, 3835 North Central
Park Avenue, Chicago IS, Illinois.

I  Veil, you're right and you're wrong.
/i. Afay tie Hull docs have .the
feminine viewpoint all right, and
it is, in a sense, a pen name. But
not C. L. Moore. EMM. is
Mrs. A. E. van I~ogt.

Dear John:
Well, the new year is well under

way. The January issue sports
Rogers" fine cover. Doc Smith and
Asimov are the only familiar names

ASTOUNDING SOIENCK-FIOTrON



Simon and SciiuStkr. Publishers

That was what Astounding Science editor John

Campbell called A. E. van Vogt,s story THE
WORLD OF ci,when it was first introduced as a se-

rial in this magazine several years ago. Now yotf will
be glad to hear that THE WORLD OF a has been re-
vised and edited for book publication, so that you may
add it as a bound volume to your permanent science-

fiction collection. If ever you have fallen under the

spell of van Vogt
,s story telling, this is all you should

need to know before asking for THE WORLD OF a

at your bookstore. Or j Dept.
. 1230 Sixth Avenue. New York 20. N.Y.

VOU may use this COU- ÿ ""d ™. a copy of A. E. van Vout"s
I book. THE WORLD OF a.

pon to order a copy by J ÿ *2.50 cndo.ed. ÿ send c.o.d.
mail. Price $2.50. I No  me-- .. .....__

Simon and Schus- 1 Add

ter
, Publishers. 1 Ci,y__.__s«,*_



that olicil any kind of response.
These new authors! Here is one
fan who is lost. It,s hard as all

get-out to figure out who
,s who."

The Christmas holidays gave me a
chance to haunt my files, and after
quite a bit of scrounging around,
managed to find Catherine Moore,

s

new pseudonym. It was quite a
hunt, but always look for the
woman

's viewpoint-Blord,

s secre-

taries; the matriarchy of the S.
Clon in "The Winged Man"; Cyr-
illc. The female psychology always
manages to seep through despite a
woman writer,s efforts. However

she did pretty good this time how-
somever taking in the possibility of
Hank's outlook. Perhaps it just
runs in the family--two minds with
hut a single thought?

Finally made it objectively
tlirough "Science and Sanity" and
just want to say that even if van
Vogt,s conclusions were a bit final,
"World of A" absolutely needs a
sequel. The description of the
Prescots was good interpolation of
what A could do for the masses,

even if they were highly trained
technicians. But throughout, there
is a good cross-section of Non-
Aristotelian personalities, disregard-
ing van Vogt,s over-writing and
super-novel technique. I reiterate,
"World" needs a sequel. Ditch the
Atom Gods.

Use Alejandro on first issue of
Unknown Worlds when it is rein-

stated-he's great. Would also ap-
preciate a letter from you with pen
names and real names of some of

your authors, as I know it isn
"t jake

to enclose them in the editorial cap-

lion above this leuer. V our super-
Fative articles, as usual, spike the
issue, and your own is always criti-
cal mass to setting off. a pleasant
and absorbing evening. - Ernie
Auerbach, University Veteran's
Housing, Box Si 3, Coral Gables 34.
J-lorida

.

Dr. Rhine of Duke has investigated
clairz'oyance-but somehow I still
don,t think the pendulum has any-
thing to do with it!

Dear Mr. Campbell:
1 thought you might be interested

in the following: If I remember
rightly, you published a story-
article-by Willy Ley some time
last year, dealing with the German
pendulum theory.

It so happens that I get a regular
supply of Flemish newspapers from
Belgium, where I lived the first
quarter of my life up to the war.
A few days ago I came across an
article in one of the best publica-
tions, namely De Nieuwe Cids (The
New Guide, i.e.), of December 17,
1947. One of its reporters, signing
himself Jaak Vcltman, referring to
the pendulum theory in that article,-
says among other things:

"Take for instance the woman

living in the neighborhood of Tour-
nai, who had not heard from her
son for three years. He had been
deported to Germany in 1942 and
his last letter was dated 1943. When

she received no news even after the

capitulation, she made inquiries left
and right. However, nobody was
able to help her and she was just
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about to give up the search when
she found out that the pastor of a
neighhoring village had cleared up
other disappearance?-.

"Taking her son*s photo with her,

site told of her misfortune
. The

priest calmed her and produced a
map of Germany. Placing a finger
on the photo and holding in the
other hand a pendulum which he
moved over the map. he searched
intently for a while and. addressing
smilingly the woman who had been
looking at him with nervous aston-
ishment, he said calmly: ,Your child
lives, and I believe even that he is

residing in this locality
*

. (He in-
dicated Darmstadt).

" ,Will I see him again, Father.
'

the woman queried. "If you could
onlv tell me .

 , ,

*

" 1I have a feeling that he is on
a journey/ the priest replied, 'but

would prefer to verify this first.
Can you come back later?'

"When she returned, he was able
to tell her that the young man was
on his way to Belgium and he
thought it safe to predict that her
son would be home by Ascension
Day.

"The woman did not know what

to make of it. Caught between
doubt and faith, she spent an anx-
ious time. When Ascension Day
arrived, the bell rang during the
afternoon and-her son stood be-

fore her.
"The story was told to me in a

sober, cool room of a convent, by a
padre who is a serious and learned
scholar."

The World of A
by A. E. VAN VOGT

Published in book form bv Simon and Schuster

Is the April selection of THE FANTASY GUILD, the book club
for the science fiction fan!

JOIN NOW by buying from THE FANTASY GUILD this great
novel. Membership means: a free dividend book for every three
selections you "purchase; you receive free the monthly elub bulletin
full of reviews and a full description of each selection. You buy
only- the selections you vant!

Send

$25J? To-
THE FANTASY GUILD

BOX 5144
SAN FRANCISCO 1, CALIF.

C.O.D.

ORDERS

NOT ACCEPTED

And you're a member! Your copy of "World of A" moiled immediately!
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Pheic. Well, that is a verbal

translation. Sorry it is a bit long.
Whether it is tine, of coursc-Only
rhe people concerned know.

While 1 am at it
, there are three

wore points I would like to mention:
a) T thought the cover picture for
Aesop the best I have ever seen.
I believe it was mostly the coloring
rhat appealed to me.

b) You may not care a bit, of
course, but frankly, T do not think
much ot most of the illustrations

nowadays. I would have expected
to find drawings, showing scenery
or mechanisms, or so, which may-
or may not-be used in future ages.
Instead, all we get is the head of a
man, or a woman, or a dog- Now
and then a man or woman are

shown in full, and a table or chair
is added to fill the picture, so

-

 to

speak. I sometimes wonder what
X ad reek or Worscl are supposed to
look like.-Michael Corpor, 114
Tachbrook Street

, Westminster,
t.widoo. S. W. L England.

Universal su  [frage-limited only by
the reach of United States mails!

.

Dear Mr. Campbell:
Following a New Year,s resolve

to use my readers, suffrage on your
enjoyable magazine, here are my
votes -m the January issue.

\  . "Now You See It." Very good
indeed: this series is still ascending
in interest.

2
. Helping Hand."
"Advent."
L>oth enjoyable, though I doubt

that I
*

d reread them; but then
, it

108

seems to me thai the enjoyable
stories are a sort of backbone of a

good magazine. You can
*

t have

excellent ones all the time, every
time.

"Children of the Lens". Only
moderately interesting in spots so
lar, and even this is pretty well
obviated by the poor writing and
ridiculous characterization. I sup-
pose I

,

m much hi the minority, but
my opinion is that this doesn

*

t lie-

long in Astounding SCIENCE
FICTION.-E. C. Marshall, 306
West Uth Street. Xew York 14,
New York.

To The Point!

Dear Sir:

l*or once a novel which is superior
to -any I have read for quite some
time. Xatnrally I am referring to
Dr. Smith's "Children of the Lens",

.1 do hope you can give us some
more of Smith,s work very soon.--
Alary T.. Tlommmger, P.O. l?ox

fSfJO, llradcnton, Florida.

We've got plaits for changing and
improving Science Fiction!

Dear Mr. Campbell:
Here goes for my first attempt

at rating stories in Astounding-
after enjoying your magazine since
i:m. For 1947 I rate the out-

standing stories in this order:

1 "Children of the Lens
,
" by

K. K. Smith i must rate first).
2

.
 "Hobbyist,** bv Mric Frank

Russell (best short story in years*).
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3. "Tiny and the Monster," by
Theodore Sturgeon (also very
good).

4
.
 "Ole Doc Methuselah," by

Rene Lafayette.
5

.
 "The Figure/' by Edward

Grendon (short, but o my).
6

.
 "The Person from Porlock,"

by Raymond F. Jones.
7

.
 "Sinecure 6," by Horace B.

Fyfe.
8

.
 "The

ÿExpensive Slaves," by
Rene Lafayette (good new man).

9
.
 "Propagandist," by Murray <

Lcinster.

10. "The Equalizer," by Jack
Williamson.

11. "With Folded Hands," byWilliamson.12. "The Timid Tiger," by Rus-
sell.

13. "The Answer," by George O.
Smith (he writes too much).

24. "The Model Shop," by Jones.
15. "Answer," by Hal Clement.

The year was outstanding in
quality of short stories but not sc
much could be said for the serials

,

which were not outstanding except
for "Children of the Lens." Oi

the other serials, I liked "Tomorrow
and Tomorrow," by Lewis Padgett
best with L. Ron Hubbard,s effort

not clicking with me. But then, 1
didn,t like his "Final Blackout'",

either. .

Worst stories: 1. "The Thing or,
Outer Shoal," P. Schuyler Miller;
2. "An Enemy of Knowledge," by
A

. M. Phillips (belongs in some
other pseudo-science-fiction maga-
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zinc); 3. "Turning Point," by
Pendleton Banks.

With the advent of the final

Lcnsmen story, the whole series
begins to take on perspective, and
one can see the reason for some

passages in earlier stories. Kddore
was mentioned in "Second-Stage
Lensmen." However

, Smith needs
to polish up his introduction to the
series as well as to finish the present
serial in the February issue. I guess
he,ll do it in his re-written "Tri-

planetary," which Fantasy Press
will publish next year.

Your articles remain tops in their
field, and I,d like to see more of
tliem. I hope that some day you

,ll

go back to a large size, put in slick
paper, and publish a real magazine
with lots of stories, lots of articles,
and lots of pictures. Until then
Astounding will remain the best of
the pulps, which is a derogatory
term to most people. Our maga-
zine isn,t like most other pulps, we
hope. At any rate, I have not l>een
able to read any other science-fiction
magazine for several years; they
don"t compare with Astounding.-
Kdward L. Corton, Jr., 709 West
Third Street, Waterloo, Iowa.

Concerning the Mcgapolis.if

Dear John:
Mv ballot for the February SCI-

KNCE FICTION herewith:

(i) "There is Xo Defense"-the
jigger was suspcct to an old who-
dunit fan, but it was nicely devel-
oped. 

'

(2) "Children of the Lens"
(3) "New Lives for Old" .

14) "Cosmctics"

Not by any means a super-issue.
Your editorial, "Mcgapolis.*i

should send some serious readers to

a i>apcr by John Q. Stewart in
Geographical Review for July, 1947,
entitled "Empirical Mathematical
Rules Concerning the Distribution
and Equilibrium of Population."
Granted that Stewart has derived

his equations by trial, from study of
population statistics, and tliat they
therefore represent a kind of sum-
mation of our culture-and that you
are assuming a changed culturc-
his results are interesting, and may
have a good deal to do with our im-
mediate future.

Atomic war-or Van Vogt,s walls
-are elements which can only bring
alx>ut radical* and sudden culture

changes-not evolution, really, but
revolution. If we avoid the lust and
fail to achieve the second, Stewart,s
equations indicate that our larger
urban centers will continue to at-

tract ]x>pulation at the expense of
rural areas. lie is speaking of
physical, and not of political cities,
of course. Physical New York in-
cludes much of New Jersey and
Westchester. Physical Schenectady
may rather soon involve Albany,
Troy, and the suburbs of Rensselaer,
Watervliet, Cohoes, Waterford, et
:l. which have political identity but
are contiguous to the latter two
cities.

Not much more than fifty years
ago-say seventy-five-villages scat-
tered through this part of New York
State were still real urban units-

perhaps as large as some 
"cities" of
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early Me?>opotainia or I"-gvpt. They
ha<l their "wii local industries,

schools, churches, and newspapers.
The> and the farmland aroiuul
thcni. which produced food on a
subsistence rather than a one-crop
basis, formed more or less sell-sufii-
cicnt units.

Around the turn of the century.

there was a change to urban con-
centration. Here the direct cause
was the establishment in Sehencc-
taclv first of the Kdisou Works, and
then of its transformation into Gen-

eral Klectric. It was no longer ecor
nomical for young people to stay in
their cross-roads villages anil make
shoes or brooms or boxes bv hand

. .

when they could work in the G.E.
for more money. . It was no longer
economical for them to live twenty

miles aivav atul commute bv horse
. .

and buggy, so they moved to the
city, which grew like a toadstool.
This had happened earlier else-
where. and probably is still happen-
ing in some rural areas where in-
dustrial pkmts have- recently licet.
set up.

The automobile l>oth helped and
counteracted this trend. It helped
by making central -urban shopping
centers. amusement resort s,

churches, ct al more accessible and
perhaps more attractive. The small-
town equivalents for the most pari .
died off, and left the urban centers
in sole command.:- People from
great areas of the United States
come to New York- for opera, thea-
ter, museums, libraries, and shop-
ping, because equivalent facilities
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cannot support themselves in small
placcs.

Supporting these facilities, and
i  lie accompanying public services
such as sewers, power, telephones,
pavements, police and fire protec-
tion, and schools, costs a good deal.
To avoid paying high city taxes-
and because the automobile will now

carry Ihom easily and quickly-de-
centralization is taking place, but
usually concentrically around the
urban centers. Eventually these
suburbs are .going to find that their
local taxes arc higher than those in
the city thev left, and will ask to be
taken into the political structure to
which they belong physically.

This kind of decentralization still

leaves a pretty big target on the map
lor ail A-bomb. It is really diffu-
sion. Life under atomic war is

more likely to produce-if there is
time-something more like fission,
with fragments of population spat-*
tered over the landscape as far from
each other as they can get. And this
means radical economic changes as
to public services and the service
occupations. Stewart may have to
work out an entirely new set of
equations for such a society--or he
may find that the basic equations
still hold, if properly applied and
with changed constants. If society
does not break back to the rural pat-
tern of the middle Nineteenth cen-

tury. with self-sustaining localities
-and we have probably destroyed

too much soil, timber, and watcr-

TIIE

shed for this to be possible-some-
thing fancy in transportation and
social organization will have to de-
velop. Perhaps there will be local co-
operative general stores- -branches
of some central store which can
handle distribution on a nation-wide
scale. Central schools will be neces-

sary, if only to make it economi-
cally possible to offer specialized
courses and use specialized equip-
ment. (

*

A one-room country school
could have a laboratory course in
nuclear physics if anyone could pay
for it.) And eventually you may
sec a set of Stewart equations ap-
plying to a physically scattered po-
litically unified "city" stretching
from here to Canada, as bis present
set describe the physical centers of
today.

There is a pretty problem for a
writer with a solid background of
sociology-given ;he pattern of our
Western Civilization, and those of

the neighboring civilizations of
which Toynbee speaks-what new
patterns will be created by an atomic
war, or a bacterial war. or any other
set of conditions which cause a sud-

den rather than a 
.
gradual change?

When Mars is colonized, will it fol-

low the. evolutionarv historv of hu-

man society here oti Karili. or some-
thing different

"

" Is decentralization

possible on such an airless planet as
the Moon? I

,

ll be watching for the
answers in SCIENCE FICTION.
-P

. Schuyler Miller.

END.
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